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World Welcomes '66 War Will Be
Stepped Up
WithMixed Emotions In '66,Belief
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bration and a prayer for peace. The West Germans will see
By JERRY BUCK
Associated Press Writer v
It is a time of merrymakers, 1966 in with a bang. They are all
The world welcomes the new reactions, popping corks - Set to blow up $15 millionworth
of fireworks, almost 50 per cent
year tonight with joyous cele- and cannons.
more than last year.
According to German folklore,
the bangs and flashes of Sylvester (New Year's Eve ) are
supposed to frighten off demons
and evil spirits.
In toe Moslem nations the observance of the new year may
be somewhat subdued. It cornels
this year on the sixth day of Ramadan, the Moslem holy month
of fasting.
The Islamic faithful have
been warned that kissing and
drinking are forbidden.
Roman Catholics are looking
forward to the new year as the
start of a special jubilee proclaimed by Pope Paul VI to
mark the closing of the Vatican
Ecumenical Council.
In New York's Times Square
— a traditional New Year's Eve
gathering place — a new $10,000
illuminated digital clock controlled by signals from the U.S.
Naval Observatory will time the
arrival of 1966.

PBIVER WHO DRINKS . . . It. Grover Payne, traffic
the, police departdlviploo chief of the Hmttagtao Beach, Calif.
eteatittg
slogan "The
cw^Bte^-wltli
rteftt *-' wlib is
I)riveir y H u tDrinkswOf Save a Policeman for a Chaser"
— springs from a water tumbler to prove he means it,
to the surprise of celebrating BIB Mean of Orange, Calif.
Photographer Clay Mfller of the Santa Ana (Calif;) Register
created this scale with some trick photography. (AP Fhotota>

COFFEE WONT SOBER YOU UP

Old Drinking
Theories Upset
remarks are found to be hilarious, even drinking patterns are
more carefree than usual before
a drink is consumed," says Robert W. Jones, associate director
of the Rutgers University Center of Alcohol Studies.
"Most people don't really
want to get drunk on New
Year's Eve -- and they don't,"
Jones says, "even by accident."
Both Jones and his associate,
Dr. Leon Greenberg, discount
word - of - mouth measures designed to prevent intoxication.
Steak is as good as a glass of
milk to "coat" the tummy in
advance, because anything with
a high protein content serves
the same purpose. They advise
eating a good meal before
drinking much liquor. .
WASHINGTON (AP)- Tax- Both say coffee does not sober
Saturwise, it will be cheaper
you up. "The only good it does
day than "today to use the tele- is that you are not drinking altrade
automobile,
buy
an
fihone,
cohol while you drink the cofn stocks and bonds, or join a fee," Jones says.
club.
The coffee may wake yon op
Those seeking New Year's but it won't sober you up,
Eve entertainment won't even Greenberg says.
have to wait until Saturday to The best bet is to space your
take advantage of excise tax drinks, one an hour would be
cuts. A series of admission ideal, they advise. "If you think
taxes which have yielded about you've had enough, wander
$55 million a year were canceled around with a glass of ginger
as of noon today.
ale Instead of Scotch," Jones
How much ef the tax cat Is suggests.
passed on to consumers will What to do about a hangover?
vary among the various groups Nothing, according to Greenaffected. Some businesses will berg, who has been studying the
effects of alcohol for 32 years
hold on to the extra money.
and enjoys an occasional social
brings
a
cut
The New Year
drink.
from 10 per cent to 3 per cent But Greenberg says studies
in the tax on local and long dis- have shown that a
partygoer
tance telephone service.
who
nibbles
the
night
through
The manufacturers' excise tax on s n a c k s and delicacies,
reduced
from
10
on automobiles,
smokes too much, "
to 7 per cent ln June, goes down around like a loon"and "runs
will wake
to 6 per cent and the tax on up the next morning
with a
auto parts and accessories, now hangover even If he didn't have
8 per cent, is repealed.
any alcohol.
Other taxes being repealed To those that did imbibe, a
Saturday are the 20 per cent couple of drinks the next mornlevy on club dues, stamp taxes ing may bring momentary reon issuance and sales of stocks lief , "but it isn't exactly the
and bonds, the 10 per cent tax thing to do — it just postponed
on ' private communications the evil moment," Greenberg
servient, and the 10 per cent sap . He adds:
manufacturers levy on eUptric A cold glass of water the first
thing on awakening won't make
light bulbs.
Also ending Saturday are an you drunk again, as some s*y.
8 per cent wire and equipment It merely wakes you up enough
service levy, a 10 per cent tele- to realise you are still drunk.
graph service levy, and special So suffer, It you've had too
taxee on cutting oil and lubri- much. Only time will help, alcating oil not used for highway though you can distract yourself
hy taking pills, ha concludes.
purposes.
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.
(AP) — You-can tell some of
the real drinkers, even before
they pave had a drink, according to a student of alcohol and
Its effects on drinkers.
"On the way to the party the
voice gets louder, mildly funny

Consumers
May Benefit
In Tax Cuts

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP ) - High military and diplomatic officials in Saigon predicted today that if the Viet
Nam conflict goes on, military
activity will be intensified in
linjO.

They expressed this view on
the last day of the old year as
the continuing U.S. diplomatic
peace offensive gave rise to
more optimistic outlooks in other parts of the world.
The prediction coincided with
an announcement that U.S. military strength in South Viet Nam
has reached 181,000. The new
year is expected to bring thousands more. There were about
23,000 American troops here last
Jan. 1.

Peace Offensive
Extended bv U.S.

BULLETIN
PARIS m — President
Charles de Gaulle asserted
Friday that France is staying ont of the Vietnamese
conflict and will continue
to do so.
"
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - special presidential envoys carried
America's Viet Nam peace
drive today to France's President Charles de Gaulle, the

NATO Council and President
Tito of Yugoslavia. India's
Prime Minister Lai Bahadur
Shastri was next on the calling
list.
The only open response from
the other side was a defiant call
from President Ho Chi Minh of
North Viet Nam for the Viet
Cong to presis on for "new and
greater victories."

ed Nations Ambassador Arthur
Goldberg, in Paris for talks with
De Gaulle and a report to a hurriedly called session of the
Permanent Council of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization,
and Ambassador W. " Averell
Harriman. Harriman had a date
with Tito today following up his
conference with Polish leaders
in Warsaw Wednesday, and a
The special envoys were Unit- well informed source said he

would be in New Delhi Saturday to see Shastri.
After a meeting with French
Foreign Minister Maurice Couve :
de Murville preliminary to his
call on De Gaulle, Goldberg
said his mission could not be
described "in terms of hope, optimism or pessimism."

As for the question whether
he had learned anything from
Couve de Murville about possible changes in the French attitude toward Viet Nam, Goldberg suggested that reporters
ask the French.
The last day of the year also
Goldberg was little more combrought a report that 34,585 enemunicative after his meeting of
my soldiers were killed In acan hour and 20 minutes with De
tion in 1965. The figures for
Gaulle.
American dead during the year
He said he bad told the
were put at 1,241 and for VietFrench leader of "President
namese government troops at
Johnson's earnest desire to seek
11,000. Almost 6,000 enemy
an early and honorable settle*
troops were said to have been
By JACK LEFLER
materializes, there will be cut- ! corporations and local, state and raent of the Vietnamese concaptured.
backs in government spending. federal governments will spend flict" and asserted that such
AP Business News Writer
Despite these figures, enemy
Inflation is another cloud on more in 1966.
settlement can be achieved only
(AP)
- Econo- the economic horizon. The con- But they warn that the threat "at the conference table without
military strength was said to NEW YORK
Along some of the nation's have grown from about 103,000 mists were optimistic about the sensus of economists seems to be of inflation will worsen and the prior conditions."
turnpikes, highway patrols to an estimated 230,000 as the prospects for 1966 as the new that the danger isn't too great balance-of-payments deficit will Goldberg said Be Gaulle "of
year arrived. But there were but they point to continually ris- probably grow.
prepared big urns of coffee in year ended.
course expressed bis own view
nope of seeing weary celebra- The figures, released by head- some reservations.
ing costs of living and a possible The economists forecast that which I will report to President
ton home safely.
quarters ot the U.S. Military Business zoomed at a record labor shortage.
the Gross National Product Johnson."
(GNP) - total of all goods and
And everywhere the world Assistance Command, Viet Nam pace in 1965, and if all goes well
the
boom
will
enter
Its
sixth
Two dozen economists sur- services — will climb to about The envoy carried a message
(M-ACV), listed an increase jn
Pjreshlent
awaited worfl gn.
"
~
next March.'
veyed by the Wall Street Jour- $710 billioh, a 6 per cent gain from Johnson to De Gaulle but
Johnson's efforts to bring the Vietnamese armed forces 'dur- year
Biggest
question
mark
is
the
nal almost unanimously agree over the 1965 GNP. This would its content was not disclosed.
war in Viet Nam to the negotiat- ing the yean* of from about 811,in
Viet
Nam.
If
it
continues
war
that the economy will continue be just below the 6.5 per cent Goldberg is flying home toing table. Johnson has sent dip- 0CO to 565,000.
night.
at
its
present
pace
or
escalates,
I
lomatic mi-sions abroad to talk With the massive American the demand on business for sup- to expand in 1966 but at a slight- increase in for 1964-65.
Harrlman's next move was
ly
lesser
rate
than
in
1965.
They
expect
consumer
prices,
to world leaders.
buildup in 1965, the general mil- plies will be immense. If peace They predict that consumers, on the average, to rise about 2 announced by the U.S. EmbasPresident and Mrs. Johnson itary outlook was termed more
per cent in 1966, compared with
remained at the LBJ Ranch in favorable, but increasing infil1.2 per cent in recent years.
Texas, where White House press tration of regular Worth VietThe National Planning Assosecretary Bill D. Moyers said namese troops cast an ominous
ciation was even more optimisthey have no special plans for shadow. One high military
tic, predicting that the GNP
the evening.
source said it now is believed
would go to $716 billion, up $44
Chinese Nationalist troops de- the infiltration rate has reached
billion from 1965.
fending the Quempy islands are a predicted 4,500 men a month.
The organization suggested
under orders not to reply to rou- The presence in South Viet
that the Johnson administratine Communist Chinese gunfire Nam of seven North Vietnamese
(AP) - The to summon state draft chiefs to tion's problem will be to find
for three days starting today. regiments is said to have been WASHINGTON
and pursue an economic policy
confirmed. The presence of one man-hunting Selective Service a series of conferences.
"equally concerned with supThe Qnemoy defense com- more regiment is termed proba- agency says it is considering Among other things, the porting continued growth on the
spokesman said, the officials one hand and preventing an inmand said the cease-fire is de- ble and still another possible.
signed "to enable our compa- Despite these moves, U.S. revival of the Korean wartime will discuss possible moves to flationary price rise on the othtriots on the mainland to cele- military men say the initiative deferment standards for college increase the number of men er."
brate the new year and the now is held by the South Viet- students — which made it hard- available for induction.
The Labor Department re-'
anniversary Jan. 1 of the found- namese and U.S. troops and er for marginal students to get The draft meetings will begin ported that living costs, rising
ing of the Republic of China in their allies, bolstered by in- draft exemptions.
at the fastest rate in seven
creasing firepower and mobili- Some 2.2 million students now Jan. 9, when Southern state years, climbed another two1912."
draff
directors
will
gather
at
hold deferments, and are retenths of one per cent in NoFree coffee is being offered to tyquired only to be doing satisfac- Ft. Stewart, Ga. On Jan. 19, vember.
motorists along the Massachustate
directors
from
the
Northtory work as fulltime students
The consumer price index adsetts, Pennsylvania and New
at a properly accredited college east and Midwest will meet in vanced to 110.6, meaning that it
Jersey turnpikes.
Washington.
Western
draft
dior university.
rectors will meet Feb. 7 in San cost $11.06 to purchase items
And the Burlington, Vt, Free
worth $10 in the 1957-59 base
looking
at
some
things
Diego.
"We're
IN POWER STRUGGLE
Press is offering for the fifth
period.
that
might
be
done
to
find
less
consecutive year to pay the fu. . . Ho Chi Minh, president
The
increase
was
due
to
highpromising students," a Selective
neral costs of anyone wHo plana
er prices for all major items — of North Viet Nam, whose
Service official said Thursday.
to drink and drive New Year '"
including housing, clothing, hands may hold the key to
"If we need more men . . . one
Eve. They have to register at
transportation and medical care success or failure in the
good place to look is going to be
the newspaper first.
— except food, which held Viet Nam peace bids, apthe students."
steady.
The Korean War standards
pears to be caught in the
Traffic patrols across the naThe automobile i n dus t r y
1962.
Under
were
dropped
in
for
the
tion are being beefed up
titanic struggle for power
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
wound up 1965 production on a
holiday weekend.
between
Red China and
Going into the final day of them, class standing and perbooming note as the ll-mlllionth
Taking note of the mild 1965, Minnesota's toll traffic fa- formance on a Selective Service
Communist
Russia. There
car or truck of the year came
Detroit talities has soared to a record qualification test were considweather
forecast,
have
been
indications
that .
off
an
assembly
line.
The
total
Director of Traffic William Pol- 857—or IS more than the pre- ered before a ruling on draft
Ho was willing to end the
last year was 9.3 million.
eligibility
wea
made.
kinghom said:
vious record set just last year.
war in Viet Nam, but cur"This kind of weather always There were three fatalities on A spokesman said the Increas- WASHINGTON (AP ) - After
rent statements reflect the
four
days
of
intensive
bargaining draft board demands ot the ing,
induces speed, and coupled with the final day of 1*54.
granite-hard line. They alnegotiators
ln
a
gunpowder
Three
persons
died
ln
accidrink and fatigue, it's a dangerViet Nam war — now responsiso reflect the Soviet-Chindents in southern Minnesota ble for about 40,000 draftees a plant strike have reached a tenous situation."
tative
settlement
that
the
adese
struggle. (AP Photofax )
Thursday.
Indications
were
that
Perhaps one way to build up weather conditions played at month — has led Selective Serv- ministration hopes will restore
B.
Hershey
ice
Director
Lewis
courage to face the new year is least a contributing role in the
some dwindling ammunition
sy in New Delhi. The embassy
to eat some roast Hon.
supplies for Viet Nam.
fatal crashes.
said Harriman will stay only a
An inn in Plymouth, Mich., Is
The rebuilding of critical gunday or two.
Benard
E.
Kiley,
22,
and
his
offering roast lion in wine
powder stocks could resume
India ,, along with Poland
sauce, with soup and dessert in- wife, Carroll, 19, were killed as
after the New Year's weekend if
which
Harriman has already
cluded, at $5.80 as part of its they headed back to California
the 4,200 strikers at the Olin MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) — visited, and Canada where
after a Christmas holiday in
new year's menu.
Mathleson plant in East Alton , The last time Gov. George A. presidential assistant McGeorgo
Minnesota.
111., approve the agreement Wallace of Alabama delivered a Bundy has been, is a member
Klley and his wife had visited
hard right to a heavy punching
reached here Thursday night.
of the International Control
bag was 23 years ago.
Nosey Neighbors his mother in Minneapolis. They
were on their way back to San
Bargaining for the month-long The governor, onetime ama- Commission set up ln 1954 for
"Nosey neighbors" are Diego, Calif., where Kiley was
strike was switched to Washing- teur boxing champ, tried it Southeast Asia .
those who discovered more stationed at a Navy base.
ton Monday at the request of the again Thlirsday in the gym of a The defiant call from Ho Cht
about you than you've been
Heavy fog had settled south
Federal Mediation Service.
hotel — and fractured his right Minh came in a Hanoi broadcast monitored in Tokyo, reportable to find out about them. of Albert Lea when the crash NEW YORK (API - Bethlewrist.
Chief
Federal
Mediator
Wil. . . A local beatnik says he occurred, on a straight stretch hem Steel Co., the nation's sec- liam E. Simkln Said the tenta- "The governor was working ing a message from the North
got so many ties for Christ- of Highway 65. The Kiley car ond largest producer, announced
out and there was this big to the Viet Nam National Libermas that he may have to and one driven by Paul Horgan, a f5-a-ton price increase today tive agreement was communi- punching bag hanging there," ation Front (Viet Cong).
buy a shirt . . . A pro- 18, Twin Lakes, Minn,, came to- in structural steel shapes and cated to the White House and
Pentagon and "everybody in the said his press aide, Bill Jones . From Moscow came a pledge
crastlnator is one who puts gether headon.
piling.
by Soviet Premier Alexei N.
administration is gratified at "It was too much to resist."
off till tomorrow the things
E. B. Bickford, vice president, this step."
Kosygin to "continue rendering
Mrs. Klley, thrown from the said the increase, effective with
he's already put off till tonecessary
assistance and supday . . . You can bet a car, died at the scene. Her hus- shipments Saturday, was made The Illinois plant is the sole
WEATHER
port" to North Viet Nam.
manufacturer
of
a
special
gun'
home
band
died
less
than
two
hours
man s the boss in his
because of growing industry acThe stntement was in KosyFEDERAL FORECAST
when he goes right ahead later in an Albert Lea hospital. ceptance for lightweight, higher- powder used in some rifle bul'
lets, tracer bullets and 20mm WINONA AND VICINITY — gln s reply to questions submitand uses the guest towels. Horgan, who suffered severe strength steel.
ted
to him In a letter by KlyoshI
tonight
Fair
and
much
colder
. . . The quickest way to head injuries, waa . hospitalized
cannon shells which the governThe company alto announced ment said were running low with low of 5 to 10 above. Part- Iwamoto, managing editor of
discover a woman's faults at Rochester.
(says Bob Talbert) is to
ly cloudy and continued cold Japan 's Kyodo News Service .
Mrs. Bessie J. Turner, 82, a "revision" it said was gener- during the Strike.
Saturday, high In 20s. Continued Kosygln declared full backing
praise her to her friends.
Roodhouse, 111., was killed when ally downward in prices of cerBnt Pentagon spokesmen em- cold Sunduy with no precipita- for the stand of North Vict Nam
her car and a semi-trailer truck tain other structural sectionsand the Viet Cong for settlement
collided on U.S. 63 near Spring Bethlehem said It will broad- Ehaslzed that, up to now, there tion .
of the Viet Nam problem.
LOCAL WEATHER
Valley, about five miles from en its line of lightweight ateel as been no ammunition shortOfficial observations for the Goldberg's arrival in Paris
the Iowa border. Authorities sections, which it said are de- age In Viet Nam.
said the crash occurred on a signed to reduce construction The agreement was initialed 24 hours ending at 12 m. today : came after Rome visits with
(For more laughs see Earl curve of tha wet, fog-shrouded costs. The lightweight sections by the three unions involved Maximum , 54); minimum, 29; Pope Paul VI Wednesday and
noon . 20; precipitation, trace. Italian officials Thursday.
highway.
will be available immediately. Thursday night.
Wilson on Page 4).
'1

Some Reservations
In 7966 Prospects

More Students
May Be Drafted

Young Couple
Dead in Crash
Near AlbertLea

Settlement
In Gunpowder
Plant Strike

Prices Raised
$5 Per Ton
By Bethlehem

c^P ^

Wallace Breaks
Wrist on Heavy
Punching Bag

Weather

The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
VUltlrtf heurit MMIcsl irx) turglcai
patienw : 5 to i and 7 to •;» pm, (Mo
CMIdren under 1 5 1
Maternity pitltnlt : t tt S.SO M) I
1:36 p.m. (AflulH only )

THURSDAY

ADSftSSIOXS
Eldor Holtz . 502 E. Mark St.
Mr* . Dan McCabe, 518 W.
Belleview St.
Mrs. Frances Morouschek , 667
E. Sth St.
Miss Joyce Smith, Houston,
Minn.
Mrs. Margie Lawson, Lamoille, Minn.
Mrs. Winnie Beeman, 576
Wacouta St.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Dennis Hoialman and
baby. 7164 W . Broadway.
Mrs. Max Boland . 725 47th
Ave., Goodview.
Donald T. Winder, MO W. 5th
St.
Miss Nanejr Rupprecht, Lewiston, Minn.
Joel Finlayson, Rushford,
Minn.
Kenneth Finlayson , Rushford.
Minn.
Mrs. Donna Decker and baby,
Fountain Citv. Wis.
fclBTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Severaon, Chatfield, Minn. , a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. James Speltz,
Minnesota City, Minn. , a daughter.
.

FRIDAY
DECEMBER, 31,1965

Winona Funerals

Two-State Deaths

Mrs. O. C. Larson
Funeral services for Mrs . 0.
C. ( Emmie) Larson, St. Paul,
were held at St. Stephen's Lutheran Church, West St. Paul ,
today. Burial was in Oakland
Cemetery .
Survivors Include her husband; two sons, Harvey G., St.
Paul, and Robert N., Green
Bay , Wis. ; seven grandchildren; a sister, Miss Lillian C.
Johnson, St. Paul, and two
brothers, Arthur G, . Minneapolis , and Wilmer F., Lindstrom.

MJ»» Isabella Johnson
MABEL, Minn. (Special) Miss Isabelle Johnson, 76, died
Thursday at Tweeten Memorial
Hospital, Spring Grove , where
she had been a patient since
last Friday following a stroke.
She was born Oct . 22, 1889, in
Houston County to Andrew and
Louise Johnson Skaaren. She
was a member of Highland Lutheran Church and Dorcas
Circle .
Survivors are: Three brothers . Eddie , Mabel , and Oiaf and
Henry, Spring Grove, and one
sister, Mrs . Oiaf (Mabel)
Aasum, Mabel. Her parents, one
brother and two sisters have
died.
Funeral services will be Monday at 2 p.m. si Highland Lutheran Church, the Rev. Emil
Martinson officiating. Burial
will be in the church cemetery.
Friends may call at the Mensis Funeral Home after 1 p.m.
Saturday.

OTHER TEMPERATURES
Wgh Low Pr.
Albany, cloudy
44 38
Atlanta, cloudy . . . . 66 42
Bismarck, snow — 30 2 .18
Bofse, cloudy
42 29 .09
Boston, cloudy
51 47
Chicago, cloudy . . . . 56 54 T
Cincinnati, cloudy .. 61 56
Cleveland, cloudy . . 59 54
Denver, clear
62 56 ..
Des Moines, clear . . 63 56
Fairbanks, snow .. . -3 -17 .05
Fort Worth, cloudy . 69 62 ...
Honolulu, clear
79 70
Indianapolis, cloudy 67 59
Jacksonville, clear . 70 48
Kansas City, cloudy 68 56
Los Angeles , cloudy 60 48 .06
Louisville, cloudy .. 65 57
Memphis, cloudy .. . 67 60
75 68
Miami , cloudy
Milwaukee, cloudy . 53 24 ..
Mpls.-St.P., snow .. . 47 26 .01
New Orleans, clear . 76 51 '...
New York, cloudy .. 52 51
Okla . City, cloudy ., 70 60 T
59 33 .
Omaha, clear
66 42 .04
Phoenix , clear
PUnd, Me., cloudy . . 4 4 34 ..
Rapid City, clear .. 60 23
St. Louis, cloudy .. . 72 61
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 44 29 .26
San Fran., rain . . . . 55 49 .38
39 33. 03
Seattle, clear
Washington, clear .. 56 37
Winnipeg, .snow . . . . 2 -1 .81
(T—Trace)
EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA: Temperatures
Saturday through Wednesday
will average 8-15 degrees below
normal northwest half , 2-10 degrees below normal southeast.
Normal highs 15-21 north, 20-27
south. Normal lows --7 to 2
'above north, 1-9 south. Much
colder over weekend with below
normal temperatures thereafter. Precipitation will generally total three-tenths to fourtenths of an inch in light snow
south Sunday and heavier snow
just after mid-period.
WISCONSIN — Temperatures
will average near the normal.
Normal high 18-25 north to 2530 south. Normal low zero to 8
above north to 7-15 south. Colder Saturday and about Wednesday. Precipitation one-fourth to
one-half inch with most likely
periods about Sunday and again
Tuesday or Wednesday.

Mrs. Mary Paptnfusa
Funeral services for Mrs.
Mary Papenfuss. who died
Thursday at the home of her
daughter and son-in-law , Mr .
and Mrs. Arnold Voss, Red Top
Trailer Court, will be Monday
at 2 p.m. at St. Martin 's Lutheran Church. The Rev. A U. Deye
will officiate .
Burial wlll . be in Woodlawn
Cemetery. Friends may call at
Mist Margaret Dover
Breitlow Funeral Home Sunday
from 2 to 4 p.m. and at HOUSTON, Minn. (SpeciaDthe church Monday after 1 p.m. Miss Margaret Dever, 76, died
Friday at a Rochester hospital
Misi Prances Bambanak after » long illness .
Funeral services for Mias She was born Oct. 10, 1889,
Frances Bambenek, Lake Boule- and came to the U.S. in 1929
vard, were held this morning at from County Mayo, Ireland, setBorzyskowski Mortuary and St. tling at Houston.
Stanislaus Church, the Rev. Survivor* »re : Two nephews,
Milo Ernster officiating. Burial Dennis and Jack , Houston.
The Mass will be said at 7:30
was in St . Mary 's Cemetery,
Pallbearers were Ralph, Carl, p.m. Sunday at St. Mary 's Catholic Church, Houston, by the
A-fonte Lemmer, 450 Sunset Ray, Stanley, Chester P. and Rev. C. G. Gallagher. Reviewal
Felix
P.
Bambenek.
Dr., was discharged Tuesday.
will be at the church Sunday
The address of Mrs. Rose
Mrs. Mary Losinlk i
Kluzik, which appeared in the Funeral services for Mrs. from 8:15 to 10 p.m. and Monday from 9 to 10 a.m. The RosDec. 24 issue, was incorrect. It
665 W. 5th St., ary will be said at 10 a.m. by
Mary
Losinski,
High
Forest
St.
should be 110
were held this morning at St, members of St. Mary's Council
Casimir's Church, the Rt. Rev. of Catholic Women, with the rite
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
Msgr. J. W. Haun officiating. of absolution at 10:30 and bur'
ARCADIA, Wis. CSnecial) - Burial was in St. Mary s ial in St. Mary 's Cemetery.
Hill Funeral Home is in
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Nichols, Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Phillip Lur- charge of arrangements.
Rochester, a son Dec. 24. Mm.
Nichols Is the former Mary kowski , Clarence and Richard
Edward J. Miller
Runkel, daughter of Mr. and Losinski, Steven and William ST. CHARLES, Minn. - EdParker
and
Jule
Schneider.
Mrs. Allen Runkel, Arcadia.
ward J. Miller, 71, died ThursMr. and Mrs. George BohmMrs. Frank Malotka
day night in Preston Nursing
stedt, Madison, a son Dec. 18. Funeral services for Mrs. Home He had been ill several
Bohrnstedt is the son of .Mrs. Frank Malotka, 1055 E. Waba- years..
Agnes Bohrnstedt, Arcadia, and sha St., were held this mornBorn here Sent . 1, 1894, to Two-State Funerals
the late Rusty Bohrnsted.
ing at St. Stanislaus Church, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Miller , he
At St. Joseph's Hospital:
Claudia J. T hompson
Mr, and Mrs. Richard Gun- the Rt. Rev. Msgr. N. F. Grul- had farmed near Dover until
derson, Arcadia, a daughter kowski officiating. Burial was retiring in 1963. He married LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Spein St. Mary's Cemetery.
Myra M. Miller , Sept. 21, 1927, cial ) — Funeral services for
Dec. 24.
Set. and Mrs. Leon Kutt , Ar- Pallbearers were G e o r g e at Northfield, Minn. She died in Claudia Jean Thompson, 14,
Hassinger, Robert Grochowski, 1958:
who died suddenly of undetercadia, a son Sunday.
He was a World War I vet- mined causes at her home Dec.
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special ) Robert Podjaski, Elmer and
— Mr. and Mrs. James Cham- Mike Gabrych and Stanley eran and served eight months 23, were held Sunday at La
overseas. He was a member Crescent Methodist C h u r c h ,
berlain, a daughter Dec. .22 at Brown Jr.
of Dover Methodist Church; St. the Rev. Paul Brown officiatLake City Municipal Hospital.
Charles Chapter, Independent ing. Burial was in the Onalaska
Municipal Court
Order of Odd Fellows; Rebekah Cemetery.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY
Lodge of St. Charles, and Hugh Pallbearers were Richard NelBUFFALO COUNTY
John William DeLano, 419 Laf- ALMA, Wis. ( Special ) - A Watson Post 190, -American Le- son and Lon Ornodt, Houston;
gion, St. Charles.
Raymond, Gary a n d Wayne
ayette St., 2.
motion for dismissal of a charge Survivors are: One son, Cornforth, La Crescent, and
SATURDAY'S BIRTHDAYS against Edward Weiss, MondoJulie Ann and Jeffrey Scott vi Rt. 4, for failure to yield James,- Dover; two grandchil- Gary Anderson, Cedar Falls,
dren; one brother, Roy, Roches- Iowa.
Sweningson, Utica, Minn., X
right of way in Mondovi Oct. ter, and three sisters, Mrs. She was born Oct. 23, 1951, at
30, was denied in Buffalo Coun- August Zarling, Mrs. Herman Winona. As a small child she
ty. Court before Judge Gary Zarling and Mrs. Goldie Zarling, attended school in Houston. She
Schlosstein last week.
all of Plainview.
was a freshman at La Crescent
Weiss pleaded not guilty. Jack Funeral services will be Mon- High, School. Fond of children,
Whelan appeared for the city day at 1 p.m. at Dover Method- she was a babysitter for her
of Mondovi. Marcel Thoma, ist Church, the Rev. Erwln neighbors.
Mondovi chief of police, testi- Weitand officiating. Burial will Survivors are; Her parents,
fied. James Blunt was counsel be in Northfield Cemetery, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Thompson,
for the defense. Weiss was fined Northfield.
La Crescent, and two sisters,
$13.
Friends may call at Jacobs Mrs. Gary (Patricia) Anderson,
LAKE CITY, Minn. — The The license of Susan L. Rus- Funeral Home trom Sunday Cedar Falls, Iowa, and Elizasecondstep in an expansion that tad, Mondovi, was suspended noon until 11 a.m. Monday, and beth, at home.
will provide some 135,000 smiare for 44 days on a charge of driv- at the church Monday afterfeet of floor apace at Gould ing too fast for conditions. Coats noon.
Six nephews will be pallbear- ski, Arcadia; Mrs. Theresa
Engine Parts Division plant at were assessed at $3. Defendant ,
Lampe, Madison, Wis. ; Mrs.
Lake City will get under way transferred from juvenile to ers.
Leonard (Mary) Kontes, Winoadult
court,
appeared
with
her
soon, according to J. O. Lutz,
Mrs.
Frad
fvaraon
na
, and Mrs. Louis (Marcella)
vice presidentand general man- mother, Mrs. Palmer Rustad.
Ronald Kruger, Eleva Rt. 2, MONDOVI, Wis. (Special ) - Ressel, Mondovi; 13 grandager of the plant here for
Mns. Fred Iverson, 71, formerly children; 16 great-grandchilGould-National Batteries , Inc. was fined $28 on a charge of of Independence
Rt. 2, died dren; one brother, Joseph, ArThe Lake City foundry is the disorderly conduct. He was ar- Thursday
morning
at Mondovi cadia, and one sister, Anna
rested
Nov
.
27
in
Mondovi.
largest plant in the nation proLutheran Home, where she had Puchalla, Ada, Minn. His wife
ducing grey or cast Iron pistons. The improper registration
died in 1961, and a sister and
The first step in a multi-stage count against Jan Van Brunt, been a patient 17 months.
building program was complet- Alma Rt. 2, was dismissed on The former Eva Fredrickson, six brothers have also died.
ed in May and cost over $1 motion of District Attorney Rog- she was bom Jan. 31, 1894, in Funeral services will be held
million. The new addition wilt er L. Hartman. Arrested Sept. Dover Township, Buffalo Coun- Monday at 10 a.m. at St. Mibe a 9,000 square foot building 23 in Alma the defendant was ty, to Mr. and Mrs. Evan Fred- chael's Catholic Church, North
adjacent to the present ware- transferred from juvenile to rickson, and lived in the area Creek, the Rev. Francis Dlsher
all her life. She was married to officiating. Burial will be in the
house and a 6,000 square foot adult court.
Fred Iverson Jan. 16, 1922, In church cemetery .
Forfeitures:
addition to the core making
Dean R. McGee . Mondovi Rt. North Dakota.
Friends may call at Killian
facilities. Estimated cost is over
2 . inattentive driving, Town 'of She was a member of Evan- Funeral Home Saturday and
half a million dollars.
ger Lutheran Church and sev- Sunday after 7 p.m. Rosary
The Lake City plant , dating Mondovi , Nov. 28, $38.
to 1868 when it made engines
Roger A. Schmidt, Cochrane, eral church organizations. She will be said Saturday at 7:30
for the steamboat industry, is failure to report a reportable was a Sunday school teacher and 8 p.m. and Sunday, at the
one of four factories in the accident Oct. 29, Town of Mil- am) church organist many same times, by Father Dlsher.
years.
Gould Engine Parts Division. ton, $28.
Milo Rasmus
Other plants are at Eau Claire,
Ral ph Hillery. Nelson, oper- Survivors are: Her husband ;
Wis. ; Howell , Mich., and Phila- ating after revocation . Town ol one daughter, Mra. Henry MABEL, Minn. (Special) —
(Frances ) Hoelker, Eau Claire; Milo Rasmus, 77, former Mabel
delphia, Pa.
Nelson, Dec. 11 , $75.
The division manufactures and
Allen Oliver Peterson, Wino- three grandchildren , and three resident, died suddenly of a
distributes cylinder sleeves, na , drunken driving, Town ol sisters, Mrs. Reuben (Alice) heart attack Wednesday night
Tuttle, Eau Claire; Mrs . Louis at his home ln Long Beach,
s l e e v e assemblies, pistons, Buffalo , Dec. 21 . $103.
piston rings, valvea, valve train
Kujak Brothers, Winona , non- ( Olga) Rodlln, Denver, Colo., Calif.
parts , Imported car parts and registration, no reciprocity, and Mrs. Arthur ( Julia) Vie , Re was born March 90, 1888,
specialized parts. Pistons and Town of Buffalo , June 3 , James Bremerton, Wash.
at Ada, Minn., to Robert and
specialized part g are produced Koonk . State Patrol , $13.
Funeral services will be Mon- Betsey HaivoTson Rasmus. Latat Lake City and are merchanClarence A. Laehn . Mondovi day at 2 p.m. at Evanger Lu- er be moved to Mabel. For 35
dized under the brand names of Rl. 3, no driver 's license, Wau- theran Church , the Rev. Christ years he was a butcher in
Pedrick and Superior Arrow- mandee, OcU27, Koontr , $38.
Mtckelsoi. officiating. B u r i a l M abel and area and later was
head.
Durand, will be In Lookout Lutheran custodian at Mabel school. He
Wayne
Lumber
Co.,
m
moved to Long Beach in 1951.
license overload , Town or Max- Cemetery.
Foreign Language
Friendis may call at Kjentvet
On July 30, 1912, he married
ville, Oct. 25. KoonU, $48.
&
Son
Funeral
Home
,
after
4
Alvina
Fardel. She died Sept.
Jr.
Winon
a,
Budd
A.
Todd
English to Hopi
p.m. Sunday until 11 a.m. Mon- 24, 1950. He moved to CaliforFLAGSTAFF. Ariz. (API - improper registration , Alma, day, and at the
church Monday nia and was married there in
A young Hopi Indian left blank Oct 27, $15.
, Mondovi , after noon.
,
1956 to Katharine Schultz, who
Edward
C.
Honf
one question in filling out a
failure
to
yield
right
of
way,
died
in 1SS3.
work application form.
John Andre
$28.
Nov.
211,
Survivors
are : Four daughMondovi
,
His future employer repeated
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) - ters, Mrs. Bernard (Eileen )
Brion . Mondovi , drivIt: "Do you Speak a foreign lan- ingDennis
vehicle between funeral J ohn Andre, 86. North Creek, Vaaler and Mrs. Rolf (Ardis)
guage?"
Mondovi , Dec. 5, Wis., died Thursday at 11:15 H.ndrickaon, Long Beach ; Mrs.
procession,
"Yes, " the Indian answered.
p.m. at St. Joseph . Hospital Clarence ( lone) Haas, Morris .
*IL
"English. "
Merle Fitigerald, Mondovi Rt. her* after an illness of two 111. , and Mrs. Ray ( Betty) Foil*,
2 . inattentive dTiving, ' Mondovi, weeka.
Mabel; nine grandchildren; one
Mr. Andre was born Oct. IB , great - grandchild; four sisters,
Nov. 12, $38 .
Richard Brunner Jr., Durand 1879, at I.a Crosae, to Nicho- Mrs. Roeclla Gabrlelaon, Bonilit. 2, backing into an intersec- las and Theresa Andre. How- fay , Fla. : Mrs. L. V. Peterson,
ever, he lived in North Creek Mabel; Mrs. E. P. Millard,
tion, Mondovi , Dec 2, $13.
Vernon R. Rums. Wayiata , virtually all his life. He mar- Greenwich , Conn., and Mrs. AlMinn., hit and run , property ried Catherine Loblskf Nov. 18, vina Let-linger, Si. Louis, Mo .,
damage to unattended vehicle , 1901. Mr. Andre was a mem- and three brothers, Bennle, Deber of the St. Michael's Parish corah, Iowa ; Leslie, Lake Stevk Everything
Solved _ Mondovi , Nov. 22, $38.
In
Holy Name Society, North ens, Wash., and Russell, Pontia Jlffyl
j
Creek.
ne, Mich. Three sisters have
^
FIRE CK H A
Survivors: Three sons, Ed- died.
ward, Connie and George, ArTfaurtdar
Funeral services will be Mon5:28 pm. -ftW E 4th St.. cadia; five daughters , Mrs. day at a p.m. at long Beach,
k
111 Franklin
j Walter Zabrockl residence, Stanley (Frances) Burt and with burial at Westminster
Mm. Pater (Eleanor ) Lesow- Memorial Park.
chimney fire, out on arrival.

lake City Gould
Plant to Build
Large Addition

:
CAR
[TROUBLES?;
Jrs. Auto StrvioM
^

Charge Filed
In Shooting
Of Ex-Winonan

Reds Blast 2 Banks , Fidelity
Barracks of Increase interest
Enlisted Men

GEISMAR, La. — Ascension
P a r i s h (County) authorities
charged the caretaker of an an- SAIGON, South Viet Nam
tebellum mansion here Thurs- (AP)—The Communists blasted
a U.S. enlisted men's barracks
day with manslaughter in the and aimed a major New Year's
shooting death of a former Wi- offensive at a provincial capital
today but took a propaganda
nona man.
setback
with the deflection of a
Sheriff H. M. Wacuestack said
Polish
diplomat.
was
chargFrank Saladino, 63,
The Pole, Anatol Slavinski of
ed in connection with the Nov. Lodz, 25, ran into a Saigon
28 shooting which resulted in police station this morning and
the death Wednesday of Ferdi- asked for asylum. Other Polish
nand A. (Bud) Wildt, 35, whose diplomats ran in after him demanding his return but they left
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter C. sullenly
when Vietnamese police
Wildt , live at 261 High Forest turned them down after a shoutSt.
ing match.
WILDT AND Saladino lived Slavinski was assigned to the
together at "Belle Helene," of Polish delegation on the threewhich Saladino was caretaker, nation International Control
until the disagreement occurred Commission. The commission Is
Nov. 28 which led to Wildt'a a peacekeeping agency created
being shot in the back with a under the 1954 agreements on
12-gauge shotgun.
Indochina that freed the area
Sheriff Wacuestack gave no from French rule and created
motive for the shooting, but of- North and South Viet Nam. Its
ficers said that both men had other members are India and
been drinking before the Inci- Canada.
dent.
The Viet Cong gave a new
According to his mother, show of their fighting deterWildt lay unattended for an mination on the eighth day of
hour after being shot. When the the suspension of U.S. air raids
shooting was reported, the Wi- on North Viet Nam and in denona man underwent an all- fiance of the intensive American
night operation to repair his peace maneuvers abroad.
shattered pelvis and perforated One American was killed, anspleen, kidney and large colon. other was missing and 10 AmerDoctors did not expect him to icans and one Vietnamese guard
live longer than it would have were wounded in the guerrilla
taken Wildt's parents to fly to raid on the military compound
Louisiana from Winona. How- at Dalat, a mountain resort 145
ever, Wildt lingered more than miles northeast of Saigon. The
a month. His mother said Thurs- area had been relatively free of
day that she believed it was a terrorism.
gangrene infection in the wound
which ultimately took her son's Five guerrillas slipped into
Les Ravines billet shortly after
liie.
midnight and opened fire with
WILDT HAD gone to Gtlsmar small arms and automatic
about Th. years ago to work as weapons. Before fleeing they
a truck mechanic for an Ascen- exploded two bombs, a military
sion Parish trucking firm. He spokesman said.
was last in Winona about two ' In Hanoi, a Yale history proyears ago for a family reunion fessor said in a telephone interwhich, Mrt. Wildt said, had view with a correspondent in
brought the whole family to- Moscow that he had found no
gether for the first time in 19 significant reaction in the North
years.
Vietnamese capital to the lull in
"Belle Helene" is a pre-Civil American air raids.
War mansion on the east bank
The professor, Staughton
of the Mississippi River between Lynd, and two other Americans,
Baton Rouge, the state capital, Thomas Hayden and Commuand New Orleans, where Wildt nist theoretician Herbert Apdied late Wednesday in a veter- theker, have been In Hanoi
ans hospital.
since Tuesday on a private mission they say is to clarify the
Communist position on peace
negotiations.
Sen. Stnart Symington, D-Mo„
on a visit to Viet Nam, ttrongly
Criticized the three Americans
for the unauthorized trip to the
Communist North. Symington, a
Yale alumnus, declared such
activities "Increase the determination of the North Vietnamese not to sit down at the conference table."
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A crazy - quilt weather pat- Although U.S. fighter-bombers
tern, a combination of winter spared the North from attack
and spring temperatures, rain, for another day, the big B52s of
snow and warm and cold winds, the Strategic Air Command
featured the nation's climatic roared in from Guam and
pounded a suspected Viet Cong
picture today.
area in western Tay Ninh Provwith
Snow,
A wintry storm,
ice, cold and strong northerly ince 75 miles northwest of Saigon near the Cambodian border.
winds, whipped across the Asked
to specif y the target, .an
northern Plains and h a n d e d Air Force spokesman
said:
f
e
l
l
Temperatures
eastward.
"Just
about
the
whole
area."
below zero across the Plains of
Other U.S. Air Force and
eastern Montana and the west- Navy planes and Vietnamese
ern Oakotas.
aircraft flew 430 combat sorties
More rain and snow fell In the in the South, smashing buildstorm-swept Pacific Coast re- ings, sinking six sampans and
gion but amounts generally strafing trenches and caves, the
were lighter than during the spokesman said.
Along the central coast,
first part of the week.
Cloudy skies and unseasona- strong Communist forces were
bly mild temperatures covered reported to have seized two outguarding the valley apbroad areas east of tha Missis- posts
proaches
to Quang Ngai city in
sippi River to the Atlantic a drive helped
by heavy rain
Coast.
that
hampered
U.S. counterThe mercury hit record high blows from the air. One U.S.
marks for Dec. 31 early today plane was hit toy groundfire and
ln some Midwest cities, includ- crashed, presumably killing the
ing 61 at Moline, 111. The Weath- pilot.
er Bureau said readings in some U.S. military officials saw the
cities equaled nighttime marks thrust as a possible forerunner
during the summer season.
of a campaign against Quang
Ngai,
30 miles southeast of the
Cold-wave warnings were In
effect in Montana east of the U.S. Marine beachhead at Chu
Continental Divide and the gusty Lai. The city is capital of the
winds fanned the Arctic air east- Srovince of the same name and
ward into the Dakotas and Min- es 330 miles northeast of Saigon » few miles inland from the
nesota.
China Sea.
Near-blizzard conditions were South
Reporta
from (he battle area
reported at Dickinson, N.D.
indicated
that
the Communists,
Snow amounts up to four Inches
including
North
Vietnamese
were expected in the storm troops,
had captured Minh
belt. Heavy fog in southern Min- Long, a district headquarters 15
nesota Thursday night cut visi- miles south of
tyiang Ngai, and
bility to a few feet.
an outpost near Son Ha, another
a
headquarters IS miles west of
the provincial capital. The atArchaeologists
tacks scattered the South VietHonor Blegcn
namese defenders who apparently were trying to link up with
PROVIDENCE, R.I . (AP) — friendly troops.
Dr. Carl William Blegen, exca- Flying over Communist posivator of Troy and the Palace of tions north of Minh Long, a
Nester at Py los, has won the Ar- spotter reported "a fantastic
chaeological Institute of Ameri- number of enemy troops in real
ca 's first gold medal for distin- deep ditches shoulder to shoulguished archaeological achieve- der, with camouflage over their
ment.
heads." U.S. planes pounded the
Dr. Blegen, now residing ln area and pilots estimated thev
Athens, Greece, is professor killed M enemy lolduira but reemeritus of classical archaeolo- ported no evidence of a Commugy at the University of Cincin- nist withdrawal.
Six helicopters tried to bring
nati.

Crazy-Quilt
Of Weather
Across U.S.

DR. C. R, KOLLOFSKI
_ DR. MAX L. DEBOUT
AND

M AIN STI .

Wauwalosa Radio
Man Charged in
Attack on Boy
WAUKESHA, Wis. (AF)-A
young engineer and part time
announcer for a radio station
was charged today with attempted murder in the attack
on a boy found badly beaten
beneath a bridge in Waukesha
County early Thursday.
Dist. Atty. Roger Murphy
said John A. Waltermire, 22, of
Milwaukee, who is married and
the father of month-old twins,
also was charged with taking
indecent liberties with a minor.
Waltermire is employed by Station WAWA in Wauwatosa.
Sheriff Robert L. Baird said
Waltermire siped a statement
Thursday admitting the attack
on James Ottow of West Allis.

food and ammunition to ono
government outpost still holding
out but only two were able to
land in the blaze of Communist
machine guns.
With tlie Communistslargely
in control of the coastal lowlands between Quang Ngai and
the sea, relief for the provincial
capital might entail a major
amphibious landing by U.S.
Marines supported by the 7th
Fleet.
As the moratorium in the air
war against the Communist
North entered the second week ,
11 U.S. Air Force "spy" planet
arrived In Saigon to join the
new 16th ReconnaissanceSquadron commanded by Lt. Col.
Morgan R. Beamer of Salinas,
Calif.
The supersonic RF4C . are
reconnaissance versions of the
Phantom fighter - b o m b e r s
equipped with highly advanced
detection gear. The planes fly at
1,600 miles an hour and will be
used to gather intelligence on
enemy positions under jungle
canopies, informants said.
Despite the saspension of attacks on the North, reconnaissance flights were reported continuing to check on troop movements and the effectiveness of
efforts to repair damage from
U.S. attacks.
On the last day of the year,
the U.S. command reported that
34,585 Communist soldiers had
been killed in combat and nearly 6,000 captured in 1965. The
announcement said 1,241 Americans and about 11,000 government troops were killed during
the year.
The Pentagon, meanwhile, announced In Washington that 51
Americans died in battle ln the
seven-day period ending Monday night despite a Christmas
cease - fire. This brought total
U.S. war dead since Jan. 1,
1981, to 1,597, the announcement
said.
The number of Americans
missing in action rose by eight
to a total of 149, the Pentagon
said.
In Seoul, the South Korean
Defense Ministry said that its
17,000 troops ln Viet Nam had
killed a total of 657 Communists
and may have killed another 370
since they arrived in October.
While U.S. Ambassador Arthur J. Goldberg and W. Averell
Harriman continued the Johnson administration's diplomatic
moves on Viet Nam ln Europe,
North Viet Nam reiterated its
demand for U.S. troop withdrawals and called the drive for
negotiations a trick.

Bank said any action relative
to higher rates would have to
await action by the board of
directors.
BANKERS here said the action was the result of pressures
created throughout the area by
similar rises at Twin Cities
banks and savings and loan associations.
The new rates at banks will
be available on savings certificates only. These usually are issued in amounts of not less than
$100. If a depositor stipulates
that his interest is to be added
to his deposit and thus compounded quarterly, his rate of
return would be about 4.55 per*
cent for a full year.
Previous rate jtoid on these
certificates was four' percent
compounded quarterly.
Bankers said rates do passbook savings — demand deposits — would remain at tha
current three percent. At Fidelity all savings are in passbook
accounts and will earn the A V.
rate as demand deposits.
THE OTHER side of the coin
is an impending rise in rates
charged to borrowers. This risetoo, will be one-half of one percent.
At Fidelity, which makes
home loans exclusively, the rate
will advance from the current
6 percent to 6tt percent. Similar increases will occur at
banks, according to officials.
The general rise was set off
by the Federal Reserve Board
earlier this month when it raised
its loan rate to member banks
from four to 4% percent. ' The
board also authorized banks to
pay a maximum of 5 percent
on savings but warned them to
exercise caution in this respect.
Rises such as those planned
at Winona are limited to national banks, at least for the
present. In Minnesota state
banks are prohibited by law
from paying more than 4 per*
cent
All three Winona banks are
national banks.

Zambia Turns
To Cars Using
Less Gasoline

LUSAKA, Zambia (AP) Government ministershave laid
up tlieir American cars for
smaller models. U. S. Ambassador Robert Good and other diplomats have bought bicycles.
Work .schedules have been altered to end lunch trips home.
"Is your journey really necessary?" That's the watchword in
Zambia as gasoline rationing
limits motorists to one gallon a
week.
Zambia normally gets to petroleum supplies from Rhodesia, its neighbor to the south.
When Britain embargoed oil
shipments to that rebellious
central African territory, Rhodesia's white government cut
off supplies to Zambia to conserve its own stocks. '
Communication is not helped
by Lusaka's temperamental telephone system which now is
overworked more than ever as
the public tries to do more business over it. But people seem
prepared to wait for nearly 30
minutes to complete local calls
rather than waste their precious
gasoline.
Emergency supply measures
have ensured that the majority
of industrial users have sufficient supplies. An increase in
the general ration is expected
within three months, as a fuel
lift by plane 'and tanker trucks
increases the supply to about 76,000 gallons a day.
That is just over half Zambia's needs, and It will be supElied without U. S. help. There
i hope that the United States
will make up the balance with a
large fleet of planes.

WlgmfM MONTGOMERY WARD

BJggP

ANMOUNOES

NEW STORE HOURS
for the New Year
We will be closed the Sunday after New
Years and will be open the following nights
and weekdays:

Saturday 9 to 12;:iO

MONDAY
10 A.M to 9 P.M.
TUESDAY . . . 10 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
WEDNESDAY 10 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
THURS DAY . 10 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.
FRI DAY . . . . 10 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.
SATURDAY -:.. 9 AM. TO 5:30 P.M.
SUNDAY .T.TV 1 P.M. TO 5:30 P.M.

P HONE B8 _0 - 3631

MIRACLE MALL SHOPPING OENTER

»»«. thromh « p.m.

• Ofs tmntmtwimtM
Tm»D

Interest rates to depositors
will be raised next week by
most Winona savings institutions, it was learned today.
Two banks, Merchants National and Winona National & Savings, will post rates of AVi percent on savings certificates
Monday. The pass book rate of
Fidelity Savings h Loan Association will be raised to 4V« percent.
Officials at First National

Olltnora Ave,

Winona, Minn.

Churches Set
Services for
New Year

Temperature Drops
After a Record 58

Today's New Year's Eve obAfter soaring to a new Dec. today with only scattered slipservance will be marked by 30 record of 58 Thursday af- pery spots.
In North Dakota, motorists
services ln several churches ternoon, temperatures in Winormal encountered icy highways and
nona
turned
to
a
more
throughout the city.
pattern today as a cold wave heavy snow in some areas.
ST. MARTIN'S LUTHEIlAN moved in from the northwest. From one to five inches of new
CHURCH will have a Sylvester
The high reading Thursday snow was reported throughout
Eve service with Communion shattered the all-time mark of the northern half of the state.
Freezing rain caused slippery
beginning at 7: SO p.m. The 55 for the day established in
highways in northeastern South
1875.
New Year's Day service will
Dakota and parts of western
THE NORTHWEST winds South Dakota today.
be at 9:15 a.m.
At ST. MATTHEW'S LU- also brought as much as six
FAIR AND much colder Is
THERAN CHURCH "A New inches of fresh snow to north- the forecast for tonight when
ern border areas. .
Year's Eve Prayer" will be the
Baudette reported the six-inch the temperature Is expected to
sermon at a Communion service fall. Northome had four inches range between 5 and 10 above.
at 7:30 p.m. The senior choir of snow, Roseau three and Hal- Partly cloudy and continued
cold is seen for Saturday with
will sing. St. Matthew's will lock two.
in the high in the low 20s. SunMore
snow
is
expected
have a New Year's Day wo rship
northwest areas by Saturday day, said the weatherman, will
service at 10 a.m. Saturday with morning, but the fall was ex- be continued cold with no prethe sermon, "Using the. New pected to be light.
cipitation.
Temperatures S a t u r d a y Roads south of a line through
Year Profitably." The [junior
choir will sing at this se rvice. Brainerd were generally dry through-Wednesday are expectNew Year's Eve Comm union
services have been scheduled at
GOODVIEW T R I N I T Y LUTHERAN CHURCH at 7 p.m.
and at REDEEMER EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
at 8 p.m.
A Mass of Thanksgiving and
Reparation will be celebreited at
Wayne S. Himrich, vice presi- Main St., heads a slate of offiST. MARY'S C A T H O L I C
CHURCH i}t 8 p.m. today.
dent of Ted Maier Drugs, Inc., cers elected by the Chamber
Holy hours this evening will has been elected president of board of directors Thursday and
be at ST. STANISLAUS CA- the Winona Chamber of Com- scheduled to be installed at the
THOLIC CHURCH and ST.
CASIMIR 'S
CATHOLIC merce for 1966, succeeding Wil- Chamber's annual meeting Jan.
24 at The Oaks.
CHURCH, each from 7 :30 to liam F. Lang.
Succeeding Himrich as first
8:30 p.m.
465
who
lives
at
Himrich,
vice president is Harold S.
Bishop Edward A. Fitj.gerald
Streater; Dr. W. O. Finkelnburg
will offer a special New Year's
was elected second vice presiDay Mass at CATHEDRAL OF
dent and David Fleming, treasTHE SACRED HEART tit 5:15
urer.
He succeeds John Glenn.
Saturday.
The
Masvs
will
Sm.
New members of the board of
. in observajjce of the o pening
directors are Gordon Espy, vice
of the Catholic Church's Jubilee
Year ol Thanksgiving f*r the
president of Merchants .rational
Second Vatican Council which
Bank; Donald Gray, general
closed Dec. 8. The jubihie was?
manager of H. Choate & Co.,
proclaimeid by Pope Paul1. VI to
William S. Lamb, vice presbe observed in prayer and spirident of Goodall Manufacturing
itual renewal from Jan. 1 to the
Co., and James Y. Sweazey, diFeast of Pentecost May 39.
vision accountant for Northern
CHURCH OF THE NAZARStates Power Co.
ENE will have Watehnight
Outgoing board members are
services beginning at 9 p.m. toLang, Paul Pletke, Arnold Stoa
day. There will be feDtowship
and Steve Sadowski.
and games from 9 to 10:1.0 p.m.,
HIMRICH is a native of South
a devotional service frojn 10:30
Dakota, a graduate of South Dato 11:30 p.m. and Com munion
kota State College, Brookings,
and prayer from 11:30 ? to midand a registered pharmacist
night
who has been a resident of WiThe annual Watchnigjht servnona since 1955.
ice at LAKESIDE EVANGELIHe is a former president of
Wayne S. Himrich
CAL FREE CHURCH w ill begin
the Winona Kiwanis Club, a
at 9:30 p.m. today.
member of Winona Bowhunters,
The sermon for tlie New
American Legion and First ConYear's Day service at CHURCH
gregational Church. .
OF CHRIST (L660 Kraemer Dr.)
He's a former chairman of
at 9:30 a.m. -aturday will be
the Merchants Bureau of the
"Walk With the Master."
Chamber of Commerce and has
No special services aire planbeen a member of the board of
ned at CENTRAL METHODIST
directors of the Chamber since
CHURCH but Dr. E, Clayton
1983.
Burgess, pastor, said that the A Winona man paid $35 in Last spring he was appointchapel will be open this evening fines today in municipal court ed to the Winona Board of
for persons who wishi to visit after pleading guilty to two traf- Health.
the chapel for prayen.
fic offenses; another defendant
forfeited $30 bond on a careless
driving charge.
Joseph E. Plaisance, 410 Libert St., pleaded guilty to charges
of going through a stop sign at
Mankato Avenue and East Sarnia Street and speeding 60
m.p.h. in a 40 zone on Sarnia LEWISTON, Minn. ( Special)—
A course in polymer chemis- Street from Carimona Street to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Haedtke will
try will be offered at Winona the Winona Clinic today at 2:20 hold open house at the addition
State College stal ling next a.m.
to Cly-Mar'Bowl Saturday and
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
Judge John D. McGill sen- Sunday from 2 to 5 and 7 to 9
Teacher for the mew course tenced Plaisance to pay a $25 p.m.
will be Dr. R. C. H outz, a pio- fine or serve eight days in jail
The addition, started in Noneer in the discov ery of the on the speeding charge and to vember 1964 includes a dining
acrylic fibers, of which du pay a $10 fine or serve three area, pool room and living
Pont's Orion was the first. This days on the stop sign violation. quarters for the couple and their
work was done while he was Henry L. Strand, Arcadia, daughters, Joy and Sue.
a research chemi st with du Arcadia, Wis., forfeited $30 bond
The Haedtkes will serve
Pont. Later, as re search man- by failing to appear to plead to samples of a new product, prosager, he directed groups which a charge of careless driving on pect chicken.
were active in the early de- U.S. 14 at St. Mary's College The Haedtkes have operated
velopment of Dacron polyester Thursday at 7:30 p.m. Minne- bowling lanes in Lewiston 10
fiber and Lycra elastic fiber. sota Highway Patrol made the years. They moved to their new
He is the autho r of a num- arrest.
lanes Oct. 26, 1962.
ber of research : papers, and
holds 18 patents . in the polyMurders in Britain
mer field.
The course will deal generally with the chemistry of poly- To Exceed 200
mers, with empliasis on syn- LONDON (AP) - The numthesis of the many structural ber of murders in Britain during
typec Synthetic ipolymers will 1965 is expected to exceed _?)0 —
be emphasized, but natural poi- the highest figure since records
nters will be included. The were kept. This has been an excourse plan includes lectures,
violent Christmas seademonstrations and class dis- tremely
with a dozen Jim (Mudcat) Grant and his
son
in
Britain,
cussion.
eight
days
— four of Kittens will be the headline enmurders
in
The prerequisite is a general
tertainment for the 1966 Winona
them
in
London.
undertsanding of organic chem¦
Winter
Carnival, officials anistry. Inquiries may be directed
nounced.
rural
mail
carry
in
Pasteur
Hall.
The men who
to Dr. Houtz
The class will meet on Wed- have two busy seasons: Christ- They will appear at Winona
nesday nights d uring the win- mas and mail-order catalog Senior High School Jan. 9 at 3
'
p.m. and again at 7 p.m. The
time.
ter quarter.
program will consist of singing,
dancing ahd baseball routines
by Grant's seven performers.

Chamber Board
Elects Himrich

Driver Fined
On 2 Counts

ed to average 2 to 10 degrees
below normal dally highs of
20-27 and nighttime lows of
1-9.
Much colder weather is predicted over the weekend and
below normal temperatures
thereafter. Precipitation generally will total three-tenths to
four-tenths of an inch (melted)
in light snow Sunday and heavier snow Mgnday or Tuesday.

FROM ITS Thursday high the
thermometer dropped steadily
overnight and was, 33 at 7 a.m.
and 29 at noon.
A year ago today the high
was 33 and the low 7 with two
and a half inches of snow on
the ground. All-time high for
Dec. 31 was 54 in 1875 and the
low —24 in 1946. Mean for the
past 24 hours was 45, in contrast with the normal for this
time of the year of 17.
High temperatures were registered at most Minnesota
points Thursday with 59 at La
Crosse and 49 at Rochester.
Low for the state was 6 at Alexandria. Bemidji had a low of
8, Brainerd 10 and International Falls 14.
However, bitter cold prevailed in Canada where Edmonton
had a low of -33 and Calgary
where the reading was -26. Minot, N.D., had a low of -2.
Tropical air pushed into
WISCONSIN and smashed records for warmth on this d^te ,
but New Year's Eve celebrators will have to bundle up
against a surge of frigid
weather.
Cold air pushed from west
to east across Wisconsin today
and the mercury went on the
skids after reaching unseasonably high levels early in the
morning,The 59 degrees at La Crosse
early today broke the record of
54 set in 1875. Madison's 55
smashed the mark of 53, also
set in 1875. And Green Bay's
51 shattered the 43 set in 1904.
HIGH temperatures in the
24-hour period up to midnight
Thursday night ranged from 58
at La Crosse to 37 at Superior.
The unusually high readings
were attributed to a combination of strong pressure in the
southeastern states and a storm
center passing over Lake Superior this morning. This
caused the tropical air to rush
northward.
The cold weather could bring
occasional snow and snow flurries to the northern and eastern
parts of the state, the Weather
Bureau said.

City's Costs
On Motel Case
Riseto $2,297

Court costs which must be
paid by the city in the Holiday
Inn suit amount to a total of
$2,297.09, according to documents in the office of City Recorder John S. Carter.
In addition to costs of $492.31
allowed by District Court Clerk
Joseph C. Page, the state Supreme Court-to which the matter was appealed last springallowed costs of $1,804.78, according to letters received by
Carter from a Minneapolis law
firm .
A GROUP of Winona landowners sued the city to prevent
its selling land at U.S. 61-14 and
Huff Street for construction of
a Holiday Inn motel. The decision in District Court went
against the landowners, but
the Supreme Court found in
their favor.
The Supreme Court held that
the city, which holds a park
easement on the land, does not
have an interest in the proposed motel site that is capable of
being sold . However, the high
court noted that the city could
make the land available for private development by vacating
its park easement.
But the city—loser In the
lawsuit—is held liable for the
court costs of the action
brought by the landowners.
Carter will present a resolution to the City Council at Its
next meeting asking the Council
to pay the $2,300 combined bill.
COSTS OF SUCH an action
which are payable by the losing
side Include items like printing
of briefs for the Supreme Court
hearing, printing of the District
Court record for the high court
hearing, payment of expert witnesses, filing of affidavits, taking of depositions and the like.
The Minneapolis law firm of
Leonard, Street & Deinard represented the landowners before
the Supreme Court, and it was
Attorney George F. Reilly of
that firm who wrote Carter asking for payment of the combined bills.

BALTIMORE, Md. (AP) Roland Fleming, 24, was fined
$110 in Traffic Court on drunken
driving charges after testimony
that Fleming, driving a horse
and wagon in downtown Baltimore, lost control of the animal
and it jumped on the trunk of an
automobile.

barn on the Dennis Wood farm
a mile east and three-fourths
mile north of Lewiston Wednesday afternoon.
Lewiston firemen were called
at 1 :30 p.m. and stayed about
Wi hours. Volunteers were called back at 6 p.m. when fire
flared again.
Burned with the upper part
of the structure were seven feet
of loose hay. The floor of the
hay mow was saved. No cattle
were lost. Wood lives on the
old John Jahnzow farm.
¦

HOUSTON WOMAN FALLS
HOUSTON . Minn. (SpeciaHMrs. Henry Forsyth fell the full
length of stairs in her home
Thursday night and received
a broken hip and bruises and
was taken to Lutheran Hospital,
La Crosse, by ambulance.

CHANGE AT BLAIR
BLAIR, Wis. ( Special) - Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Evenson Sr.
have moved from their farm in
Tappen Coulee to a residence in
Blair they purchased and remodeled. The farm is operated
by their son, Elmer, and wife.

Jim Grant and Kittens
Play Here January 9

To Facilitate Inventory

WINONA MERCHANTS
Ask That You Complete

Gift Exchanges
Before

Sat. Jan. 8
thank You
•,:

Retail Division

GRANT HAS been appearing
at a St. Paul nightclub and will
come to Winona from a Chicago
engagement.
The performance will be a
button plus admission event.
Booking of Grant's act is intended to take the place of the
Winter Carnival parade of previous years as the celebration's
high point.
Carnival officials felt this
year that the uncertainties of
organizing a parade during the
winter months made the booking of a major entertainer a
more desirable focal point for
the carnival.
Grant, who won 21 games for
the pennant-winning Minnesota
Twins last summer and won two
more games in the World
Series, has told Twins owner
Calvin Griffith that it will take
$50,000 to lure him away from
entertaining and back onto the
baseball diamond for the 1966
seafeon.

Planners OK East End
Site for Tech School

The City Planning Commission voted S-l Thursday night
to recommend purchase of the
Siebrecht site for a vocationaltechnical school.
Objecting to this choice was
James Foster, who held out for
the Knopp farm area, across
Highway 14 from St. Mary _ College. Voting in favor were commissioners James Schain, Jerry Papenfuss, Norman Indall,
Howard Keller and Donald W.
Gray.
IN A COMPANION motion
the commission recommended
that the Board of Education submit its detailed plans for location of the new building and for
land uses. The motion, author-

Endorsement of federally assisted downtown renewal was
voiced Thursday by Winona
Chamber of Commerce directors, meeting at Hotel Winona.
Although a division of opinion on the question always has
existed in the chamber, no dissenting votes were cast. The
motion by which endorsement
of urban renewal was expressed was for full approval of the
general downtown renewal plan
drawn for the Housing and Redevelopment Authority of Winona and presented in final
form last week.
FOURTEEN board members
attended the meeting. The motion was initiated by E. O. Eckert and seconded by Dr. W. O.
Finkelnburg. The move by
chamber directors appeared to
be triggered by action of a 24man citizens' conference the
preceding day in declaring full
support for the plan and its
e a r l y implementation. The
Wednesday conference was attended by business, labor, professional and spiritual leaders
at the invitation of Mayor R.
K. Ellings.
Following adoption of the approving motion, the chamber
directors issued this statement:
"THE WINONA Chamber of
Commerce has always been
concerned with all problems
facing the business community of Winona. One of specific
importance is that of the grad-

A rural Houston, Minn., man's
1963, four-door sedan was demolished when, unoccupied, it
rolled backward across a Pleasant Valley Township road and
into a creek bed.
Sheriff George L. Fort reported today that the car owned
by Richard D. Unnasch, Houston RL 2, was a total loss after
the mishap Thursday about 7:40
p.m. on Pleasant Valley Township Road No. 17, sue miles
south of Winona.
Unnasch told Deputies Elroy
Balk and John Schneider that
he was driving south on the
road when he spotted a car
parked beside the roadway. He
stopped to offer help to the
parked vehicle's occupant, but
the car drove off when he approached it on foot, Unnasch
said.
Meanwhile, unnasch's car was
moving off the road. The Houston man turned around to find
that his car was backing across
the road. The vehicle moved 40
feet across the road and shoulder, 60 feet off the road to a
creek bank and 15 feet off the
bank to the creek bed below.
The car was demolished.
Unnasch told Balk and
Schneider that he must have
left the car in reverse instead
of "park". The vehicle is equipped with automatic transmission.

If Griffith comes to terms ,
Grant plans to disband his act
after the New York engagement
and report for spring training
at the Twins' Orlando, Fla. ,
base.
Carnival officials decided to
go after Grant's act when they
realized the appeal he has for
almost all pebjjle.
Young ballplayers who might
not be interested in "sissy "
things like singing and dancing
will probably want to 'see* their Oil from unknown sources Is
Twins hero in person.
hampering operation of the city
LIKEWISE, WOMEN w h o sewage treatment plant, accordmight not be much interested in ing to James Puck, treatment
baseball, will nevertheless, it is plant superintendent.
to trace the oil to
hoped, welcome a chance to see itsEffort
sources have not succeeded '
a top-flight nightclub act.
thus far , said Puck. Its presAnd, Winona and the sur- ence in sanitary sewers virtualrounding area being the base- ly destroys operating efficiency
ball hotbed it is, the men, of the plant which depends on
whether they enjoy nightclub action of bacteria to break down
entertainment or not, are ex- solids.
pected to turn out to see Grant. In normal operation, decay of
Grant's act has drawn stand- solids produces some 30,000
ing-room-only crowds at his St. cubic feet of gas nor day. This
Paul engagement night after in burned to supply heat. Presnight. Winter Carnival officials ence of large quantities of oil
hope for the same reaction here. in sewage nullifies this action,
Tickets will go on sale by all Puck said.
members bf the Winona Activity It is a violation of city orGroup, at Holden's and the dinances to dump gasoline, oils
downtown Ted Mnier drugstores or fuel oil Into the snnltarv
and at the Winona Athletic Club sewer system . Puck said. He
tills week. The American Le- asked that, anyone having knowlgion Junior baseball team mem- edge of such disposal practices
bers also will sell tickets.
help see that they are corrected,

Oil Hampers
Sewage Plant

Mudcat Grant
He Wants {50,000
THE 29-year-old Grant has
played nightclub dates throughout the country since his World
Series heroics, and he will go
from Winona to New York City
where he Is to play through
Feb. 3.
If Griffith doesn't offer him a
$50,000 baseball contract, Grant
aays, he Will continue his nightclub act on through the springtraining season and into the
summer.

ed by Papenfuss, was adopted
unanimously. Members agreed
with his contention that any
surplus land the board later
might sell should be developed
only for residential purposes.
IThe time element was a factor in the majority decision to
support the Board of Education's designated choice of the
Siebrecht site. Keller and Papenfuss said they felt it important to get the new school started, that another site choice
would create extensive delay
and that school curricula and
enrollments would suffer accordingly.
Gray and Papenfuss said they
leaned toward the downtown
site recommended by city plan-

Chambe Backs
Downtov m Plan

Part of Lewiston
Barn Destroyed; Good Samaritan's
Car Roils Away;
PRESIDIO, Tex., set the na- Firemen Save
tion's high of 85 degrees Thur* LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
day, compared with the low of — Fire of undetermined origin
14 below early today at Glas- destroyed the upper part of the It's Total Loss
gow, Mont.

Lewiston Bowl
To Hold Open
Horse Driver Fined
House in Addition For Drunken Driving

Polymer Chemistry
Course Offered
At Winona State

Friday. December 31, IMS
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ual deterioration of Winona's
downtown area and subsequent
failure of the city to capture
its share of the area business
being transacted.
"The chamber has studied
this problem extensively in
past years, consistently recommending an "upgrading" and
"reconstruction" of the downtown area and hoping that private enterprise could undertake and successfully perpetrate such a development.
"After considerable self-examination and study of the
problem it is unanimously
agreed that extensive urban
redevelopment of Winona is
necessary for the continued existence of many businesses and
a healthy environment in which
businesses may Improve and
expand with the economy. '

ning consultants but vetoed by
the City Council. Both observed
that the realities seem to rule
out this choice, however. Gray
added:
"THE SCHOOL board numbers are all capable individuals.
They have given this matter
a great deal of study and they
think the Siebrecht site is best.
I'd have to go along with them
in their decision."
Further study of future development of Westfield Golf Course
and of Wincrest Addition seems
to be needed, Papenfuss observed. Both were under consider «tion as potential locations for
the new school but were rejected.
Because Westfield Is hemmed
in and incapable of expansion
and because the city has a financial interest in greater development of Wincrest, perhaps
something could be worked out,
he continued. Papenfuss suggested the commission look into
possibilities of laying out a municipal golf course at Wincrest
and abandonment and sale of
Westfield. As for the new clubhouse, said Papenfuss, it is possible that some fraternal organization would be a potential buyer.

ALSO PRESENT was Martin
Beatty who repeated his questions of a week ago which he
said were not answered because
of confusion following a verbal
attack by Papenfuss on him.
Beatty asked which commissioners attended a luncheon committee meeting with Board ot Education members Dec. 21 and
what they subsequently reported.
Secretary Darrel Johnson read
names from the commission
minutes: Keller, Gray, Papenfuss and Indall. No report was
given as such, Indall said, as
indicated by the inconclusive
"SEVERAL proposals have discussion of various school
been made and subsequently sites at last week's commission
examined and discussed, rela- meeting.
Indall asked Beatty whether
ting to redevelopment of downtown Winona. The most recent he agreed that businessoften is
and comprehensive plan is that expedited by such interim comnow being presented by the mittee meetings. Beatty said he
Winona Housing and Redevel- did not agree with this idea.
opment Authority. This plan is The commission also voted to
the result of a long and de- recommend hiring of a planning
tailed study of all related fac- coordinator via resolutionto the
tors by qualified professionals City Council. Schain said a preexperienced in urban redevel- viously interviewed applicant it
still interested in the position
opment.
"The time has now come for and would be available next
The man had been chosen
Winona either to 'stand still,' 'June.
by the commission, then decidwhich would in fact mean re- ed not to accept and
later regression, or to come alive and considered, Schain said. At
progress with a vitality and present he lives in California.
enthusiasm necessary for a
progressive, healthy commun- THE COUNCIL budgeted *»..
ity.
000 for the position last year
"The board of directors of and gave the commission tha
the Winona Chamber of Com- task of finding a man. Now tha
merce commends the City commission needs a resolution
Council, Winona Housing and authorizing it to hire the perRedevelopment Authority, City son, p r o v i d e d "reasonable"
Planning Commission and all terms can be negotiated, Schain
others who have had a part in said.
the development of the present Schain said he would release
plan for urban redevelopment of the name later so as not to jeopWinona, and urge them to pro- ardize the man's present emceed immediately and take all ployment.
¦
necessary steps required to execute this plan and make a reViet Nam Program
vitalized Winona a reality.
"THE BOARD hereby endorses the project as proposed
by WHRA, pledges its assistance in all matters relating to
this project and urges all citizens of Winona to lend their
enthusiasm, support and assistance accordingly."
Present at the meeting, in addition to Eckert and Dr.
Finkelnburg, were : John H.
Glenn, Keith Schwab, S. Sadowski, Wayne S. Himrich,
William F. Lang, William F.
Walter, Gordon R. Espy, Donald W. Gray, William S. Lamb,
James Sweazey, James F.
Hogue and Paul E. Pletke.

To Show Winonan

A Winonan serving with the
Army in Viet Nam will be
seen in an interview program
from Viet Nam to be telecast
by a Twin Cities station Monday evening.
Mr . and Mrs. Ben Kotlarz,
518 Washington St.. were notified that their son, Sp. 4 Dennis
J. Kotlarz, will be one of the
members of the Viet Nam
forces to be interviewed on the
program scheduled for Channel
4 at 8:30 p.m. Monday.
An artilleryman with the 1st
Division, Kotlarz has been in
Viet Nam since July.
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People Bigger
Than 'Dolly

m

IDEAR ABBY:

toatorauS

Today we're going to give a
salute to the model airplane
industry which is staging a
comeback of the old-time-consuming, patience-building, character moulding stick models
built of balsam wood, tissue-like
paper, dope, banana oil and airplane glue. And I declare, it has
the potential of bringing many
a kid off the street and into the
basement, or at the kitchen table to spend hours at home doing something worthwhile.
In one of my columns, I wrote
about the good old days when
many a young fellow filled otherwise idle time with diligent
labor over model airplanes that ,
if put together right , became
beautiful replicas of the real
thing. Then progress intervened with plastic replacing balsam wood and paper. The parts
were realistic, and the builder
could practically snap them together. At the best, a few short
hours were needed to produce
models that carried detail to
the nth degree. And for the
lack of anything else to do, the
fellows were free to return to
the street to find an answer to
that age-old question , What to
do?

<— .—».

By EARL WII.SON
NEW YORK — Composer Jule Styne told me a year ago
that the "Funny Girl" hit , "People Who Need People," would
eventually be a bigger standard than Jerry Herman's "Hello ,
Dolly!" — which at the time seemed a bit sacrilegious.
But after Mimi Hines' successful singing of "People" when
the took over the Barbra Slroisnnd role, Styne repeated It
more strongly :
" "Dolly' is one of those songs which reminds you of so many
other songs. But 'People' is a
first-time song. Twenty years
from now when we talk , aboul
the great songs , nobody is going
to play 'Mairzy Doats. ' In my
opinion, 'Hello, Dolly!' is in th«
same category as 'Mairzy
Doats " — it's a good novelty
song."
Jack Carter's opening at the
Americana Reyal Box will be
long remembered. His bustaceBy DICK BARNES
ous glamor girl singer Marlene
LANSING, Mich. (AP) - A made one ringsider very angry
soaring state economy and leg- by flirting with him to the point
islation passed, ironically, by that she blew her breath on his
Democrats, puts Gov. George glasses and fogged them, Jack
Romney of Michigan in a strong also had some lines that starposition 10 months ahead of his tled me, such as; "The Pope
didn't go to California because
next elective test.
Though Romney's 384,OOO-vote he wasn't sure he could get an
re-election victory last year put audience with Sinatra ." Spoofhim into prominent mention for ing Robert Gould's stiff-legged BUT YOU know, an article
the IMS Republican presidential walk , Carter said, "Sir Lance- in our hometown paper pointed
nomination, some thought a lot . . . h e doesn't dancelot
out that the model airplane instate legislature newly con- becau.se he 's got rust in his dustry is bringing back the old
trolled by Democrats c o u l d pancelot. " Carter privately told stick model kits that call for
me that he's trying lo make up
wreck his national image.
with his wife Paula Stewart hours of diligent work and paBut the governor, backing who 's expecting in Hollywood tience that result in a finished
much of the year's record tor- . . ."I've beer a naughty boy ," product of which one can be
rent of legislation, has sold him- he said. "Even when married, proud to say, "I built it myself well enough that no Demo- I've always had one foot out the self. "
cratic candidate has emerged door."
Seems the revival of these
yet for the 1866 gubernatorial
harder to do, more time-conWELL, THAT'S the way It's suming stick model kits is made
race.
done, you know . . . Henry Ford possible by the same old gang
Many ranking Democrats say and his divorced wife , Anne Mc- who delighted in them some
privately that their 1966 candi- Donnell Ford , Were on the re- twenty years ago. That's right,
date probably will be sacrificial , ceiving line . . . while his presthe 1960's were the
just hoping to avert a Romney ent wife, Christina Ford, was dads of
Deer oh Ice
boys of the l&40's. When the
landslide which could balloon off In another section of the big plastic snap-together kits came Newly-formed ice, jammed
his presidential chances and win pre-nuptial party at Delmonlout , these old pro's at model above the Winona dam, was
co's with friends . . . at the building
Republicans the state senate.
were practically insul- not strong enough to support
Romney even laughs that $25,000 shindig preceding dtr. ted, for by now, model-building a deer; that ventured onto it
what he calls "the Democratic Anne Ford's marriage to stock was a matter of pride, and the Wednesday afternoon. It broke
candidates' dilemma" has broker (Jiancarlo Uzielli.
easy-to-do kits offered very lit- through and was unable to
caused him to delay his own Young Anne and her fiance tle challenge.
climb out b e c a u s e the ice
announcement of whether he'll shared the receiving line with
crushed under its efforts.
run for a third term or seek the her mother and father . . . and HOBBY STORES displaying
U.S. Senate seat now held by nobody commented about Pop completed stick models of
A rescue effort by Wally
Democrat Patrick McNamara. and Mom being there together World War II planes in their Voss, lockmaster at the
'
though
they
re
now
divorced.
It
Democrats admit Romney's
store windows have the equiva- dam, and James Everson,
(mags has profited trom the was the party of the year, and lent of a magnet of a sort. I Buffalo C o u n t y warden,
year's legislation. But they say I wouldn't have missed it. suspect dad spots the miniature succeeded in driving the
he's taking more credit than (However, I did, somehow. )
aircraft , stops, takes a good
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: look, tells whoever is with him, deer to shore, but the deer
he's entitled to.
wanted to walk on the ice.
Catty conversation: "Yes, I in- "Now
that's a model airplane,"
Senate majority leader Ray- sured my voice for $50,000" . . . and then boasts In effect that After it r e g a i n e d its
mond Dzendzel, a Detroit Dem- "Really* dear? And what did it takes some knowhow to build strength it. started out
again on the ice and again
ocrat- asks "how the governor you do with the money?"
one like that - that he has that
can take credit for these pro- WISH I'D SAID THAT: Buy- knowhow and he used to build broke through, , This time,
af almost dark Bart Fosgrams when we've been intro- ing a new dress for your wife
is like buying a new car — the them all the time, It's a short ter, Wildlife Refuge, and
ducing them for SO years?"
from that spot in front of Francis Teske, local warBroadened school and univer- base price may be less than the step
the
window
into the store, but
den, equipped with an ice
sity mid , senior citizen property accessories.
easier to come by li Dad has boat, wem to the rescue
REMEMBERED
QUOTE:
tax relief and greatly expanded
his son along so it will look as
benefit for unemployed and in- "Love your enemies — aiid if dad's considering something but were unable to find the
deer. It had disappeared
they'll
wonder
what
kind
of
a
jured workers were among mafor the boy to build. Once inside, below the ice—or, we hope,
jor measures passed. Romney deal you 're trying to pull." —
he learns that a large number made shore.
says 70 to 75 per cent of his pro- Quote.
of the kits sold are bought by
EARL'S
PEARLS:
The
curgram won approval.
rent trend in women 's, dresses adults of his age group to build According to Mrs. Paul Vena"He didn't get them when he makes you wonder where they'll for themselves.
bles who fives on Highway 35
had a Republican legislature be up to next.
I understand about a third of above the ' dam, the big doe
but this year he had to go The H'wood wife whose hus- the kits now sold are of the old came down by the Venables
along," said Dzendzel band didn't buy . her what she stick type with Us banana oil, home from up on the bluffs ,
went down their driveway and
The Johnson landslide and wanted for Christmas doesn't glue, and tissue like paper cov- across the highway and railroad
at
exchange
the
gift
—
she
exback
Dad's
And
If
erings.
reapportionment helped Demotracks. It then ran on the ice
crats win control of the legisla- changes the husband: That's it, It's bound to be only a mat- field above the dam, pictured
earl,
brother.
try
will
till
Junior
ter
of
time
ture for the first time in three
here, and almost reached the
his hand at it. Once a fan for Minnesota shore.
decades.
models, there will be less and
They were , however , four
less time to prowl on the streets
Mrs. Venables called the
votes shy of being able to overlooking
for "kicks." Speaking of Fountain City police, who
ride vetoes without Republican
prokicks, I'll bet I could still
notified Warden Everson.
helpduce a pretty good Spad of
Mrs. Venables then drove
That led to executive-legislaWorld War I vintage. Yes , sir, to the dam to point out the
tive compromises, especially in
it just may be worth a try .
location of the doe on the
money areas. Major exceptions ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) ice.
were the governor _ vetoes of A rural Arcadia farmer is listbills expanding veterans' tax ed in satisfactory condition folA field of floating ice has
benefits and providing a fund lowing an accident on the farm
jammed up above the Winona
Saturday,
about
U
a.rn.
that small state-supported coldam as pictured, packed tolege* could draw from if need- Edwin Fernholz Sr. , 56, regether, but strong enough to
ceived
a
severe
neck
injury
and
ed. By December arm-twisting
hold a person. Similar condibruises
when
his
jacket
caught
of some Republicans , Romney
STOCKTON, Minn. — Special ) tions prevail above other locks
in
the
power
shaft
of
his
manure
avoided overrides.
spreader. He was hauling ma- — Special attention will be giv- and dams in the area, Below
en to the improvement of tele- the dams, open water extends
The governor said more taxes nure from the barn when he phone
service within the village
were needed to keep the state became entangled in the mech- when the village council meets as far as one on the dam
can see. It is open from the
anism.
His
son,
James,
who
saw
solvent by 1967-68, but income
Monday at 8 p.m.
kept leapfrogging his forecasts. what was happening, stopped Council members have col- Winona dam to below Winona,
The State surplus grew to $136 the tractor. Edwin's jacket was lected information on this probThe flow Thursday at
million and many Democrats ripped off. He was taken by lem. Persons interested in betfeared enacting an income tax ambulance to St. Joseph's Hos- ter telephone service should the Winona dam was 26,000
cubic feet per second, too
during their first session in con- pital.
plan to attend .
trol . Romney 's tax plant, never
Residents of the village are much for comfortable open
walleye fishing, WaWcrkers at Harmony welcome to attend any council water
got to the legislative floor.
Romney said this week that a HARMOiVr, Minn. (Special) meeting, but the council espe- ter was coining through
hold-the-line budget for 196&-67 — Four women, Mrs. Everette cially welcomes their views and both the Taintor and roller
could just about be financed Anderson, Mrs. Orville Sever- comments at the January meet- gates. There were however, one or two boats , dam
ing, when plans are made for
without tapping the surplus.
son , Mrs. Clarence Liudahl and the coming
attendants report, below
year , said Mayor
Mrs. Roy Erickson, were in George Hintoii.
the old 300 - foot mark.
charge of Ihe Red Cross bloodThere was no ice below the
mobile when it was here last
dam except some drifting
week. The evening meal was Change at Arcadia
chunks.
served by Mrs . Ellsworth Ron?, ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) From th« Gang at
Mrs. John Urokken and Mrs. Adolph Rebhahn, owner and op- WINONA DAILY NEWS
Harry Quunrud. K. L. llalrd erator of Rcbhahn's Service StaT RIDAY , DECEMBER Jl, 1WJ
was the local doctor at the tion since 1941 , will conclude
center and Mrs , Clara Rul aml, 24 % years in the service staVOLUME 110, NO. 3J
H.N.. assisted. A total of 101 tion business Saturday. Stepdally
txctpt Saturday and Holpints was received . Mrs. Clara ping into bis shoes will be his Publish*!
idays by Republican and Haiald PublishSEE ALL THE BOWL
son
Karli , Mabel , received H two. Alvin , who recently was ing Company. «01 Franklin St., Wlncxia,
GAMES TOMORROW
Rallon pin, Ceorge Johnson, discharged from the U.S. Army. Minn.
Donnle Tuinmcl , Arden Will- Adolph will begin a new job
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
ON COLOR TV
ford and Mrs. Everett Ander- next week as a maintenance Slngla Copy — 10c Dally, ISC Sunday
man at St. Francis Hospital , La Dallvtrtd by Carrlir-P«r Weak 40 centa
son earned one-gallon pins.
52 wttlu 125.W
Crosse. He and his wi fe will con- It wttka II].75
l inue to nmke their home in By mall ilrlclly In advancai paptr ifof>
pad on (KplraUon data.
Arcadia for the present.

Gov. Romney's
Position Strong
In Advance of '66

W ELL,HIS YOUN&-UNS HAVE ALL
GRA7UATEP. NOW LISTEN TO WltA
AT EVE Ry 70VVM MEETING - •»

SOJATWELL SAW H/S KIPS THRU
COLLEGE WITH THE M9 OF EVER/
FE7EML AMP LOCAL AGENC/ EXTAMT—

I

Telephone Service
To Be Discussed at
Stockton Meeting

Happy New Year

She 's Nervous
Meeting People

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: JFtecently I have become a stranger to
myself. I waka up every morning; hoping I won't hava to
see anyone. I was always such a friendly person, I can't
understand it. People try to call on me and invite me places,
but I usually turn them down with some excuse. If I <io make
noy-elf accept, for nay husband's salte, I become very nervous
and just wish I could get away from them. Abby,. 1 am 28
years old, have a wonderful nusnann ana
two adorable children. I have no reason to
rim away from people and nothing to be
afraid of. Do you think I am heading for
a nervous breakdown? I suggested going to
a psychiatrist, but my husband is (against
it. He says it's all in my head. Please
give me some advice fast.
^
NERVOUS AND AFRAID
DEAR NERVOUS: Ask your fa mily
doctor to recommend a psychiatrist and
to tell vour husband whv he did sot The
psychiatrist may be able to tell ywu if
it's "all in your head."

Voice of the Outdoors j

Arcadia Farmer
Now Satisfactory

i ,%_ > «- - —-___»
—

ABB*

DEAR ABBY: When our Sunday school class holds its
class meetings at a member's house, there are always a few
members who bring their knitting or handiwork. This irks
me to no end. At the last meeting, {the person in charge of
devotions bad to wait until one of the class members finished her stitches. Do you think this was right, and what
should be done about it in the future?
IRKED
DEAR IRKED: Handiwork is otit of place at a meeting where serious business is being conducted. The
worst offenders are insensitive to "needling," so take a
vote and let the majority rule.
'

Ice Fishing
Water on top of the ice
Thursday made it slippery and
sloppy going. At Spring Lake,
Warden Everson reports, fishermen were catching bluegills
and the ice was perfectly safe
despite the surface water. This
water probably will be frozen
tonight and Saturday if predicted temperature drops occur, making walking rough on
the ice. Similar conditions unquestionably prevail in all fishable backwaters.
A lot of sloughs still have
unsafe ice and some open
watei; and testing js still in
order. So, if you have a
New Year's desire to go
fishing, go but be sure you
have-. -a 1966 fishing license which are now on
sale in Minnesota and Wisconsin. The 1965 license expires at midnight tonight.
Skating Out
With no freezing weather for
the last two days, skating will
have to wait until the New
Year's cold snap arrives. Lake
Winona is slopny and unsafe
due to air holes and weak
areas. The Park-Recreation
Board has put banks of snow
around the proposed boundaries of the big rink, but of
course, has been unable to
flood the rink areas.
Similar conditions prevail
at the East and West end
artificial ice rlhks. The wa-

ter sprayed on by hoses
will not freeze and without
ice — no skating. It looks
like Winona youngsters
will have to go back to
school without a skating
vacation.
Youths who got skis for
Christmas still have to go to
resorts with hills operating
snow making machines. Mount
La Crosse has a snow machine.
The snow belt extends
well down in Wisconsin and
Minnesota, north of the
Twin Cities, where .there is
plenty of skiing and coasting snow. We received an article from the Conservation
Department regarding deer
kill by dogs. The crusted
snow breaks under the
deer's weight, but the dogs
can run on top of the snow.
a

Taverns Wil l Be
Open 68 Hours
HOBOKEN, N.J. (AP) - For
those hardy souls looking to celebrate an extended New Tear's
Eve, Hoboken is the .pot.
The city's Alcoholic Beverage
Commission announced it has
given permission to the 200 taverns here to stay open for 68
straight hours, from 6 a.m. today to 2 a.m. Monday.
The taverns usually close at 2
a.m.
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DEAR DAD: I think your wife is wrong. Normal and
innocent displays of affection between a boy and a girl
are natural and harmless. Tell youc wife to get off your
, daughter's back or she might feel that she hast to ask.
her boy friend to rent a motel roorruin order to give her
a goodnight kiss.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LIVING IN"! FEAR" IN SAN MATEO: Of all the reasons for continuing to live with a crtiel
and abusive husband, worrying about; what people will say
if you leave him is the worst.
Troubled? Write to ABBY, Box i697O0, Los Angeles,
Calif. For a personal reply, enclose;a stamped, self-ad' ;
dressed envelope.
—*T~w . •¦ ¦ ¦¦- • - ^
Highways, maintenance division,
Caledonian Retires
has received a certificate of
From Highway Work merit' ftiom. Gov. Karl P.- Rolvaag. |CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special) Ole B\ Renslo retired from
A. Caledonia man who has com- active service the first part
of December but will continue
pleted 33 years of service with to assist : the department when
the Minnesota Department of needed. \
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CUDDLY...CURVESOME a/id DEADLY
Mert Swnit AcwtOO*

iO Mfn0fftliZ6

DEAR: ABBY : My wife and I cannot agree on something
that I think should be settled soon. Our -daughter is nearly
17. She is pretty, a good student, has a steady beau and she
listens to reason. My wife says that hatnd-holding, hugging and
kissing, and all signs of affection between young people
should NOT be done at home, where others might walk in at
any moment. This came up when we had another couple
in for bridge. The four of us were playing in the living
loom and my daughter and her boy friend were in the kitchen. My wile went into the kitchen to,get something and she
caught them kissing. She was terribly upset. I say I'd rather
have them at home doing this than somewhere else. My
wife says they have plenty of opportunity to show affection
elsewhere, and if one of our friends had walked in on them
instead of her, she'd never have peon able to face them.
She lectured our daughter for an bote the next da; and cut
her dating down to one night a week: instead of two. What
do you think?
DAD

she's not a girt
f MeetDiane...
|
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MITTAU

LANG'S Bar

BIG SUNDAY JAMBOREE

With th* "Star Llt»i"
Featuring BOD BRATr . DANNY BELL , DOC MEIER
and BILL PICKART.

•

WtlcMTi* All You Musicians

.•

Bring Your Own Bottl« -~ W» Serve Sel-Upi
Don't forgtt our big Now Year 's Evs C«l«br«tlor» with
Kenny Carl Band - I T S TOMITEI

MUSIC BAR

tlio

PATIKNT IN HOSPITAL
ETTRICK , Wis. ( Special) Mrs. Christopher Folketlnhl of
Winona, formerly of Ettrick , is
u hospital patient at La Croase,

in Fillmore, Houiloo, Olmilad, Winona,
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and
Trampaaleau counties and armed lorcts
personnel In trie continental United Stent.
or overseas will APO or IfPO addraiaaai
I year
.. .. 113.M J months . .. W.S0
« menffi*
USS
MW ) month

GALESVILLE BUSINESSMEN
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
— The annual meeting of the
Business Association will be
Jan . 24, President William
Spencer aaid. Time and place
will be announced later.

Send chanpa or addrtia, nollcat, undelivered coplei. suDscrlpllon ordtri and oftiar
mall M»ms to Winona Dally Newt, P.O
Ban 74 Winona, Winn., MW.

All other subscript ions!
I month
ll.M 1 month*
... *«._>
... I) JOO
» montha . . . . KM 1 year

Second data poitaoe paid tl Winona,
Minn.
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baton Not In Agreement On U.S. Plans

By JACK BELL
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Clifford P: Case said here the
conflict in Viet Nam must not
be allowed to pinch off funds for
the war on discrimination, poverty, disease and ignorance at
home.
But Senate Republican Leader
Everett M. Dirksen said that
"we must fight the war first"

and that domestic programs are
going to have to be cut back to
Grovide for sharp increases in
iie defense budget.

Case, New Jersey Republican
who is a member of the Senate Appropriation* Committee,
called in a statement for increased federal outlays for education. He said that "the federal contribution has become a

\\\\^kV

vital ingredient in our total educational effort and we simply
cannot afford to scale back this
effort at any level, federal, state
or local."
"There is a wide range of federal activities, many of them
recently authorized or expanded, that bear importantly on
national goals with the same top
priority as our commitment in
Viet Nam," Case said. "The

Ma f f "#****....N •*»?—J

I

Case's stand. But he made It
clear he believes something has
to give when it comes to balancing off domestic expenditures with the mounting costs in
with
neighop
Case thaa lined
boring Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, Viet Nam.
D-N.Y., who said recently that "This is one of the big headViet Nam costs must not be per- aches the President has," Dirkmitted to delay or diminish do- sen said. "He is probably going
mestic programs. But it was to have to take the $10O-hillion
obvious Case was not in tune lid off his new budget. To keep
with Republican leadership expenditures in balance, he is
thinking.
going to have to cut somewhere
Dirksen declined in a tele- and he certainly can't cut on the
phone interview to comment on war.

wars we wage against discrimination, poverty, disease and
ignorance are also vital to our
long-run security.
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On the Democratic aide of the
fence, Sen. John L. McCIellan of
Arkansas called for a moratorium on new federal spending
programs because of the war.
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# To you, our loyal friends and patrons, may we extend our
best wishes for a year of health and plenty for you and your

^

families. Tha nk you for giving us the plea sure of serving you
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RUN GALE THEATER
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Teska
will be the new managers of
the Gale Theater beginning Saturday. Until now George Ham«
mond has managed the theater
for Allen Johnson, owner.
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taurant or Stanley Wierggallt.
Committee chairmen are expected to attend and report on
the year's activities.
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In a speech Tuesday at North
Little Rock, Ark., he said
"we 've got to decide where to
retrench."
¦
CHAMBER AT ARCADIA
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) The Arcadia Chamber of Commerce will hold a noon luncheon meeting at the Tally-Ho
restaurant Monday. Reservations should be made Monday
morning by telephoning the res-

\
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"When you are in a war you
extricate yourself the best way
you can, honorably. Short of
giving up and pulling not, which
would be unthinkable, we are
going to have to put into South
Viet Nam whatever is necessary. We've got to fight the war
first and hold down domestic
expenditures."
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Where Are the
Republicans?
By ALBERT MARSHALL
TO fAAMY RESIDENTS of Southeastern
Minnesota who lean towards the Republican party It appears that party leaden are
passing up a real opportunity to win
friends, build party membership, and pave
the way for victory at the polls in future
elections. They are overlooking an issue
that is growing in intensity with each
passing day.
The feeling is general in this arcn that
the Great Society program of the Democrats, far from improving the people 's lot , is
actually undermining the foundations upon
which our prosperity has been "built. And
that while giving lip service to the ideals
of democratic go-vernment, the program 's
advocates are actively and systematically
weakening the fabric of government on the
local level where citizen responsibility in
public affairs has its roots.
The feeling is one that transcends party
lines. However Democratic leaders from
President Johnson and Vice President Humphrey on down tfce line and including the
Democratic delegation in Congress have
clearly reiterated their solid support of
this program and the federal government's
whip hand over its administration. Under
their control the Congress has come up
^
with numberless measures timed it taking
over the direction of local affairs — under
the pretext of helping poor people whose
legitimate needs have gone unrecognized
by their neighbors.
ELECTID OFFICIALS In city, county,
and state offices are faced with a real
dilemna. The legislature has put a lot of
constructive social legislation on the statute
books, but finds itself abort of funds to
keep up with desirable Improvements. Although federal coffers are overflowing,
state officials are being forced to devise
additional financial burdens for their taxpayers. The only disagreement is whether
money should be raised by a sties tax,
a stepped-up income tax, or alternative
measures.
On the city and county level , the problem is identical. Officials faced with the
plea for additional services are desperately
short of fundi. They have been pushed Into
increasing the property tax load, as shown
by the fact that the typical owner-occupant
of residential property will pay new, higher
taxes in 1960. Additional taxes on $15,000
homesteads will run front $4,27 in Winona
to $21.49 ln Red Wing — with residents
in Albert Lea, Austin, and Rochester paying respectively $13.75, $20.11, and $14.32
more than they did in 1965.
Strangely enough, a sound suggestion to
remedy this situation has come from a
Democrat Walter Heller, adviser to the late
President Kennedy, thinks that a good part
of the money derived from federal income
taxes should be remitted to states and
their subdivisions to be used as local
officials deem best. So far, the Heller
program has evoked but little response.
MEANWHILE THE encroachment of the
federal government ln purely local affairs
has grown — and has been particularly
manifest in this area. The Office of Economic Opportunity administering the "anti-poverty" program is attempting to take over the
direction of a welfare program administered
satisfactorily by county officials in past
years.
James Turgeon, state OEO director,
has proclaimed as his objective the setting
up of "community action councils" in every
county in this part of the state although
13 of the 14 county boards (Fillmore Is the
sole exception) have opposed this move.
iSuch councils, under the law, could be
formed by any organization professing a
public service outlook — even a Lions,
Kiwants, or Rotary club — and once established could operate as an arm of OES
in sponsoring projects in the fields of education and welfare.
School board members have expressed
their misgivings. And county commissioners
are even more alarmed at the possibility of
having their authority undermined with the
placing of public affairs under the direction
of people who hold no mandate from the
electorate.
The Rice County Board rejected a proposal for a three-county "anti-poverty" program earlier this month. Goodhue and Wabasha county boards, proposed partners in
the venture , have also held back their approval.
OLMSTED COUNTY Commisiiontr Richard Towcy undoubtedly voiced the opinion
of the majority of county officials ln this
part of the state when he declared "it
would be pretty hard to form a community
council here since most citizens appear to
oppose the idea ."
Critics of the OES community action
council program in this section see little
sense in the attempt of federal officials
to )ake over local welfare action in a part
o{ the nation that enjoys a high measure
of economic prosperity and where the percentage of those arbitrarily classified as
' the poor" is no low, when the needs in
depressed Appalachia and In the slums
of big cities are crying for attention. They
see this aspect of the Great Society as a
rank political perversion of a professed
philanthropic purpose.
Some Democrats agree. Mayor Arthur
Naftalin of Minneapolis recently journeyed to Washington to protest the federal
Kovi'rnroent's move to bypass officials of
hi., city government.

TODAY IN WORLD AFFAIRS

To Your Good Health

GODSPEED!

Hepatitis
A Common
Ailment

US. Stand Gives
Aid to Communists

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — One of the reasons why
relief from bondage and oppression is not being achieved in many parts of the world is
that the governments of the free nations do
not consistently speak out in behalf of true
democracy.
Freedom of expression, for instance, is one
of the basic principles of self-government. Without it , autocracy and intolerance can block every form of human progress. But does the
United States government use its tremendous
moral force to further the concept of a free
press in other countries?
Two recent episodes emphasize the strange
failure of the American government to speak
out in strong protest. Last September, Sam
Jaffe , Moscow correspondent of the American
Broadcasting Company, was ousted by the Soviet government — not for anything he had written or said but because the Communists didn't
like a broadcast inside the United States over
the ABC network by a member of Its Washington staff. This week the Polish government
ordered the expulsion of David Halberstam,
Warsaw correspondent of the New York Times,
because he told the truth about what he saw.
A few year's ago, A. M. Rosenthal of the New
York Times was ordered to leave Poland for
"delving too deeply" into Polish affairs in his
writings.
These are not isolated incidents of intimidation. Foreign correspondents on duty in all
Communist countries live under the threat of
being thrown out if they don't write their articles in guarded phrases.
Yet the U.S, Department of State has not
expressed its indignation in an emphastic way.

By J. G. MOLNER, M.D.
Dear Dr. Molner: I
have recently had hepatitis and would appreciate knowing what it is
in lay terms. I have had
so many explanations
that I don't know what
to believe.
My children all had
gamma globulin shots
and my doctor said the
children would not get
the disease, but other
people say they can
gft a mild case of it. —
MRS. G.L.C.

IN YEA RS GONE BY

¦
Ten Years Ago . . ' ' ." 1955

Brother H. Charles, F.S.C., chairman of the
biology department of St. Mary 's College for
the past 25 years, will leave for an eight-month
jaunt to the Philippine Islands. He's heading
for the islands to adjust the first biology textbook ever written for Catholic high schools
to the environment of the Philippines.
Conrad Schad, Lake City, serving his first
term as Wabasha County commissioner from
the 5th District, was named county board chairman at the annual meeting of the group.

Twenty-Five Years Ago .... . 1940

Miss Alice E. Pagel, business manager of
the Winona Clinic, has resigned her position
and will retire from an active business life after nearly 40 years of association in the work
of local doctors and the clinic.
Installation of officers of Wenonah Rebekah
Lodge No. 7 will be held at the lodge meeting
at the Odd Fellows Hall. Mrs. O. C. Goodman
Is chairman of the committee in charge.

Fifty Years Ago . . . . 1915

The taxi service of the George Mallery Livery Co. has been augmented by a new limousine car which is now in Service.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Laack, Los Angeles,
Calif., are expected to arrive for a visit at ths
home of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Shepard. Mr.
Laack formerly lived in this city.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1890
B. M. Pierce, judge of the fourth annual
poultry show, is in the city ready to begin
his work. Over 6O0 entries have been received
and among others to hear from is a carload
from the north.

One Hundred Years Ago . , i 1865
Mr.' Oliver E. Beach, the accomplished and
thorough going clothier, is determined to make
himself known in the community, and thus open
the way for a large business.
expressed a mild interest in the Heller
plan.
The Republican Coordinating Committee of the GOP National Committee, has
been more evasive. It calls on the states
to meet public demands for increased government services or recognize that those
demands would be met by the federal government. It offered no suggestions on
how this could be accomplished in ways
that would preserve local autonomy and
fiscal solvency.
The recent committee's decision constituted the "abandonment of what used
to be GOP dogma that the federal government should withdraw from some fields
of activity and the states take them over
together with tax sources to pay for them",
ln the opinion of at least one newspaper
writer (Raymond Lahr of the Minneapolis
Star).
TO MANY OBSERVERS it looks at If
the Republicans have decided to take a
back seat in the political arena and play
a passive part in the developing power
struggle. So far at least , the GOP lias
failed to produce men like Patrick Henry,
Samuel Adams , and George Mason —
forthright spokesmen who gained fame
by rising to their feet in defense of their
embattled townsmen.
¦
The Lord knoweth the reasoning of the wise ,
that they arc vain.—I. Corinthians 3:20 .
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THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Air Force Gives Luci s
Fiance ChristmasLeave

By JACK ANDERSON
(Editor 's Not *: Drew
Psarson is in the Holy
Land. During his absence the column is
written by his associate ,
Jack Anderson.}

WASHINGTON - There
may be rejoicing at the
White House over Luci Johnson's engagement to Pat
Nugent, but there Is grumbling In the barracks at Lackland Air Force Base, Tex.;
where the nation's most
famous fiance is supposed
to be taking his basic training.
Nugent's buddies in flight
A-164 hop* he and the President's daughter will llv*
happily ever after, but while
he is their barracks mate,
they wish he would stay
around on weekends to help
with KP.
They complain that he has
mysteriously disappeared
tram the barracks nearly
every weekend. An Air
Force spokesman insisted
to this column, however,
that Nugent had not left the
base except for the Christmas holiday. The spokesman acknowledged t h a t
most trainees were not permitted to go home for
Christmas, but claimed that
in a few s p e c i a l cases
Christmas passes were issued.
On Thursday b e f o r e
Christmas, Luci h e r s e l f
icked Nugent up on the
Ease.
The boys playfully hung
up their socks Christmas
eve but found them empty
next morning. They joked
that Luci had no trouble
Setting on the base but
lat Santa couldn't get his
security clearance.
A COUPLE of Ihe boys
who would have liked to
slipped away for a Christmas tryst with their own
fiancees, complained bitterly that they were engaged
to the wrong girl. Others,
more interested In getting
out of KP , agreed that it
pays to romance the President's daughter.
The raw facts about the
Viet Nam war often go
through a filtering and flavoring process before they
roach the public .
This can be ascribed partly to a natural desire to
make American troops look
at heroic as possible, partly
to President Johnson's determination to portray the
war as he wants the world
to see it.
Here are some of the stories that have been misrepresented to the press:
1. The Christmas cease
fire was more a public relations ploy than a genuine
peace move. The President,
wishing to impress the
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world that ths Communists
are obstructing peace in
Viet Nam, merely went
through the motions of seeking a truce.
HE PULLED the strings
behind the White House
curtain that brought the
Christmas cease tire and
the pause in the bombing of
North Viet Nam. Yet, alt
the while, he complained
privately to aides that it
was a futile gesture.
To prevent the cease fire
from becoming a backfire,
he also ordered a news
blackout on Christmas Day
events. He had been warned
that the Viet Cong would
take advantage of the Christmas truce to move into better positions.
This is precisely -what
happened. The Americans
were obliged to suspend
their aggressive patrolling
and hold their fixe, thus
allowing the Viet Cong freedom of movement, in order
to avoid a Christmas clash.
2. American t r o o p s ,
though quick to adapt, simply aren't as experienced
at jungle fighting as the
Viet Cong. At first, the Americans went Into the jungle loaded down with heavy
equipment Many had to be
carried back out after collapsing from heat exhaustion. Combat units still must
be constantly rotated to give
the troops frequent rest intervals .
MEANWHILE, they have

abandoned their hot bulletproof vests, heavy 106 MM.
anti-tank weapons, and other cumbersome equipment.
They are slowly learning
from the Viet Cong that
lightweight rifles and knives
are the best weapons in the
jungle.
3. The GIs aren't as popular in South Viet Nam as
their public relations men
would like to p r e t e n d .
Though the GIs cany pocket
instructions on how to get
along with the Vietnamese,
their free Spending has
stirred resentment.
They have the money to
take over the best restaurants, monopolize the taxicabs, and attract the best
looking girls. This fraternization has also produced
problems that the public
relations men don't talk
about,
Many of the girls are Viet
Cong agents, who trade romance for information. They
have also introduced venereal disease into the ranks,
despite medical precautions.
4, Inter-service rivalry
also simmers beneath the
surface In Viet Nam. Army
officers criticize the Air
Force for attacking the
smallest objectives, sometimes no more than a single bunker, as If they were
bombing Berlin. Literally
tons of bombs, napalm and
rockets have been dumped
on jungle targets that can't
even be seen.

JAc tf bilL

Hepatitis is a disease of
the liver. It comes from the
Greek work hepatikos, or
the Latin word Hepaticus.
' Put the "itis" on the end,
and it means inflammation
of the liver. A particular
.type of virus (or rather,
more than one type) gets
into the body and it has a
preference for attacking the
liver instead of some other
part of us. Germs are like
that.
Since the liver performs
several important functions,
among them the production
of bile, the destruction of
red blood cells that have
Siassed their stage of useulness to us, and the storage of glycogen (or "blood
sugar") In a form which
can be readily released into
the bloodstream when needed, you can see why we suffer in various ways if the
liver "gets sick."
I WOULDN'T say we
know all about hepatitis.
We don't But we know a
lot about it, and out thing
is that hepatitis is transmitted ln mors than me
way. Polluted water, virusinfected foods, and probably
personal contact are some
ways. Like-wise a somewhat different type of the
virus can enter through
the bloodstream, If its gets
a chance. This we call "serum hepatitis," as distinguished from "infectious
hepatitis."
Hepatitis, and this may
not be generally realized,
is a c o m m o n ailment.
There's no doubt in my
mind that a great many
mild cases are not even
recognized because the patient doesn't feel sick enough
to go to the doctor. In addition, other people encounter the virus but don't get
hepatitis at all. Still, the
gamma globulin particles
in the blood (the particles
devoted to seeking out and
combatting disease germs
or other harmful elements)
are alerted by such contacts,
and become better watchdogs.
Therefore when "pooled
blood," or blood from various sources, la gathered
and the gamma globulin is
extracted , (he gamma globulin contains some particles
already prepared to fight
the hepatitis virus.
IF A PERSON gets gamma globulin, he has, temporarily , a stronger protection.
If such a person is exposed strongly to the hepatitis virus, he may still contract the disease , but not
as severely. Or if he is exposed only lightly, he may
not get it at all.
There isn't any way, as
of now, which lets us say
absolutely that gamma globuiin will prevent hepatitis,
but it certainly helps, and
if it doesn't prevent , it
makes an attack milder.
Remember when gamma
globulin was used as a protective measure when polio
outbreaks threatened? Or
don't you remember? Any.
way, this method was employed before pqUo vaccina
was available. It had its
value then.
It has its value now for
hepatitis, because we do
not yet have a hepatitis
vaccine, but It is being
worked on and will be a
reality some day.
Dear Dr. Molner: If
a person is a heavy
drinker, will it make
emphysema w o r s e?—
R.B.H.

"I agree! Women should play a more active role in
government. After all, we possess the intelligence
and wisdom so necessary to guide the future course
of this country."

Alcohol won't affect the
emphysema - but usually
a heavy drinker also ia a
heavy smoker and ANY
smoking is bad for emphysema.

By Parker and Hart

Letters fro The
Editor
( Editor's Wots; latter* mutt ba temperate,
of reasonable length and
signed bu tht terltar.
Bona f i d e names o/ all
letter-writers will ba
published. No religious ,
medical of psfsonal[controversies are (scriptable.)
Flood Ukely Again
In Spring of 1966
To the Editor:
It was just a year ago
lacking a short two aild a
half months when Winonans
were warned by a Minneapolis hydrologlst oE an unusually high river stage of
over 17 feet possibly 21
feet.
At the present early tuna
we can only surmise of
flood conditions next spring.
However, according to the
recent weather in the Upper
Mississippi Valley , conditions appear to be favorable to flood potential again
in 1966. With prevailing
freezing night time temperatures and no snow cover
insulation so far, the frost is
growing deeper with each
passing day. This Will retard the ground from readily absorbing thawing snow
in the spring. Due to the
heavy fall rains, the deep
ground water level has been
reached and this will further slow up ground absorption of both the thawing
snow and early seasonal
rams.
Sinc6 the weather usually
follows a cycle pattern,
there is an apparently great
amount of snow for this
and adjacent areas from
January to March. For this
area the weather prognasticators predict the heaviest
snowfall of the current winter on March 12. Flooding
streams and consequently
riversin the spring are not
only g o v e r n e d by the
amount of winter snow ,
there are other factors to
be considered, one of them
b e i n g very important,
mainly that of heavy spring
rains occurring to speed the
thawing process.
To illustrate this more
thoroughly, I will cite the
case of the Worst flood in
the Ohio River Valley in
1937 when a record flood
stage of 80 feet was reached compared to a previous
64-foot stage and a normal
14-foot stage. Otherwise the
unusually high water which
caused $22 million damage
and a loss of a hundred
lives was attributed to the
consecutive days of unrelenting heavy rains.
If all these aforesaid conditions referred to here occur as deep frost penetration, heavy early year
snows, continuous heavy
spring rains creating a
quick runoff , then we can
expect a recurrence of ths
1965 flood or even worse.
John Rozek
618 E. 2nd St.
a
Home Owner Cannot
Ask for Federal Aid
To the Editor:
As a taxpaying citizen I
would like to say a few
words about Urban Renewal.
I own private property in
Winona and because of our
tax structure I do not find
it "economically feasible1'
to improve my home either,
but when it comes time to
make necessary Improvements or repairs one has
little choice, We had to have
a new furnace installed and
our taxes went up accordingly. We paid for the improvement, and it was for
our benefit.
The private home owner
cannot ask for federal aid
to improve his home. So
-it should be for the businessmen in Winona. If they cannot afford to improve their
status we taxpayers should
not be called on to do it
for them. The man in business stands to benefit most
if improvements are made
to his store. It should be
his responsibility to maka
his own improvements.
And as to the referendum
vote the Montevideo man
said that "Few persons understand all the angles involved in renewal and for
this reason referendums are
dangerous." I wonder just
how many citizens who vote
in all our other elections
across this nation understand "all the angles" and
yet our elections are not
considered dangerous.
Richard Young
668 Grand St.
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AND THER E HAVE bean tome atirrings in the Republican camp. CongressTh» Associated Press Is entitled
man Albert Quie says that when he gets
exclusively to the use for republication ol nil the local news printed in
buck to Washington lie is going to try
tliis newspaper as well aa all A P.
lo pass a bill to give school districts finan# news dispatches. .
cial assistance direct from the U. S. Treasury without strings attached. And ha has I
Friday, December tl, IMS

Choi.'J. Olson & Sons
111 Center
Phona 7«I0

Parties Planned to Wcfcome 7966

G.. -E. Eichmans
Now Residing
In Michigan

'Crystal Moments ' Winter
Dance Held at Cotter High

Mich., following their Dec. 27
marriage in the bride's home in
Tiffin, Ohio.
She is the former Miss Sharon Lee Crabtree, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Crabtree,
Tiffin. Her husband is the son
of Mrs. Clara Eichman, 207
Mechanic St.
THE REVS. Paul Kohler and
John Gantt received their vows.
Miss Lois Wilkinson, Pontiac,
was maid of honor and William
Fuller, Drayton Plains, Mich.,
best man.
The bride wore a three-piece,
white knit suit with navy-blue
accessories. Her attendant wore
a three-piece-navy-blue suit with
red accessories.
The bride attended Tiffin
(Ohio) University, and the Ohio
University, Athens, Ohio. She
formerly taught at the Waterford Township Schools in Michigan. Her husband, a graduate of
Winona Senior High School and
Winona State College; is teaching at Waterford Township
Schools.
¦

Thursday night. The party, at- greens.
tended by 60 couples, including Creating an illusion of a say
sophomores, juniors and seniors, nightclub were small tables
is a traditions- between-the- around the edge of the dance
floor , decorated with holiday
holidays event at CHS.
Decorative evergreen houghs Centerpieces.
edged the balcony. Flood lights James Helnlen Jr. was ball
played on a huge white-flocked chairman. Chaperones Included
Christmas tree in ^he center of Messrs. and Mmes. Patrick
the dance floor, as the young Twomey, Bernard Boland, Wilpeople danced to the music of liam Schuh, John Nett and the
the Hi-Lighters, a group from priests and Slaters ot tha school

Stress Will
SERVING IN THE ARMED FORCES
Clubs to Bid Farewell
Be On Preventing
To the Old, Hello to New Mr. and Mrs. Gerald E. Eich- "Crystal Moments" was the Lourdes High School, Rochester,
On Aircraft Carrier
Machinist's Mate First Class crulsera and about 16 destroySeveral Winona clubs as weU Everyone will receive hats and rnan will be at home Saturday theme of ths annual Snowball led by Gene Eiden. They played Human Diseases
JOHN E. 8CHNORENBERG, ers.
at 644 Stirling St., Pentlac, dance at Cotter High School before a backdrop of everas countless private hones will aolsemakers.

open their doors tonight to members and guests, who will usher
in the New Year with song,
dance and frivolity. ~
The annual New Year's Eve
party will be held at the VETERAN OF FOREIGN WARS
clubrooms starting at 9 p.m. 01ga Zimdars and the Polka Dots
will provide music for dancing.

THE ENGAGEMENT of
Miss Marion Margaret Apel,
Milwaukee, daughter of
Mrs. Margaret Apel, Manitowoc, Wis., and Stanley
v . Apel, Cochrane, Wis., is announced. Miss Apel will wed
Myron David Dombeck, Milwaukee, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Dombeck, Wausau, Wis. The bride-elect-is
s graduate of CochraneFountain City High School.
She attended Buffalo County
Teachers College and is a
graduate of Manitowoc
County Teachers College.
She is a teacher in the Milwaukee Catholic School system. Her fiance, a graduate
of Spencerian College, Milwaukee, and a member of
Pi Rho Zeta commerce fraternity, is associated with
the Morley-Murphy Company, Milwaukee.

Members may
bring their friends.
Although no formal party is
planned at the AMERICAN LEGION MEMORIAL CLUB, there
will be open house tonight and
New Year's Day for members.
The Ranch Hands will provide
music for dancing at the EAGLES CLUB today starting at
9 p.m. Novelty noisemakefs will
be distributed.
Members and out - of - town
guests are invited to attend the
private New Year's Eve party
tonight at the WINONA ATHLETIC CLUB. A band will play
for dancing from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. At midnight, everyone
will receive novelty noisemakers.
*
THE ELKS CLUB will hold its
annual New Year's Eve party,
for members only, starting with
cocktails and hors d'oeuvres at
6:30 p.m. A dinner will follow.
The Heyer-Schuh Band will furnish music for dancing until 1
a.m. There will be noisemakers.
A dancing party for Red
Men, members of the Degree of
Pocahontas and applicants for
membership, their wives and
husbands and out-of-town guests
will be held at the RED MEN'S
CLUB today from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Music will be played by
Bill Kaehler's Old Tyrne Band.
¦

Judith Langowski,
Deven Scott Wed

Mr. and Mrs. Deven L. Scott
will be at home at 105 Waban
Park, Newton, Mass., after
Wednesday.
They were married Dec. 29
at the Cathedral of tfae Sacred
Heart by the Rt. Rev. Msgr.
Harold J. Dittman. The Rev.
Robert Brom was soloist.
The bride is the former Miss
Judith Ann Langowski, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Langowski, 524 Center St. Her
husband is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Merrill Scott, Fort Branch,
Ind.
Miss Rosemary Langowski,
sister of the bride, was maid
of honor. Roger Scott, Fort
Branch, brother of the groom,
was best man.
a_
THE BRIDE wore a floorAttwoll-Hutton
length, velvet A-line gown with
a train. She carried a white fur
Vows Repeated
muff with white polnsettias.
HARMONY, Minn. (Special) Her sister wore a floor-length,
velvet A-line gowri
—Miss Aria Mae AttwoD, daugh- dark-green
with
a
lace
She carried
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Att- a white furscarf.
muff with red
woll, Clarion, Iowa, and Daniel polnsettias.
W. Hutton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Hutton, Harmony, were A reception was held at
united in marriage Dec. 18 at Wally's Supper Club, Fountain
the First Lutheran Church, Cla- City, after which the newlyweds
rion. The Rev. Richard Larson left on a trip to Boston, Mass.
The bride is a graduate of
received their vows.
College of Saint Teresa.
Mrs. Luther Olson was mat- the
working on her
She
had
ron-of honor and Robert Hutton, master's been
degree
tit Winona
best man. A reception was held State College. Her husband atin the church parlors. Following tended EvansvlIIe <Ihd.) Cola honeymoon, the newlyweds lege. He is an accountant in
are at home here.
Boston.
. The bride and groom are both
graduatesof Luther College, De- The" concept of a company or
corah, Iowa.
its foundation matching their
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hutton employes contributions to their
were hosts at tha rehearsal din- alma maters now has 300 comner at Lynn's Supper Club, Bel- panies pouring more than 911
million annually into education.
mond, Iowa.

MISS SUSAN WALDERA'S engagement to Robert
Knowles Jr., son of Robert
Knowles, state senate majority leader, and Mrs.
Knowles, New Richmond,
Wis., is announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel W. Waldera, Blair, Wis.
A spring wedding is planned. Miss Waldera is employed by the Koepeke Travel Agency. She is a 1964
graduate of Blair High
School. Mr. Knowles is advertising manager of the
Columbus (Wis.) Journal
Republican.

After-Christmas

COAT
SALE

Clearance Bargains on
Ladies' Winter Coats and
All Car Coats! Shop Early
Next Week for Best Selection!

MISS MARY ELIZABETH
HENZLER'S engagement to
Howard C. Deters, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Deters,
Spring Grove, Minn., is announced by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul F. Henzler,
Decorah, Iowa. The wedding will be Feb. 20. Miss
Henzler will complete her
studies at Luther College,
Decorah, in January. Her
fiance is engaged In farming
near Spring Grove.
BEREAN CLASS
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
—The Berean Bibla Class will
meet Monday at 8 p.m. with
Mrs. Donald Somrnera. Mrs.
Frank Sommers will be assisting hostess. The Rev. Leslie
Gehrlng of the Presbyterian
Church will give tho topic.
HESSLER ANNIVERSARY
BLAIR, Wis. ( Special) Mr . and Mrs. Donald Hessler,
rural Blair , will be honored at
open house Sunday from 2 to
5 p.m. at the .home of their sonin-law and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Kastad, Whitehall,
Wis. The occasion Is their silver wedding anniversary.
__¦

Free Coffee
For Motorists

WOODBRIDGE, N.J. (AP) Motorists on New Jersey's
Turnpike or Garden State Parkway New Year's Eve can atop
in at restaurants along the road
for a free drink — coffee.
Both toll roads are offering
their annual safety nightcaps,
with the Parkway adding a
choice of tea or milk and toast
or doughnut.
¦
Vikings sailed t» northeastern
America largely to seek wood,
according to (ho Icelandic
sagas.

j J o r d a n ^S
60 WEST THIRD ST.
,

¦
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Kellogg Scouts
Receive Awards

26 Indicted
In Navy Yard
Theft Ring

JACK'S fcAcr #
AT WARDS 1 sfe

Don't Miss Our

SENSATIONAL

By ALTON BLAKE8LEE
'
son of Mrs. Martha SchnorenAP Science Writer
berg, 167 Olmstead St., is serv- LEWISTON. •
Minn. (Special )
BERKELEY;, Calif. (AP) - A ing aboard the attack aircraft —Sp. 4 Roger R. Perry, son of
USS America, operating Mr . and Mrs. Walter E. Bright,
physician today predicted that carrier
in the Mediterranean with the former
Lewis10 years from now when you go 6th Fleet.
t o n resident-)
to a doctor:
The America is the Navy's now living
bn
He will be • member of a newest attack carrier and Is
Hanover, Ind-.
team caring for you.
armed with surface-to-air "Ter- w a s assignee
The stress will be on prevent- rier" guided missile's and newto duty in Viet
ing illness in the first place.
est Navy jet aircraft. She's part
Almost all your medical serv- of an attack carrier striking Nam Dec. 21.
ices will be paid with govern- force consisting of two large He enlisted in
the Army parament or welfare funds.
carriers, two guided missile troops ln March
You may have as many as 30
1964 and in Noor more tests run — most of
vember w a s
them simple — with automated
named noncomequipment and a computer anamissioned offlPerry
lysing the results Initially for
cer of the month at Ft. Knox,
your doctor.
Ky. He's ths grandson of Mrs.
But yoa will get total, comHarold Cady, Lewiston.
prehensive cato with one doctor
taking personal charge of you KELLOGG, Minn. (Special) CALEDONIA. Minn. — David
regardless of how many special- — One-year stars were presented members of Kellogg Boy H. Schmitz, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ists you might see.
llie predictions — and "it Is Scout Troop 44 at a court of A. M. Schmitz, was promoted to
precarious trying to prognosti- honor Monday night at the specialist fourth class in the
Army while stationed with tha
cate" — came from Dr. C. C. American Legion Hall.
Cutting, executive director of The stars marked the first 517th Artillery at Ft. Amador,
the Permanente Medical Group, anniversary of the troop here. Canal Zone.
Gerald Collier, junior assistant, A fire control operator In BatOakland, Calif.
"We are standing on the brink ?resented Scoutmaster Donald tery C, 4th Missile Battalion, he
of a medical care explosion, " eters with a cash , gift on be- entered the Army in July 1964,
due to vastly
expanded half of the troop.
received basic training at Ft.
knowledge, greater public Inter- The birch candelabra holding Leonard Wood, Mo., and arrivest and a rash of health legisla- lighted candles, designed and ed in the Canal Zone in Decemtion, Dr. Cutting told the Ameri- made by the boya and Scout- ber 1964. He's a 1961 graduate
can Association for the Ad- master, formed the background of Loretto High School.
for presentation of the followvancement of Science.
•
ing awards:
"The resulting tremendous Rodney Freiburg, Stavan Jotinton, Gary MONDOVI . Wis. (SpeciaDChirlil Schouwaller, Dun and Navy Ensign John H. Berger,
demand, coupled with a serious Coataa,
Colli*. , Ktltfi Orantr, John Johnshortage of medical manpower, Herald
ion and David A.r»ni, flrtt clan badges; - son of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Amu, «cond clasi; DinljblX Merger, is taking a six-week airwill of necessity sweep tradi- Ttrnnct
Pit, Bruct B«k»r, Stavan
and
tional medicine Into entirely David KUIn, t-ndirtooti Gary Aran*
coattt, In- borne navigation course with
itructor
bidgtj
Ktllh
Graner,
ttnlor
Training Squadron 29 at Cornew concepts of providing serv- patrol Itadir badgat
ice" by 1975, he said.
Charlu Schouvrallar, asalstant senior pus Christi Naval Air Station,
laadar; Sltvtn Arans, quartermasEventually, Dr. Cutting said, patrol
David Arani. aagla patrol ttader; Tex. V
(Alt Plmtwaphy)
probably will be three ter)
"there
Rodnay Frlttura, Militant aagla patrol
In addition to training flight
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond K. Anderses
Stavan Jehnion, waif patrol laadmajor divisions of medicine": faadar;
ar, and Chirtn Stfiouwtllar, Oavld Arena navigators, the squadron trains
Health cars — New and better and Keltn Graner, marlt badgti.
all Navy aviators who will fly
Miss Anderson
efforts to keep you well.
Dean -Collier, who received a multi-engine aircraft.
Predictive care — Spotting secretary badge, was moderaChanges Name to
symptoms very early to prevent tor of the ceremony.
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
Mrs. Andersen
serious Illness.
Gerald Collier was named -Lt. (j.g.) Thomas Wiel, his
Sickness care — If or when junior
to Scoutmaster
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) —
Jeffrey, Lexyou do fall victim to disease. Peters.assistant
Peters and Donald wife and their son,
Miss Myrtle Laura Anderson,
Bttt "perhaps much of sick care Schouweiler, institutional repre- ington Park, Md., spent the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leswill be transplants and artificial sentative of the sponsoring Christmas holidays with his parter Anderson, and Raymond
organs, a sort of spare-part American Legion Post 546, pre- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ted wiel.
Kent Andersen, son of Mr. and
medicine."
Lt. Wiel Is stationed at Pasented the awards.
Mrs. Raymond Andersen Sr.,
tuxent River Naval Air Station,
Ore.,
Steven
Johnson
were
marDr.
Cutting
declared
that
to
Gary
Coates,
Cottage Grove,
Md.
ried at Living Hope Lutheran CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) - be effective, all medical pro- and Charles Schouweiler were
¦
be
Church Dee. 21.
grams
and
planning
named
chiefs
of
Den
1.
A
certi"must
The FBI reports lt has broken
The Rev. Mark M. Ronning what it describes an Inside theft Die primary responsibility of ficate was presented the troop Biochemist Wins
physicians and not lay per- from the Cannon River district
read the wedding service. Mrs.
000
for outstanding performance at Award of $1,
Sara Myrland was organist and ring which hauled away millions sons."
of dollars worth of government "The great challenge will be Camp Hok-Sl-La, Lake City, BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) Mrs. Raymond Smith sang.
Beverly Anderson and Ronald property from the Charleston the willingness of traditional and the camp-o-ree at Fronte- Dr. John Papaconstantlnou, 35,
medicine to accept these new nac. Three skits were presentAndersen, sister and brother of Naval Shipyard.
a University of Connecticut
the couple, were maid of hon- Twenty-six men were indicted concepts and reorganize to pro- ed by the boys.¦
biochemist,
won this year's $1,vide
these
services.
The
future
or and nest man. La May Anaward from the American
derson, sister, and Phyllis Ol- by a federal grand jury In Char- «f private enterprise in medi- Ants are the oldest city- 000
son were bridesmaids. Ushers leston Thursday in connection cine may well rest on the open- dwellers. While man's urban Association for the Advancemlndedness of the doctors of the civilization la scarcely 7,000 or ment of Science for his paper on
were Larry Erlckson, Louis Sal- with the alleged thefts.
country to anticipate inevitable Iso years old, the insects have how different organs are formed
zwedel Jr. and Dennis Melby.
Joyce Anderson and Raymond Among those indicted lt Hen- trends and lead the way," he bees living in miniature cities from one tissue, a process
I for more than 80 million years. known as cell differentiation.
Anderson, were flower girl and ry H. Hurls, director of the said.
ring hearer.
naval supply center's storage
The bride wore a floor-length, division, and three marine ensatin gown with a coat, trimmed with lace. She wore a floor- gine dealers.
length mantilla, trimmed with The FBI said that X of those
Eaarls and crystals over a Span- Indicted worked at the naval
fa comb of white fur. She car- shipyard and that Harris
ried white orchids with pearls played an Important role in the
and lace leaves trimmed with "
conspiracy by using his authorpearls and sequins.
HER attendants wove reft and ity as director to transfer codeplaces and
white velvet gowns with lace. fendants to variousmeetings'
of
ftatlattred U. S. Tradamark
# m I
W W M M ¦m mmw %_r |
Their flowers were white or- by calling 'safety
personnel
not
involved
to
facilichids tinged with red. The flower girl was in white velvet and tate the thefts and removal of
Growing More Popular with Every App earance
lace. She carried her flowers in property."
a white, fur-trimmed basket FBI agents quickly rounded
Monday, Jan. 3rd
with red ribbons.
up 11 of the men and said they
A reception for 200 was held hoped to arrest four others. Ele3 DAYS
Thru
in Fellowship Hall. Guests were ven had been arrested previousregistered by Edna Lund. Glor- ly and are free on bond.
Wednesday, Jan. 5th
ia Lunde had charge of gifts. The arrests climaxed a yearThe wedding cake, made by long investigation of governthe groom's mother, was served ment warehouse pilfering which
by Mrs. Bertha Anderson. As- allegedly took place between
sisting were the Mmes. Arnold 1959-1864.
Olson, Edwin Daffinson, Loren Much of the property, the FBI
Mitchell, Silas Tranberg, Mer- said, was sold to or through the
lin Wllber, Oliver Paulson and three marine engine dealers, all
Ronald Terpening; Mrs. David indicted. They are Lamar DenSeverson, Galesville-, and Mrs, nis of New Orleans, La.; Philip
Robert Middleton, Whitehall, Bodne of Charleston and Miami,
and Miss DelOres Anderson.
Fla.; and Melvin McEuen of
The bride's mother was In Long Beach, Calif.
royal blue taffeta and the
groom's mother, a brown crepe
frock with fur trim. Their cor- Kenya's White
sage bouquets were of red rosPopulatio n Down
es.
Mr. and Mrs. Andersen left NAIROBI, Kenya Wl - Kefor a wedding trip to Florida. nya's white population has
The bride is a graduate of dropped by one-third in
last
Luther College Hospital School five years. There now arethe41,000
"^m^L^^* r *
I
Jfiftj \ ajt$g£SL iwUto moe Sri__i_JB_)i___. I
of Nursing, Eau Claire. She was whites in Kenya's total populaawarded a degree in chemistry tion of 9 ,365,000.
from Lewis and Clark College, During the same five-year
Portraits by
¦ *¦
VOI ir Chll
<«¦
U
Portland, Ore. She recently has
JACK B N)MBLE ( , NC# j eavnimuucff
I
been engaged in nursing at St. period, the Asian population
Francis Hospital, La Crosse. She increased from 173,000 to 186,tart HotiMtotpfn^
plans to return to college to be- 000. The Arab population is 37,M^ 4±
aW
000.
come a medloal doctor.
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Mr. Andersen, an ensign in
the Navy, also is a graduate of Diver* working ln the silent
Uniy W W |iorv.rappl_.fl,
Lewis and Clark College, having world of the ocean depths make
^
handling and fnsurancs
majored in chemistry. He will a distress signal by holding up
^M ^Lf
*t&fi$
be located at Great Lakes Nav- four fingers or rapping on an
object four times.
al Base, 111.
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I ATTENTION! WSO
MEN UNDER 251,|j9
Sentry reports good news (at last)
about car insurance saving) for
men under 25. Call today to find
out how 20 minutes of your time
may save you up to 150 or maybe
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DUANE RINGLER
Phona 7261

1321 W. Wlncrtat Drlva
Winona

SENTRY INSURANCE

%,,„,./ .
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t V m V**

No appointment tiocanary.
Photographar will be on duly regular itore houri.
Complete ¦•faction of flnlthed photograph* to chooia from — not proofi.

*•*•(•«»* «. «• r«w.mn*

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
Llmlti one per child, agoi 5 weeka to 12 years. Bring all ilia children. Children's
groups taken 99^ per chiH
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Shop Monday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Tuaiday
Wodn«iday 10-5:30
and and
Friday 10-9
Thursday

o.m.

£losod the Sunday Aft«r New Year's
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MCKINLEY METHODIST •

SALVATION ARMY

The Rer. C Merrttt LaGroae

LL Patricia Jones

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
(American Septtst Caflventlen)
(Wail Broadway and Wilton)

The Rev. Rassefl M. Dacken

. :» a.m.-Worihlp. sarmon, "Makhw
»s« a.m.—Sunday (Cheat.
All Things Nan/." Special muile by the
10:45 B_m^-»Voohl».
aemlor choir, directed toy Mn. Sh«rm»n
t:4S pj«.—Straet sarvka. / •
TJ W p.m.-evBiw*ll««e "2"«i
Mitchell i organist, Mr*. Harvey Garden.
— v.
Ctiurdh. hour nuriery provided.
Tua«day, 4 p.m.—Handicraft maw m
'
Homea
Tliurlay
10:20 a.m.—Church
school claim
7 :30 p-m.-Ladls* Hem*• Uaasue.
through grade 1.
7:45 P.m/-4_3UB*ellng a_r*fc a . . raalav
II a.m.—Church school classes from trathw for *trln « band.
_^^
grade 7 through adult department.
Thurid*y, 7:30 p.m^«trhn fcaild tr*+
Monday, 1 :30 p.mt—WJCS exacutlve lie*
prayer.
board. Friendship room.
• p.m.-A4Mwa*k
Thursday, 7 p.m.—Saailor eholr.
I p.m.-Offlclal boerd.
Saturday, 10 a.m.—F»»t»r 'a contlrmatlon clan.

f M a.m.—Sunday eeheol. Mrc . R. B.
Cornwall, aiipertntendanti graded lessens
for children, ttudy program for adult*i
«oi!<<8» aga dan.
10:« a.m.—Worihlp, Sermon, "Wtien
Y(H) Have Crossed Ovar Jordan." Tart:
Dmt . 4.4-lt . Spactel muilc i Mra. R. M.
Dackrn. choir director;
Wra. Jinves
Mwrttna, organist. Nursery lervlee.
7:30 p.m.—Servlca.
Measate, "Tha
Chri,|i«n'f Three Battla Fronti." Text:
Er<* . 14:U-J0. Munary larvlca.
Wednesday, 7 p.m.—Dlacenate board
meeting .
Thursday. 7 p.m.—All-family church
ntohf.
Nursery eirvfce.
Thursday, I p.m.—Choir practica.

CHURCH OP JESUS CHRIS?
OF LATTElFt DAY SAINTS
(MORMON)

Dr. E. Clayton Bttrgeaa
The Rer. William fUebert.
Assistant Paster

The Rev. A. L. Mennlcke
Vicar John D. Miller

GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH
The Rev. Donald Famer

• ind 10.JO a.m.—Worahlp. Sermon.
'Tha Lord Shall Direct Our Pafhi."
Miss Jane Hllke will ilno, "Break, Naw
Born Year. " Mlai Kathleen Skeeli' orpan number! ere : "All Pralia to Thaa,
Eternal God," "To Thaa My Near . I
Offer," Haata, and "ChrliflBM. Awalcel"
9:15 a.m.—Sunday school and Bible
classes.
Monday, * a.m.—Raiuma claim. .
*:30 p.m.—Lutheran Pioneers.
_ :30 p.m.—Lutheran Olrl Plonaari.
7:30 p.m.—Full-time education committee.
B p.m.—Lutheran Olrl Plonaari council.

CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE

e p.m.—Men'a Club.

Tuesday, 1:30 p.m.—Sawing guild.
4 p.m.—Junior confirmation deal.
7 p.m.—Sunday ichool teechere.
a p.m.—Choir rehearsal.
Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.—Junlor choir.
«:30 p.m.—Dlatrlct mealing In Berated,
Wis .
7:30 p.m.—Youth Laagua.
Thursday, i:JO p.m.—Ladle* AW.

EVANGELICAL UNITED
BRETHREN CHURCH
The Rev. O. 8. Moosoa

• ¦30 p.m.—Board ot tldara.
Friday, S-7 p.m.—Communion reglitrefloo.
Saturday, » a.m.—Confirmation clauaa.

* a.m.—Worship with Communion.

f a.m.—Primary boya and girl* fellowship.
TO a.m.—Sunday school. A clasa for
•very age group.
2:30 p.m.—Meeting of tha chairman af
'various committee* of tfi* 44_ program
at Homestead HUB Church, Roehaeter.
Tuesday, 2 p.m.—Hilton Circle, home
of Mrs. Maynard Whetstone, 236 W.
Bellevlew St.
Saturday, I p.m.—Junior eholr rehearsal.

ST. MARTIN'S LUTHERAN
(Missouri Synod)
(Broadway and Llfcartyl

The Rev. Armln U. Deye
The Rev. M. Wegener
Assisting, the Rev. H. Kora

Catholic Services
CATHEDRAL
OF SACRED HEART
(Main and west Wabasha)

The RC. Rev. Msgr. Harold
J. Dittman
The Rev. James Fitzpatriek
The Rev. Robert H. Bran
The Rev. James W. Lennon

7 p.m.—E lder*.

Pastors conference at Rochetter.

Tuesday, 7 p.m.—Bey Scout*.

7 p.m.—Bible class.
a p.m.—Sunday ichool taachara.
Wednesday, 2 :M p.m.-UadlH AM.
7 p.m.—Altar guild.
Thursday, 4 p.m.—Cub Scout*.
< p.m.—Confirmation.
Saturday, » e.m.—Conflnnatlon.

¦

FAITH LUTHERAN
(Ths Lutheran Chnrch
In America)

<W. Howard and Lincoln Street*)

The Rev. Orville M. Aadtrsea
• :» em.—Worahlp.

GOODVIEW TRBMTY
LUTHERAN CHURCH
(Wisconsin Synod)
Rev. Larry Zessio

ifggj
III
*«3K
I If ew Year's Eve and four minutes 'til midnight. It is time to total your failures, to
JBg* calculate your successes, and to make bonafide resolutions. Did this year bring a spiritual
surplus for you? Do you have a clearer view of destiny? Do you know more of the
Sj5n

Today, 7 p.m.—New Yaar'a Bv* aenrtee
with Holy Communion .
8:30 and 11 a.m.—communion.
Ne
Sunday school.
Monday, 7 p.m.—Lutheran Pioneer*.
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.—Ladlai eulM.
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.—Bible claaa,
Thursday, 7 p.m.—Choir.
» p.m.-PTA ai St. Matthew ..
Saturday, 10 a.m.—Confirmation Instruction at Minnesota City.

MgEfc meaning and purpose of life? Have you had time for God? 11 not, it will be a terrible

¦

(uoo W. Wabasha St.)

The Rev. Louis O. Blttner

JJswl

Blbl*

10:30 a m . —Communion.
Installation
a* newly elected officer*.
Tuesday, ( p.m .—Churcfi council.
Wednesday, 7 end 7:*S p.m.—Sunday
ichool slatf.
Saturday, ? a.m.—Confirmation claim.

Wabash a and Huff

??%*
Sjj^y
2§j_i
^KSf

day, when God has no time lor you. As the New Year,, dawns, we know God is in front JS-^J
j\ tQ
,tUW
eW
y £& He will be in all the tomorrows. Happy New Year!
33^1
^I^rw

REDEEMER EV. LUTHERAN
(Missouri Synod)

CENTRAL LUTHERAN
(The American Lutheran
Church )
Street

The Rev O. H. HoggenvU
? a m - - W o r s h i p . Sermon, "Christianity
In lha Flash. " Mrs. T. Charles Green.
organist , "O Ood, Our Help In Agee
Ps»t, " Fleischer , end "At the Name
of Jesus, " Monk . Nunery for tola.
» a m , —Sunday ichool. J-yaar klndarSBiten through 12th grade.
10:15 a.m. —Sermon and organ aama
as above . Anthem by the senior choir.
Nursery tor toll.
10:15 a.m —Sunday ectiool, 3-year kindergarten through loth cede.
«:30 p.m.—Junior League, Pellowihlp
Nnll.

(West Broadway and South Baker)

Norten Fthoads, pastor

t:45 a.m.—Bible ichool, class** tar alt
agu> nursery through adult.
10:45 a.m.—Worship.
4:30 p.m.—Teens for Christ.
4:30 p.m.—Junior high youth.
7:30 p.m.—Evening aarvlea.
Thursday, 7:30 p.m.—Midweek servlc*.
1:15 p.m.—Choir.

SEVENTH DA7
ADVENTIST CHURCH
(East Sanborn end Chestnut)

¦

¦ a.m.—Matins.
Sermon, "A Tin *
less Greetlno. " Text: Rev, 1:4.
9: is and 10:45 a.m.—Set-menand war•hip same ai above.
9:15 a m — B i b l e clisa and Sunday
icriool.
Organist*, Mia* Mary Maaaofcrino and F. H. Broker.
AAonday, . a.m.—School rawme*.
7 p.m.—Choir.

and

FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST

(Watt King and South Baker)

¦
p.m.-PTA .

school

M a.m.—Sunday ichool.
12:30 p.m.-JTIsethoodnrsaetlr*.
»l:« a.m.-4a«ramant maetlrio.
Tuam*y, 1 p.m.—R*H*t *oelaty.
wadnasday, r.H p.mv-4VIA.
Saturday. 10 a.ih.—Primary.

>:30 a.m.—Church sctiool for all age*
S years through adults.
10:45 a.m.—Communion. Mr*. William
a
Ferguson, organist. Sanlor choir, directed by Meryl Nichols, will ling "How
Beautiful Are Thy Pee_rt," Handel. The
(Wast Wabash* and Swing)
youth choir will ilng tinder the direction
of Robert Andrui. Nursery for ctilldren
under 3 and church school class** (or
3-, 4- and 5-yiar-old children.
10 a.m.-'Sunday -school.
1:30 p.m.—Senior High MYF.
10:45 a.m.—Worahlp.
a
Monday, 7 a.m.—Men'a prayer group. 7 p.m.—Boy Scauta.
Tuesday, 4 p.m.—Junior ttlrl Scout
(Orrht Straet and new Highway «1)
troop.
7 p.m. — Mathodlat Men' eabftwt,
The Rev. Phfl Wlffiamt
*
lounge.
Wednesday, 4 p.m.—Cadette Scout*.
4:45
a.m.—Sunday school for ill ana*.
7:30 p.m.—Education commission.
Sarmon, "Tha
10:50 a.m.—Worahlp.
Thursday, 7 p.m.—Youth and aanlor
Place of Help."
choln.
^ groupi.
—NYPS
4:30
p.m.
7:30 p.m.—Board of truita ei, work7:30 p,m.—Service. Samrion) "Parafcla
room.
Rich Man."
Saturday, It a.m.—Confirmation clau, of the
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.-Chureh baerd meetFlraalde room.
In ,.

(Wast Wabasha and Htgtil

a m - Sunday

Robert Nlssalke, Braack
President

(Watt Broadway and Main)

ST. MATTHEWS LUTHERAN
.Wisconsin Synod)

1 15

(1435 Park Lane)

CENTRAL METHODIST

Luthera n Services

C !* M

(119 W. Ird St.)

(SOI W. Broadway)

ST. PAUL'8 EPISCOPAL

CALVARY BIBLE CHURCH

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL

CHURCH OF CHRIST

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD

The Rev. George Ooodreld

The Rev. N. E. HamlltoB

The Rev. Harold Rekstad

Robert Qualla

Pastor W. W. Shaw

I a.m.—Holy Communion.
Acolytea.
Bill Baxter and Jim Van Alstlne .
10:4S a.m.—Holy Communion. Acolytei,
John Degalller and Mark Cady.
Tuesday—Annual church meeting.
t:13 p.m.—Prayer In church .
4:30 p.m.—Dinner In parish hall.
VWadneaday. 1:30 p.m.—ECW ' muting
with St. Elhabetti'o guild as hostess.
1ISO p.m.—episcopal churctiwomen In
parish hall.
Thursday, 7:30 p.m.—Adulf choir rehearsal.
Saturday, * a.m.—Junior choir rehearsal.

9:4S a.m.—Sunday school . Elmar AAunClaisaa lor
all
aon, uiparlntendant.
age groups.
10:45 a.m.—Worihlp,
Sarmon, The
Undaunted Christian." Text: Arts X>:».
Communion.
<:30 p.m.—Young Paopla'a Fellowihlp.
7iM p.m.—Sarvlce. Sarmon, "Christian I Am*." Text: Romans 1:14-1*.
Thursday, 7 p.m.—Choir.
I p.m.—Blbl* atudy and prayer.
Week of prayer; Monday through Friday, 7:30 p.m.
We will meet et the
church. Public welcoma.

Church ichool
10:30 a.m.-rrWoriMp.
classes for children 3 yaara old through
10th gradei nuraary for tots. Preludes
by organist, Ml** June Sorllen, "Meditation," Raslay, and "Communion, " Abt i
anthem by senior choir, directed by
Harold Edstrom; offertory aolo by Richard Harvey, "Lat Ua Break Braad Together. " Communion and reception of
Sermon, "Two or Three
membara.
Oitherad." Poattude, "Choral," Pureed.
Coffee hour In Fellowship room,
Wedniaday, r.M a.m.-Woman 'a "Work
and Pallowshlp Day."
Thursday, 3:45 p.m/- _unlor choir.
1 p.m.—Senior choir,

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

WINONA GOSPEL CHURCH

(Catt Broadway and Lafayette)

Thursday, 7 p.m.—Senior choir. Fellowship Hell .

I rlday, 7 p.m.-CoupMa Club, YMCA.
Saturday, 9 a.m.—Senior and lunlor
-conllrmendi.
10:15 a m — Y o u t h choir.
11 a m . -Glrle choir.

¦

(474 W. Sarnla St.)

¦

GRACE PRESBYTERIAN
(Franklin and Broadway)

(West Sanborn end Meln)

Ths Rev. William T. King
f a.m.—Church school
10:30 a.m.—Worship with Communion.
Sarmon, "Wholesome. " TeKt: Tltui J:4-7.
Choir director, Miss Rulh Irwin, organlit, Mlsi Jonello Mlllom.
Nursery at
both aervlcei) coffca hour afterward,

1.30 a.m.—Sunday school.

(Weal Broadway and Johnson)

a

(Center and Sanborn Streets)

II a.m.—Service, Sub|ect, "Ood. "
Wednesday, a p.m.—Testimonial rnest

D. F. Moeblenpah. Minister

1:30 a.m.-Sunday ichool.
II am.-Woril.lp.
7:30 p.m.-Evanlng aarvlea.
Reading room open Tuesdays, TtiuriTuesday, 7:30 p.m.—Prayer and Bible
daya and Saturday! from 1:30 to 4:X
study.
p.m.

(1640 Kraemer Drive)

10 a.m.—Blbl* school daises for
ages.
11 o.m.—Worship.
4 P.m.—Worship.
Tuesday, 1:15 p.m.—"Thought* (br
day."
Wadnasday, 7 p.m.—Bible clams
all ages.
Saturday, »:30 a.m.—"Walk Willi
Master ."

¦

(Canter and Broadway)

all

Tofor
Ihe

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
list sioux st.)

Uenr; Hosting
Presiding Minister
1 p.m . — Public talk, "Mtatlno the
Problems ol Today'* Youth."
3:13 p.m.—Watthtower atudy, "Slave*
of Man or Slaves of Your Ripurchaaer—
Which?" (Part II.)
Tuesday, S p.m.—Croup Btbta itudy.
Thursday, 7:30 p.m.—Mml»tera training
school.
S:30 p.m.—Service meeting.

1:45 a.m.—Sunday ichool.

10:45 a.m.-Worshlp.

7:30 p.m.—Christmas program .
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.—Bible and prayer itudy.

¦

LAKESIDE EVANGELICAL
FREE CHURCH
rweit Sarnla and Grand)

The Rev. Ray Cheshire
1:30 a.m.—Sunday school; graded classas for every a)e group.
10:43 a.m.-Worahlp.
Sermoei, "1M4,
The Year of The Bible." Nuraary provided.

4:30 p.m.-Sen»or FCYP .

7:30 p.m.—Service. Topic, "Cardinal
Sin of the Church." Text: 1 Cor. 1-4.
Thursday, 7:30
p.m.—Berean Bible
clan will itudy "The Two Adventi."
Junior FCYF will meet.
I p.m.—Prayer aarvlea .
I.-1J p.m.—Choir practice.

Pastor F. A. Kackett

1:45 p.m. — Sabbath achooi. Lesson
study, "Estatllshmenf of the Corinthian
Church. "
J:45 p.m.—Communion.

a

Thompson Valley

MONDOVI, Wis. <Sped_n —
Merle Tborson has been r*.
elected president of the ThompValley Lutheran Church
son
Sunday Maa*es-5:4S, /, S:IS, a:S0 and
I) a.m, and 12ili pjm. Nunery orovlded congregation.
Other officers:
at 9:30 and ll a_m. Mtasie*.
Weekday Mats**—7 and I a.m. and Alger Ness, secretary; Russell
S:15 p.m.
treasurer ; William
Holy Day Masse*—4:41, 1 and 1:15 Unless,
a.m. and 12:15. 3:15 and 7:30 p.m.
financial
secretary;DuParker,
Contisslocn - Monday through Friday
of this week, 4:45 to S:1S p.m.) Saturday. ane Unless
, stewardship chair3 to 1:30 p.m. and 7:30 »o t pjn.
man; Clayton Halvorson, trusST. STANISLAUS
and Clifford Odegard, deatee,
(East 4th and Carlmona)
Holdover trustees arc
con,
The Rt. Rev. Msgr. N. F.
Normal) Ede and Einar OdeGrolkowitd
The Rev. Milo Enuter
gard, Berrnl-Ness and Herbert
The, Rev. Leonard McNah
Moy.
The Rev. Dooglas P. Ftola
Sunday Va«**-S:aO, ):ll» S:30u f:4l
SERVICE AT NELSON
and 11:15 a.m, and 5:15 pJn.
Weekday Muse*-«:ia 7:10 and l:U
NELSON, Wis. (Special) a.m. on scrrool day*.
Holy Day Muses — S.J0. a-.M. S. f:» Grace Lutheran Church will
a.m. and 5:15 p.m.
Confessions—W:30 sun. and r-» p.m hold a Communion service SaThursday before first Friday; day before
turday at 10:30 a.m. On Sunday,
holy day* of obligation ana Saturday.
Sunday achooi will be at 9:15
ST. MARY'S
a.m. and the worship servlca
The Most Rev. Georg*
at 10:30 a.m.
H. 8pelts, DJ).
The Rev, Donald tVlnkeli
The Rev. Donald P. Schmlte IN JEWISH APPEAL
Sunday Maita*-<:4_1. 4:49, t, V rJO and
Dr. Ernest Kaufman, St.
11 a.m. and 12:15 p.m.
Mary's College faculty member,
weekday Meisas—4:43 and S aj n.
Holy Day Ma*s*»-5:30, 4:45, S and t:30 will attend a Midwest leader*
a.m. and 5:30 and 1 p.m.
strip Institute for the 1S66 UnitConfe*ilofii-3:30 to f p.m. and /:» to
t p.m. on Ssturdaya .. day* befora holy ed Jewish Appeal in Chicago
day* and Thuradaya before first Frtday*. Jan. 14-16.
a
8T. JOHN'S
(East Broadway and Hamilton)
BLAIR SCHOLARSHIPS
The Very Rev. Mifr.
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — StuJames D. Hablger
dents in church colleges who
The Rev. PanI E. Nehoa
are members of Zion Lutheran
, * and I
I a-m.
Sunday nAossea—)
Church may apply to the church
Weekday M«*i*a—» m.m.
Confessions—4and 7 p.m. on Saturday*, for scholarships and are asked
vig Hi of feast days and Thureday* ba to do so at their earliest confora flnt Friday*.
First Friday Mauate- S a.m. and Sill venlence.
h

p.m.
Holy Day Maaiaa—a and t am and
J:l» p.m

BLAIR AREA SPEAKER
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) 8T. CASEMIR'S
Glenn Borreson, saanliir at Luj
(Waat Broadway near Ewtng )
ther College, Decarah, Iowa,
The Rt. Rev. Msgr.
will speak in the two churches
Julias W. Haan
The Rev. Robert 8tamachror of Zion Lutheran parish Sunday. The service at Faith LuSunday Man^e — S ind 10 o.nv
Weekday Mail** — 1-.SS a.m.
theran will be at 9 a.m. and
Holy Day Masses — 4:30-1 a.m.
Confasslona
3-4:10 and 7:30 PJn. Sa- at Zion at 10:40 a.m. Borreson
turday, vKfllls of feast daya and Thure- la the son of Mr. and Mrs. Garday betoro Firat FrMtya.
ven Borreson, rural Ettrick.
Flnt Friday Mataaa - 4:11 and fill.
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Ooodall Manufacturing Corp.

Golts Pharmacy

Bonke't APCO Sarvlce

P. Carl Schwab Company
r. Bart SOiwak

Ruppert's Grocery

Dale's Hlway Shall Service Station

Watkins Froducte, Inc.

Winona Delivery A Transfer Co.

Biesanz Concrete Service

Burmelstvr OH Company

Bob Solover Realtors

Polochek Ilectrle

Whlttaker Marine * Mfg.

H. Choate ft Company
Peorless Chain Company

Fred Burmaleter

R. D. Whlttekir and ¦mployoi

Northern Slates Power Company
f. J. Patterson end Imployeo

Warner & Swasey Company
Badgtr Division Impleyoi

Ruth's Restaurant

Ruth fttnniiia and Itatl

Center Beiauty Salon
A ichard Barnss and ttafl

Thorn Machine Company
Mr. and Mr*. Royal Thern

Weaver * Sons Painting tontrs.
Merman, Sari. Anna ant Deity Weaver

Williams Hotel A Annex
Nay Meyer and Stall

Brom Machine A Foundry Co.
Paul Brom and employes

Will relic*** Family

Bets Selever and Halt

D. W. Orey and Imalayea

Wlmane, Mlnneieee

/-v

A. W. "Art" Sallsfevry

Dunn Blacktop Co.

Morgan Jewelry Store

Lafcoslde Cities Service Station

take Center Switch Co.

¦van H. Devtee and Stiff

Kebert Kocpmen and Pre* Selka

Western Coal A Fuel Co. ,
Car l Krepe and ¦mpWyea

Curley's Floor Shop
Batle end Rldiarel Slaver*

Marigold Dairies, Inc.
Boland Manufacturing Co.
Stan Selene, and Impleyei

Rainhard Winona Sales
J. O. end Kurt Rainhard

Sieve Mere** end Staff

Sprlngdale Dairy Company

D. Mack a K. Planter an* ¦anployM

Joswick Fuel & Oil Co.
H. P, JaawIcK and aanpleyee

Hosifald Manufacturing Co.
Maaeiiiw aat ea4 a«»*leyea

M*n*fl«mMtt ana Penaaael

Manasemmt aaa Penaaisal

Yeai^RawM Ceacraia, Una and
Oravel Suwllar

Cone's Ace Hardware
All implaya*

Siebrocht Floral Company
Chat. SlabretM and ampleyea

Madison Silos
Dlv. af Muiln-Marana Ca.

Brlesath's Shell Service Station
HareM BriaMtti tad Brnpleyee

H. S. Dresser A Sen Contractors
Harry and Jim Dtaaaar

N. U Oolti and Staff

Oali 0|erdrum and antpleye*

Winona Auto Sales

Dodfe a, ReroMer —
•ardonPlenary a amalayea

Bauer Electric, Inc.
Russell Bauar and Haft

Winona Ready-Mixed Concrete
Henry Icharmer and Bmpleyii

Hlway & Downtown Country
Kitchens
Bed Meeile and Bill trelaa aad Staff

ea Baafc* aaelBmplava*

Maaisawnrt *a< Periamm

Feiwcett funeral Nome, Inc
ICorsten Construction Co.
Winona Ilectrle Construction
La* P. Kiena and Bm»lay*e

Culllgan Soft Water Service
Prank Allan and Bmpaeyss

Morchaifts National Bank
OH M. Orokaw and Staff

Rolllngstono Lumber Yard

Keller Canitructlon Co.

Ralllnsateaa, Minn.

Orfti KidM*

M4

IniMiyH

Rainbow Jewel«rs

Altura $Ma Bank
Member P.O.I.C.

Kranlng's Sales Jl Servlca

Hotel Winona

Llnahan's Restaurant

W. T. Grant Dept. Store

Fidelity Savings A Loan Ass'n.

Abts Agency

Mr, and Mra.Praak Maine*

Bill Llaehaa and Slatf

Mn. Meurlne Itrom and ilalt

Mr, and Mra. R«u Kranlna

Pr*d O. Sdillllni and Stall

Sadie Mama aa* Staff

arvaa AM* aael Stall

Philippine
Aid Asked
In Viet Nam

MANILA (AP) - Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey and
President Ferdinand E. Marcos
discussed today the possibility
of the Philippines moving immediately to give the United
States a bigger helping hand in
South Viet Nam — such as by
sending troops.
' But a Philippine government
spokesman stressed that bis
country's Congress would have
to approve the use of troops.
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Early Birds
Get the Loans
RECEIVES EAGLE AWARD . . . Richard Holland, third
from left, was presented Boy Scout Eagle award at Caledonia, Minn. With him are his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Meiners, left , and Dr. George Frisch, Explorer
Scout adviser, right. (Palen photo)

By L. J. NASON, Ed. D.
U. of Southern California
Dear Dr. Nason:
My son is a sophomore in
college. Since he is planning to become a teacher,
he was sure that he would
be eligible for a government loan. Despite your optimism in this regard, when
he applied, he was told that
the funds were exhausted.
It seems unfair to build

Rolvaag Would Caledonia Boy
Have Hard Race, Scout Awarded Mayos Donate
Keith Believes Eagle Badge Home
to Olmsted
Historical Society

up a young man's hopes In
this regard and then dash
them so abruptly,
What is your explanation
of this procedure?
S. P. Philadelphia, Pa.
Answer:
The early birds get the loans.
Congress makes limited appropriations for student loan funds.
Colleges apply for and receive
definite amounts based upon anticipated demands. Their best
estimate Is based somewhat
upon applications on fileOther students who waited
until the last minute to make
application have been as disappointed as was your son.
For certain results he should
discuss his financial problem
with a college financial counselor well in advance. In this
manner, his request will be on
file and an aid to the college
in requesting the right amount
of money from the Federal government.

The spokesman said Marcos
is giving strong consideration to
fcoTH ANNIVERSARY . . " . Four bishops, the Most Revs. Edward A. Fitzgerald and calling a special session of Con80 diocesan priests and members of the im- George Spelts of Winona, F. W. Freking of gress this month, primarily to
mediate family helped the Rt. Rev. Julius W.
La Crosse and Peter Bartholomew of St. deal with domestic fiscal probHaun celebrate the 60th anniversary of his Cloud. From left, Mrs. Lillian Smith, Winona, lems.
But, said Marcos' press secreordinatioii at St. Mary's College Wednesday- a sister; Msgr. Haun; and Mrs. and Mr. AI tary, Jose .Aspiras, the presiHe is pastor of St. Casimir's Church and has
Haun, St. Paul, sister-in-law and brother. dent views the Vietnamese war MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Min(Daily News photo )
been a member of the St. Mary's College
as a problem second only to the nesota Lt. Gov. A.M. Keith says CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
country's economic woes.
he stills feels Gov. Karl Rol- — The highest award a Boy
faculty since 1916. The bishops present- were
He noted that Marcos in his vaag would face a close election Scout can earn, the Eagle
inauguration address Thursday contest if the Democratic-Farm- award, was presented Richard ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP)
expressed belief that "freedom er-Labor governor chooses to Holland at a court of honor at Dr. and Mrs. Charles
W. Mayo
periled anywhere is freedom seek a second term.
municipal auditorium. Parents announced Thursday they had
periled it this country."
Keith , who held a news con- and guests of Troop 51 were made a gift of their home Mayowood — and about 10 adBat Marcos alio stressed that ference Thursday, declined to invited.
Dear Dr. Nason:
any steps would be weighed say whether he would seek the Richard was presented by jacent acres to the Olmsted
DFL nomination for governor. Robert Meisch. district com- County Historical Society.
I am an adult with three
ALTURA
with
national
interests
in
mind.
ROCHESTER, Minn. - Dr.
Keith has been considered a missioner, ana Dr. George
years of college work. I
Jehovah Lutheran wor»hlp. » a.m,
A
spokesman
for
Humphrey
Mayowood,
a
40-room
house,
Hebron Moravian Sunday school and Paul Zimmerman, president ol
graduated from a state
Brother Landrick Mark (Stan- adult
and Marcos said the two men likely aspirant for the governor- Frisch, Explorer Scout adviser, was built in 1910 by Dr. Charles
study class, t: 15 a.m.; worship,
who made formal presentation
teachers college in 1930 and
10:30
a.m.;
special
offering
lor
NicaraConcordia
Lutheran
Junior
Coltalked
privately in the presiden- ship.
ton), son of Mrs. Mark Stanton gua and Honduras missions; youth felH.
Mayo,
father
of
Charles
W.
of the pin to bis mother, Mrs.
taught school for the next
lowship, 7:30 p.m. Monday—board gf lege, Ann Arbor, Mich., will be tial palace for 45 minutes.
Keith, chairman of the Gov- Donald Meiners, who placed it
of Minneapolis and the late Mr. trustees
four
years. I would like to
mealing, t p.m. Thursday—AnDr.
Mayo,
emeritus
surgeon
Aspiras
said
later
:
'
'The
quesernor's Traffic Safety Coordin- on his Explorer uniform.
the main essayist at the midStanton, will observe his silver nual church council meeting, B p.m.
return to teaching, but find
of the Mayo Clinic, and his wife
tion
of
Southeast
Asia
and
the
ating
Committee,
called
the
news
BITHANY
Only one percent of the Scouts
winter, four-circuit conference possibility of the Philippines
jubilee in the Brothers of the Moravian worahlp,
to be accepted I need a
9:15 a.m.; Sunday
conference to give his ideas attain the Eagle . rank, Dr. will continue to occupy a por- that
of
the
Lutheran
school
and
adult
study
class,
10:15
a.m.;
government
to
immediately as- on what can be done to reduce Frisch said. Earlier Caledonia tion of the house. All furnishings degree in primary educaChristian Schools here Sunday.
special offering for Nicaragua and Hon- Church, M i ssociate itself even more closely "the state's intolerable death Eagles are George B Griffith, and artifacts in the remainder tion.
Since 1964 he has been pro- duras missions; youth fellowship at Ht- souri S y n o d ,
.
I have tried to get apbron, 7:30 p.m.
with the joint efforts in this re- rate." He called for stiffer pen- Mike Mulvenna and
David of the home will remain in place
director of the community of
M i n n e s opointments at two different
CEDAR VALLEY
gion were discussed at this alties against drunken drivers. Hefte.
and on loan to the society.
student brothers on the St. Lutheran Sunday tchool, 10:15 «.m.; ta - South Discolleges, asking them to sit
meeting."
Communion; sermon, "Resolve la ReDavid Nelson, senior patrol Conservative estimates place
down with me and go over
Mary's College campus, resid- main Renewsd," ll a.m.) fellowship din- trict, Monday at'
Did this mean a possibility of Keith said he doubts the with- leader, assisted by Robert the value of the property in exdrawal of former Gov. Elmer L.
12 noon, followed . by ALCW itiMt- Grace Lutheran
my credits and give me an
sending
troops,
the
spokesman
It
is
cess
of
$500,000.
located
ing at Christian-Brothers Schol- ner,
Schroeder and Paul Koenlg,
Ing. Persons are to bring religious
exact outline of the additionChurch here.
was asked. "Probably," Aspiras Andersen as a potential Repub- opened the meeting with a flag along the Zumbro River Sigrafting cards and aclsiors.
asticate.
lican
gubernatorial
candidate
al courses required for a
T
h
e
conferreplied.
ELEVA
miles
southwest
ol
Rochester
in
The celebration will begin
ceremony.
Scoutmaster
Donald
will have any effect on the DFL
Lutheran
church.
Tuesday—Church ence will begin
credential. I have bad no
After
spending
New
Year's
acres,
F,
the
midst
of
1,709
with an 11 a.m. Mass celebrat- council masting, S p.m. Wednesday—
Schroeder presented a tensuccess, Why is this so —
Eve in Manila, Humphrey Jets candidate.
Meeting for parent* of savmlh and with a Commuderfoot pin to Charles Lee. A
ed by the Rt.
when they need teachers so
elghtti grade conflrmands, I p.m. Thurs- nion service at
out early New Year's Day for On another matter, Keith put tenderfoot investiture ceremony A focal point in Rochester soRev. Msgr. Wilday—Confli-matloh class 7, i p.m.; conbadly?
ciety
Mayowood
over
the
years
Taipei,
Formosa,
10
a.m.
for
talks
with
,
firmation diss S, 7:30 p.m.
side of BFLers was conducted by Scouts Greg
liam T. Magee,
Zimmerman Chinese Nationalist President himself on the
has been visited by presidents,
L. J., Clearwater , Fla.
The
Winona,
ETTRICK.
Carlson
and
Mark
Becker.
John
who
oppose
a
general
sales
tax
c h a p l a i n at
St. Bridget's Catholic Sunday Mass, Rochester, Owatonna and Aus- Chiang Kai-shek . He then goes but are willing to consider adop- Carlsoii and Cyril Becker pin- kings, queens, motion picture
Christian BroAnswer:
7.-30 and 10:15 a.m.; weekday Mais exned the awards on the Scouts. stars, and internationally prom- Evaluation of credits is an except Saturday, 7 p.m. Saturday Mais, tin circuits will be represented to South Korea.
tion of _itate excise taxes.
thers Scholastiinent physicians.
«:30 p.m.
In this conference. The Rev.
"I don't think the people as a Robert Hefte presented the
cate, in the St.
Hardies Creek Lutheran Sunday school,
Dr. Mayo said the gift was pensive operation. Although colawards:
Louis Bittner, Redeemer Lu10 a.m.; worship, 11 a.m.
whole are in favor of a sales following
Thomas. M o re
charge a nominal fee in
David
Nilion,
life,
rowing,
fertitrf,
mainly because he felt his leges
Living Hope Lutheran worship, t and theran Church, Winona; t h e
most cases, it is not sufficient
tax , even as a replacement for m«ior.ry and io_.ph.re; John Klua, made and mother would
Chapel on the
10:30 a.m.; -confirmation at 10:10 a.m.;
have to cover the cost.
liar, rowing and ploneerlnfli James father
Sunday school, 9 a.m. Tuesday—Circles Revs. A. TJ. Deye and Merlen
college campother taxes," he said.
Wleland, star, citizen In the home, da- wanted him to do this in recogmeet, 8 p.m.
's
Martin
both
of
St.
Wegener,
An Admissions officer cannot
Keith, said present penalties tura and lift saving) Robert Schroeder, nition of his father '
us, and •will be
South Betvar Creek Lutheran worship,
s many con- afford the time to carry out this
bird itudy and fomtry; Silly
»:M a.m.; Sunday school, 10:30 a.m.; Lutheran Church, Winona; the
for driving after drinking are itar,
followed by a
Hefte, second clan; Donald Btm. lift tributions to Rochester.
Wednesday—ALCW meats, 1:30 p.m.
Rev. C. R. Witte, Silo; the Rev.
function during an interview.
"inadequate deterrents."
recention a n d
saving and pioneering; Robert Klua,
FRENCH CREEK
The Olmsted society plans to Neither can the college provide
Charles,
camping and pioneering; Bruce MuenSt.
Reinke,
Norbert
banquet at the Brother Mark
Lutheran Sunday school, f:30 a.m.i
LEWISTON, Minn. - Farm- The lieutenant governor said kal, life saving ; Billy Klug, pioneering, conduct public tours starting in the service unless you are inworship/ 10:45 a.m. Tuesday—Circle Bi- and the Revs. Rudolph P. Kora,
scholasticate.
Curt Muenkel, swimming.
ers Union local and county offi- the state Highway Department andAssistant
ble study lieders, 1:30 p.m.
Kurzweg,
and
B.
P.
St.
Charles,
terested in attending.
Scoutmasters are the spring.
Brother Mark, a graduate ol
LOONSY VALLEY
cers
for
Winona
HousOlmsted,
at
,
has
estimated
liquor
was
pastors,
both
retired
Winona,
In each case you must conRobert
Hefte,
Victor
Palen
and
De
La
Salle
Institute,
Chicago, Lutheran Communion; sarmon, "ReI
ton, Fillmore and Wabasha
Merlin Christianson.
ago by a write-in of eight votes sult the college catalog for speI in the class of 1940, entered La solve to Rtmaln Renewed," »:» a.m.; will attend from the Winona countie. will meet here Tues- least a contributing factor in 40
sc*ool, 10:35 a.m. Wednesday- circuit.
to 50 per cent of Minnesota's
when James Frederixon re- cific procedures. Fill out an ap:. Salle Institute, Glencoe, Mo., Sunday
Choir rehesrsal, I a.m.
day
at
1:30
p.m.
at
Cly-Mar
fatal accidents.
plication blank and have your
fused to seek re-election.
that- year **nd \ received the
Dr. Zimmerman will present Bowl.
MltfNBIIKA
Stanford filed nomination pa- transcript sent to the college
Christian Brothers habit on St. Mary'* Sunday Masses, I and 10 an essay on "Can We Accept Edwin Christianson, president Keith proposed 'raising the
wtokdiy M*ei, 7;30 a.m.; holy
penalty for a driver s first drinkpers for alderman from his and include the fee for an evalAug. 30, 1940, and made .pro- a.m.;
day Masses, *:» a.m. and S p.m.; Theistie Evolution?" Dr. Zim- of Minnesota Farmers Union, ing violation to a 30-day suspenward and won. Omer Moen, en- uation. Your request for an infessioh of first vows Aug. 31, first Friday Mass, Ipm Confessions- merman haS contributed to both
will head the staff for the offi- sion of his driving license, a
Saturday af S p.m. and one-half hour
cumbent, had declined to seek terview will then be granted.
1941.
theological and scientific publi- cer conference series.
before Mat* en Sunday*.
$500 and-or 90 days
If their proposed program
re-election.
After studying at St Mary's
cations. He is particularly in- Christianson announced that fine of up to
MINNESOTA CITY
does not interest you, you are
in jail. For the second violation
College, Winona, Minnesota, St. Piufs Catholic Masses, I ind 10 terested in the problems involvALTO TO be chosen fat April not committed to go through
dilly Mess, 7:41 a.m.; lint Frifrom 1941 to 1944, Brother Mark a.m.;
relationships of science the conferences would deal with within a three-year period, Keith
day Mesa. s-.sp p j r .i Holy Dayi, 1:30 ing the
is a county board supervisor to with registration.
national
farm
programs,
needed
license
90Vlay
recommended
a
was, assigned to teach at Chris- and 7:30 p.m. ' Saturday—confastieni,M and the Bible. la 1959 he served
represent Blair, which is Disto
tian Brothers College, St. Louis, p.m.
and co-author of the and state legislation, farm suspension, a fine of $509 six
newly re-apporPlrit Luth*ran -worihlp. »:*S a.m. as editor
L
cooperatives
and
other
and
or
90
days
to
taxes,
,000
$1
BLAIR, Wis. (Special)-BlaJr trict 12 of the board.
Mo. He pronounced perpetual No Suitimy school. Monday—Luiharan volume, "Darwin, Evolution
tioned county
Blair is
•
jail.
months
in
matters.
17
Pioneers,
p.m.
Ttwirsday-Ctwrdi
counvoters
will
elect
three
aldermen
vows on July 15,_ 1948, while cil, 7:30 p.m. SaMrday-Connrmatlon and Creation."
currently
represented
on the
and a county board supervisor.
still in St Louis.
Imtructlon at e»Wrefi> lijwn. Dr. Zimmerman became the
board by three supervisors but
Earlier
this
week
no
candiFrom 1950 to 1954 Brother Mattiodlat Sundty school, IS a.m.; first president of Concordia in
after the election will have one
date for city office has taken representative
Mark taught at Central Catho- Communion, 11:10 a.m.
b
was proIn
1961
and
on the board.
Ann
Arbor
l________________________________ k
RID9EWAY
nomination papers from the city
lic High School, Vincennes, Ind. Methodist Communion,
Bladr 's county board supere.nrw Suhday fessor of Science and religion at
*
clerk.
Filing
deadline ls Jan. visors now are Ray Nereng, 2nd
Then he was assigned to De school, 10 a.m.
Bethany Lutheran C o l l e g e ,
25.
La Salle High School, Kansas Lutheran'. SundaySILO
Ward, who has served 12 years
school and adult Bi- Mankato, before coming to Ann
City, Mo.
ble hour, t:U a.m.; worship, 10:15 s.m.
and currently holds the posiALDERMEN
whose
terms
will
Arbor.
Rioer
From 1965 until 1964, Brother EvangelicalSOUTH
- United Brethren Sunday
expire are: Rudolph Anderson, tion of chairman of the superBurnt Cleaner
Mark taught at St. Mary's.
school, a class tar «v*n. eg* group, 10
1st Ward, who is completing a visors; Carl J. Sexe, a six-year
Communion, 11 *,m, Mortday—CeBrother Mark's two brothers, a.m.;
and Hotter
cil conference,I p.m. Thvredev—Choir
{
By A. P. SHIRA
) term to which he was appoint- veteran from the 1st Ward, and
William, dags of 1942 of De r«h*ae*al_> s p.m.
James
Berg
Sr.,
who
was
elected in August 1964 on the resigSTOCKTON
La Salle, with his wife and six Grace Lutheran
worihlp, » a.m.; SunAll-America Vegetables For 1966
nation of Alvin Thompson wlio ed aa the 2nd Ward supervisor J OSWICK'S FUEL
children, and James, class of day schaol, 10 a.m.
strides have been made in recent years in the moved from the ward; James last year. Nereng has secured
GREAT
Methodlit worship, 1:13 a.m.; Sundsy
& OIL
1944 at De La Salle, with his school, 10:15 e.m.
improvement of quality, size and productivity of our R. Davis, 2nd Ward, who is nomination papers from the
TAMARACK
wife and eight children, now
county
clerk.
901
Bast
Sanborn St.
with
the
greater
decompleting
a
term
garden
vegetables.
This
has
kept
pace
to
which
he
Sunday school, *:45 tm.i Lutheran
live In the Minneapolis - St. worihlp;
i
l *M.
velopment of flowers, although not to such a great extent as was elected two ye ars ago, and
Phem 33W
TREMPEALEAU
Paul. area.
Donald Stanford, 3rd Ward, In the center of Greenland,
Federated Sundty school for all ages,
¦
Members of the Hiawatha the latter.
Where you get more heat
t;l5 e.nr..; worship, 10)30 , e.m,
in the vegetable who Is completing his first two- the thick ice overburden has dethe
first
great
break-through
Probably,
Mount Calvary Lutheran wer*tilp. »:30 Valley Bird Club, together with
at lower cost.
world was the development of sweetcorn hybrids at about the year term.
pressed the ground surface to
COUNCIL AT LANESBORO
i.m.i Sunday school, 10:25 e.m.
others interested In blrding, will same time that hybrid field
WEAVER
1,200 feet below sea level.
Davis
was
chosen
two
years
LANESBORO, Minn. '(Sped.
worship and Sunday school,
al) -* St. Patricks Parish Coun- 10Methodist
conduct their annual Christmas com so widley displaced the new variety lettuce Butter Kin;,
I45 a.m.
WILSON
cil will meet Monday at 8 p.m. Trinity Lutheran
census Sunday in old open pollinated varieties. which is described as a larger
worship, 10 a.m.; season bird
at St. Patrick's rectory.
cooperation with the U. S. Fish Like the annual competition headed lettuce of the White
Sunday school, 11 a.m .
Immaculate Conception Catholic Sunfor flowers of great merit in Boston type. It grows to a
Service.
day and Holy Day Mass, 9:30 a.m.; k Wildlife
The bird count, taken by bird open trials, the vegetables are height of about seven inches
first Friday Mesa, 1:30 p.m. Confessions, » i.m. Sunday end 7:30 p.m. first clubs throughout the United tested and compared with simiwith an average head of about
Fridays.
States and Canada during the lar varieties in 23 trial grounds five inches across and weighing
WITOKA
Methodist Sunday school, 9-.30 a.m.; Christmas season each year, under various climatic and soil
about three-fourths pound each.
Communion, lo a.m.
was begun officially in 1900 by conditions located throughout It is larger and later than
ornithologist Frank Chapman to the United States and Canada.
is very disease
Ireland had one million people help determine increases or de- As with the flowers , the award White Boston,
DISTRICT
¥%$m'' '#
resistant, more vigorous and
REPRESGNTAriVI in 1670. By 1845 the population
I ikm
clines in bird species population, winning vegetables are consid- slower to holt. The judges' re¥'
Call J1»» or writs had swollen to eight million.
f ^i«&3r
patterns, ex- ered to be supreme in their ports indicate that it was highBo 7" '"' ,n, ° When the potato crop failed in changing migration
___ P0
M§_H_Mt SMk
(bout *
Lull-trail Bra^M ^WF
tension of ranges and other fac- classes among current intro- ly regarded from eastern Can' MMM /furjiwx-'i m a n y 1848, a million Irishmen starved
§m;
ductions.
tors.
ada to California and performMM , _jA \ MMM SmelHe.
to (teeth; another million emi- The area to be covered by
Two vegetable varieties re- ed well even in hot weather.
p• ^ MM
grated. Due to emigration and Winona census takers will be ceived the All-America Selecwide-spread celibacy, ibe is- within a 7%-rniie radius cen- tions awards for 1966. The first
THIS LETTUCE variety was
Lutheran Brotherhood land's
population has continued
originally
produced ln Israel
squash
of
these
is
a
winter
Ult'J-ND HEALTH IM.UtW.CE FOR tUTHERANS
in
Winona
and
will
into decline to the present level tered
7P1 Stand At* So, Minntapolll 7, Minntutt
Wilson, Homer, named the Gold Nugget. This from a 1944 cross and was reclude
Wltoka,
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of about four million.
Stockton and Minnesota City, in is a product of a North Dakota leased there in 1955. Selections
i
~
were
then
made
at
the
U.S.
about
hybridizer.
The
fruits
are
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about 2 pounds each, and one tion, Geneva, N. Y. Then the
consin.
This will be the fifth annual squash will make about three Central Canadian breeding stacount to be taken by the Wi- generous servings. The skin has tion obtained some of the seed
nona bird club. Headquarters a bright orange color, the flesh in 1959 and made selections for
for the day will be at Lake is sweet , moderately thick, of five years before entry was
Park Lodge. The event will be- excellent quality and very high made in the trial grounds of
gin at 7 a.m. with the serving In dry matter. The shape Ls the All-America Selections, re**
*
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made
on
the
similar to the Bush Table Queen the garden in their prime arc
phone calls from 7:30 a.m. to 9.00 a.m. Sunday
mourntime and a film on the
variety. Each compact plant far superior in quality to any
ing dove will be¦
shown.
for the delive ry of missing papers in Winona and
usually produces five to eight that are shipped in, or pro• Call us now for estimates on mid-winter remodeling
fruits and all may be gathered cessed. Varieties such as garOoodview.
projects. We can also help you with plans and prepa raStar routes were started bv when fully mature, or after a den peas and sweet corn are
Congress in 11)45 to cut mail killing frost.
stated to lose nearly one-half
tions for early spring construction work.
delivery costs. The contract
In cooking, the jvholc fruit ot their sugar content within
who
The Telephone Number
the
lowest
bidder
to
went
,
or
on
24 hours after being picked,
could guarantee to transport the can be placed ln a pan
aluminum foil , and baked at
Many varieties of vegetables
certainty
mail
with
"celerity,
Is
Call
to
hour.
one
300
degrees
for
about
are
developed especially for
security/'
The
phrase
was
and
cut
open
Remove
from
oven,
growing
in home gardens and
used in all contracts. Clerks
tired of copying the repetitious and remove seeds Bnd serve for local produce markets and
CONTRACTOR
phrase and fell Into the habit in half-shell , or scooped out, these are the ones In which the
seasoning
to
taste.
especially
gardener
should
be
Phone 8-1059
of drawing three stars to indi304 Lake Street
The other All-America award interested when purchasing
cate the words; hence the term,
winning; vegetable for 1006 is a seeds for spring planting.
star routes.
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BRUCE McNALLY

lis Time to
Go Bowling in
Front of TV

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS em California and linebacker
Carl MeAdams of Oklahoma for
College football makes its big- the West.
gest post - season splurge this
weekend with seven major
games , topped by the Big Four
on New Year 's Day.
On today's schedule are the
Gator Bowl , Sun Bowl and EastWest Shrine Game. Saturday "*
prime ones are the Rose , Cotton , Orange and Sugar bowls four games that will put the nation 's top six teams on display.
Here is the schedule , with
records, kiekoff times and television coverage:

YMCA SLATES
V-BALL EVENT
FOR MONDAY
Winona's YMCA Monday
night will hold Its volleyball rally dinner, signifying the halfway point In the
season .
The dinner , which will be
held at the ' V , Is scheduled
for a 5;.10 p.m. start.
Doug Robinson will serve
as master of ceremonies.
He will p r e s e n t "Bull
Throwers" and "S p I k e"
awards. The speaker will be
Chuck Williams. K W N O
sports director.

SPARTANS, UCLANS RESTED,READY
'

.' •, . -

¦

.

Daugherty:'Prayers Please
__________________

PASADENA ;

j tk

CaW. , AP )~ excellent shape for the climactic j we are," chimed in MSU Coach leave it before game time, ex- Rose Bowl, tour the museum

Rival football teams, Michigan
State and UCLA, were rested
and ready to go in their Rose
Bowl showdown on New Year 's
'
Day.
Both the Spartan and Bruin l
camps were cheered by warm !
sunshine Thursday following a !
pelting raiii the day before. The
Rose Bowl turf was reported in

contest and the weather was expected to be brisk .
"A . dry field won't bother us
at all," commented Bruin Coach
T o m m y Prothro; who has
warned he will order a lot of
passing. "Everybody on our outfit Ls O. K. and ready to go."
"I'm not conceding that they
are a better passing team than

Duffy Daugherty. "If they stop
our running game, we might
pass more than they do."
Michigan State was a 14&point favorite to continue unbeaten, untied and retain the
Associated Press No. 1 spot in
the national collegiate ratings.
The UCLA team has retired
to a downtown hotel and won't

cept for a short 35-minute workout today, Prothro said.
Michigan S t a t e - retreated
Thursday night to a monasterylike compound operated by the
Roman Catholic Passionist Fathers.
Daugherty said he will workout his team briefly today, then
take them in for a look at the

there and "soak up some of. the
tradition. "
Daugherty couldn't resist OBI
parting quip before he led hit
players into seclusion.
"I was told I was the first
Catholic coach to take a team
into this retreat," he said. "So
I told the Fathers I hope they
had not used up all their prayers on the Protestants."

RAIDERS HIT 55 PERCEN T

Central Stops
Hawks 92-80

TODAY

Gator Bowl at .Jacksonville ,
Fla. — Georgia Tech , 6-3-1 . V6
By GARY EVANS
line, scoring on 26 of 38 at- when we had good position,"
Texas Tech , 8-2, 1 p.m. CST,
tempts while Winona was hit- said Kenney, who had feared
Daily News Sports Editor
ABC-TV
ting
22 of-31 .._
a flat start after a two-week
Sun Bowl at El Pa.so. Tex. LA CROSSE, Wis. - Winolayoff.'
Therein
lies
some
of
the
Texas Western . 7-3, vs. Texas
na High School began its post- problem. The Hawks; certainIt began as a wild scoring
Christian , fi-4. ._ p.m. CST.
Christmas basketball schedcontest. After six minutes,
East-West All-Star Game at
ule with a haphazardous inter- ly not prone to the personal Central held a 20-16 edge, the
San Francisco-..:45 p.m. CST,
lude that cost the Hawks an- over their first five lames, Hawks slipping behind after a
NBC-TV.
other blemish in the loss col- were assessed 25 Thursday. tie on two free throws by TerAnd that becomes a more
SATURDAY
umn.
ry Hass — who converted
Cotton Bowl at Dallas ~ ArErratic and flat, as coach pertinent fact when you con- seven of eight — and.a field
kansas. 10-0 , vs. Louisiana
John Kenney had expected, sider that three starters —
goal by Jim Nordrum.
State. 7-3. 1 p.m. CST, CBS-TV.
the Hawks bowed 92-80 to La Larry Larson, Paul Plachecki
The period ended with CenSugar Bowl at New Orleans —
Crosse Central before a and Don Hazelton — weren't
around
to
see
the
finish.
¦
tral
in command 28-20.
,
7-3,
vs.
Florida,
7-2-1.
Missouri
sparse crowd at the Mary E.
Yet statistically, Winona
It was to be that kind of a
1 p.m. CST, NBC-TV.
Sawyer Auditorium h e r e
shot 41.4 percent and showed night, Winona trying to play
Rose Bowl at Pasadena , Calif.
Thursday.
catchup in the last three quarIt was not the Hawks' fin- a 34-28 edge in rebounds.
— Michigan State, 10-0, vs.
"But they put in so many ters.
UCLA, 7-2-1 , 4 p.m. CST, NBCest effort of the season. It
shots,
they
didn't
have
a
lot
was Central's.
TV.
The Raiders widened it to
rebounds to get," said KenOrange Bowl at Miami — NeAt least that was the opin- of
ten points immediately in the
ney
of
Central.
ion of many followers of Red
braska, 10-0, vs. Alabama , 8-1-1 ,
second quarter and maintainWhile the Hawks win string ed leads of between seven and
Raider court fortunes.
7 .p.m. CST , NBC-TV.
(the
Michigan State ranks as the
Perhaps Kenney pointed out was snipped at three
nine points from there until
some of the problem when he overall record is now 4-2),
country 's No. 1 team, followed
Winona got a hot spurt going
said: "They made shots we Central built its streak to six at the 2:30 mark.
in order by Arkansas, Nebrasstraight and its record to 7-1.
wouldn't think of taking."
ka . Alabama , UCLA and MisPAPPA BEARS' . . . Five All-Coast players as chosen
back Bob Stiles ; defensive guard John Richardson; offensive
Don Hazelton -hit the first of
It must be said that Winona two free throws and Pat Hopf
So
it
was
as
the
Raiders
souri. The Associated Pres6* by The Associated Press will be in the starting lineup for
tackle Buss Banducci and offensive end Kurt Altenberg.
put down 33 of their 60 field gave away too much defen- and John Walski quickly put
panel of experts will vote in a UCLA in the Rose Bowl game against Michigan State New
Richardson and Banducci are two of the biggest Bruins, at
goal attempts for a neat 55 sively. Of course, Central
poll alter the New Year's Year' Day. Sophomore quarterback Gary Beban, a long231 and 217 pounds respectively. (AP Photofax )
*
(Continued on Page 11)
percent. The Raiders also won didn't help much.
games, with the national chamHAWKS
the battle at the free throw
"They made shots even
pionship going to the top-ranked pass specialist, holds the ball. Up front are: defensive halfteam.
Donny Anderson of Texas
Tech, the versatile two-time AllAmerica halfback, will be the
chief attraction in the Gator
Bowl. However, this one also
matches up two star quarterbacks, Tom Wilson of the Red
Haiders and Georgia Tech soph- i
omore Kim King.
As usual, the East-West game
will present an impressive cast.
Seven AU-Americas will be in Winona keglers, all except
action — fullback Jim Grabow- Warren Weigel, tapered off for
ski of Illinois, linebackers the holiday weekend Thursday
Frank Emanuel of Tennessee night as all top 10 standings
and Dwight Kelley of Ohio went unscathed on the last night
State , center Pat Killorin of
Syracuse and end Aaron Brown of 1965 bowling action.
of Minnesota for the East; and Weigel, who ripped a 700 MIAMI , Fla. (AP) - Cat-like Paul (Bear) Bryant , the stem The Cornhuskere were second
halfback Mike Garrett of South- count last spring, came up with agility and the pin-point passing taskmaster of the Crimson Tide. only to Arkansas in scoring and
235—645 for league leading Hot of quarterback Steve Sloan
second to none in rushing ofhas averaged fense,
Fish Shop in the Classic League make Alabama a slight favorite "Nebraska
in which they compiled
scoring
more
than
30
points
a
at Westgate Bowl for the only over massive, hard-running Ne- game, " Bryant said.
an
imposing
"We have yards a game. average of 290
men's honor count of the night braska Saturday night in the
32nd annual Orange Bowl foot- a team which showed a lot ol After a loss to
in the city.
Georgia and a
punch in its final games against
Wiegel sandwiched his 235 be- ball game.
tie with Tennessee, fourthLouisiana
State,
South
Carolina
It
figures
to
be
a
high-scoring
tween games ot 191 and 219
ranked Alabama got to rolling
for his total that sparked the struggle, matching . . .Slpan and and Auburn. If we don't score, in the closing weeks, beating
it'
going
to
be
a
rout
."
s
his
battery
of
ace
receivers
with,
fishermen to 1,025—2,884.
LSU 31-7, South Carolina 35-14
Esther Pozanc led the wom - a line-pounding backfield quar- Nebraska averaged 32.1 points and Auburn 30-3.
en's selge on the maples with a tet of Fred Duda, Ron Kirkland, a game in going undefeated This finish impressed
the
526 count for St. Clair 's in the Harry Wilson and Frank Solich ,
MIAMI , Fla. i*i — Numbers, Powder Puff circuit at Hal-Rod who made Nebraska the best through a 10-game schedule and oddsmakers, who established
into a No. 3 national ranking. the Tide a three-point favorite.
names and positions of the Ala- Lanes. The city topper went to rushing team in the country.
i
bama and Nebraska football sub Vlvan Brown, who laced
The kickoff is at 7 p.m., CSTplayers whose Orange Bowl 547 in the Westgate Keglerette The game
will be televised nagame on New Year 's Day will League.
; tionally by NBC.
he televised nationally starting Bettie Kanz hit 210 for Brem 's "1 figure it may take four
Souvenir Shop in the Powder touchdowns to win this game,''
at 7 p.m., CST.
Puff while team honors went j, Carl Selmar; Alabama
Nebraska
's offenta Oom
b
S< NarliN
t
to Win-Craft , Inc., with 886 and sive line coach, said Thursday.
17 Jlgltr
b
57 Qrell
«
Bakken Construction with 2,527. I "1 believe we'll win it."
i
14 Wabtr
k
St Otbtrg
(31) , right halfback, Ron Kirkland , left halfTUNES UP . . . This Nebraska offensive
19 Cfiurch'M
b
41 Kudrn*
a
Other honor counts were re- Bob D e va n py,
j
Nebraska's
j
back ; Fred Duda (10), quarterback ; and
backfield
runs
through
plays
tuning
up
for
10 Kirkland
b
41 Colaman
b
corded by Jo Biltgen 51 :t, Hel- head coach,
4) Sirtkball
k
n Canttn*
b
declined
to
hazard
i
night
the
Orange
Bowl
game
New
Year's
Frank
Solick (45) , fullback. (/wP Photofax )
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11 Ortyory
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645 Series
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OVER NEBRASKA IN ORANGE

Alabama Rates
Slight Favorite

Orange
jf

Lineup

St. Mary's Fortunes
j
Take Dip for Worse

Rose
Lineup
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Formula tor Pack: Set for Anything From Weatherman
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) The long-range weather forecast
for Packerland calls for a little
rain and possibly a little snow
for the rest ot the week, leading
up to a cloudy Sunday with the
thermometer in the mid 20s and
perhaps a light dusting of snow
tor the big game.
In ether words, get ready for
anything. Green Bay has bees
working all week on a damp
practice field with soggy turf
ever a frozen base. It is something like lemon chiffon pie with

a cement crust.
A capacity crowd of 50,852 is
assured for the National Foot*
ball League championship conx test between the Packers and
the Cleveland Browns at 1:10
p.m., CST Sunday at Lambeau
Stadium.
The game will be seen and
heard on CBS radio and television, with Green Bay blacked
out oft TV,
Because of th« slippery field,
Coach VinCe Lombard! has had
to be careful with his limping

warriors, especially Jim Taylor.
The Packer fullback pulled a
groin muscle recently and Is
trying to nurse it back into
shape. As a result he has not
been running full speed on the
soupy field.
Don't get the idea that the
game will be played In these
conditions. Lambeau Stadium
rests cozily under a layer of hay
plus a tarp. It will be playable
and surprisingly good, depend'
ing upon the weather when they
roll the tarp back Sunday morn-

ing and remove the hay.
With about $7,000 at stake for
every winning share and $4,600
for each loser, everybody expects another hard-hitting game
like last Sunday's BaltimoreGreen Bay battle. In case of a
tie they will play sudden-death
overtime once again.
Cleveland is due tonight and
will bed down in a motel in
Appleton 25 miles away. Coach
Blanton Collier plans to herd the
Browns into town for a brief
workout Saturday morning fol-

IT COULD WELL BE AT THAT

Cotton Bowl Just for Kicks?

DALLAS, Tex. (AP) - If a
sellout crowd of 75,504 Cotton
Bowl fans comes here Saturday
gist for kicks, Louisiana State
niversity and Arkansas have
Just what they are seeking.
Though Arkansas is an eightpoint favorite, the Cotton Bowl
football battle could be decided
by placement specialists and
both teams have good ones.
' Substitute quarterback Bonny
South of Arkansas and split end

Doug Moreau of LSU accounted
for 99 points with their toes this
year.
South established a Southwest
Conference record with -42 extra
points in 44 attempts. The Junior
from RusseUville, Ark., added
six field goals, giving him 60
points for the year, second in
the nation in scoring by a kicker.
Moreau converted on 30 of 33
a t t e m p t s and connected on

three of seven field-goal efforts
for 39 points with his talented
left toe. Moreau also scored
three touchdowns ana* had a
two-point conversion to lead the
Bengats in scoring with 59
points.
"Moreau really has been an
asset to us," says LSU Coach
Charlie McClendoa. "We called
on hint (for kicking) quite a bit
more in his sophomore and junior years.

Sugar Bemidj i Claims
Lineup Red River Title

, NEW ORLEANS, La. (J. Numbers, names and position
of the players on the Missouri
and Florida football squads
whose Sugar Bowl game on New
Tear's Day will be telecast nationally starting at 12:45 p.m.
CST.
Missouri
11 Alton
14 Kottrfnk

If UM
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41
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»
b
b
b
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a
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Roland
Tliocpa
Pamn
Reeee
Murphy
Llsduter
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Oraeia
Oi-CTleli
Boston
Dantiy
Batet
Phelps
B_Ui9
WMtekef
Whole.)
Zlogler
Kbtnar
Weber
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Florida

_ V t Cird
: 11 Spurrier
ll Downs
¦¦¦ 14 Ben raft
.15 Stephtmm
14 Wests
.I
! leymeor
Traen'ell
*»
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""54- Orandy
'•» Po*
Jl Harper
-14 Be 'ilar
Jl MeCall
41 HeWf
. 41 Feiber
J«4 Trapp
-41 Knapp
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' 41 Bir»«M
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•
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Cllett
Benson
Waxittan
Andersen
MtBtio
Sn«*d
Warner
Bedcmin
Colson
Preston
Oagnsr
Glord'e
-plane
Whatley
Jitter
Thomas
COOIII
MaMewi
Kwaldwd
Hoys
Brown
Jackie*
Casey
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Cotton
Lineup
DALLAS, Tex. Ufi — Numbers,
names and positions of the players on the Arkansas and Louisiana State football teams whose
Cotton Bowl game Saturday will
be telecast nationally by CBS
starting at 12:45 p.m., CST:
Louisiana State

S
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M
41
<1
41
41
44
45
.11
14
IT
I
I
I
II

Brail
Screen
Stokloy
Pierce
Joseph
Dl Bella
Labruue
Masters
D. UBIanc
Douse/
Ortutn
CP-Moora
Nalmenn
Cormier
P'mbrog»h
Vincent
tcliweb
Brown
Jeter
OrlHIn
Pilaris
Johnson
Wilson
Bertnjer
Strange
Mentefl
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I
I
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Dulion
Hemic
Bllin
Aaron
Demerit
Powell
Dytr
Rotldiavx
Meniere
Banker
Putsell
Mccormick
A.Lalltnc
Baltity
RKa
Powell
Meraiu
Colle
Pillow
CD.Moere
O'flrhn
Jewel
Seislom
Oarllngton
Bundy
Bats
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South
Conner
Brlttinum
everclier
Undiay
B rawed
jemet
WWoty
Woodley
Jerdon
Burnett
Jewel
Nix
Hoahn
Tranlltem
Birrvl. HI
Mauldln
Dtvet
Hawthorne
delbbi
ttewert
Urni
coaper
alacli
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"
M SmiHiey
71 Ul*
74 Cnnn'gliam
71 Dowlas
74 Bender
77 »«ple
71 HIiHS
7t Allen
M Roper
II Hunt
M Burnett ..
ll Crpdiett
M Trail
<5 Oran
M Johwoa
17 Marenty
I Hirnlltea
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Arkansas

Nassau in the Bahamas has
three 18-hole golf courses. They
are the par 73 Nassau Golf
Club , par 70 Coral Harbour Golf
Club and the par 72 Lyford Cay
Golf Club. The latter Is a private club.

Over Moor head

By THE AflSCtaATED PBESS
Eight Minnesota college teams
played in holiday basketball
tournament. Thursday night and
one, Bemidji State, claimed a
championship.
Bemidji defeated Moorhead
State 8246 in finals of the Red
River Valley Classic tourney in
Moorhead. The Beavers had
trailed by 16 points going into
the second half, but went in
front to stay at 60-69.

Johnson topped Moorhead with
23.
Concordia, of Moorhead, snapped a six-game losing streak to
top Valley City State 83-70 for
third place in the Red River
tourney. Jim Lindberghad a career high of si points to lead
the Cobbers.
At St. Cloud, Western Illinois
sank nearly half of Its shots
from the floor to defeat the host
team in the championship game
of the Dedication Basketball
Tournament. The winners shot
.492 on 31 of 63 attempts. The
Huskies hit 29 of 74 shots for
.392.

Dave Odegaardand Steve Miller followed with baskets and
the Beavers then made nine
free throws In a row to choke
off the Dragons. Odegaard
wound' up with 22 points and Leroy Harwell tossed in 26
Jerry WHmot added 16. Chuck points for Western Illinois and
lay Schmlesingcollected 25 for
St. Cloud, now KW this season.
Another Minnesota team, St.
John's, lost to Ball State of
Muncie, Ind., 102-69 in the third
place game at St. Cloud. St.
John's never led and the score
was tied but once, at 6,6. Ball
State led 44-37 at the half.
Earlier, St. Thomas of Minnesota turned back Stout,"Wis., 6763 for fifth place ln the Dedication Tournament. And Hamline
exploded for 55 points in the
By BOB JUNGHANS
second
half to rip Buena Vista
Writer
Daily News 8porti
of Iowa 96-67 for seventh place.
tournaHoliday basketball
ments and mid-vacation scrim- Mankato State, the lone outmages caused a shakeup in the sider competing in the North
Winona Daily News area high Central Conference tourney at
school basketball ratings over Sioux Falls, S.D., captured seventh place by downing Morningthe last week.
The big move was made by side 71-66. It was Mnakato's
Wabasha, the Centennial Con- first victory in nine games. The
ference leader which piled up University of North Dakota
a pair of impressive tourna- Sioux claimed the championship
ment victories and a more im- with an 83-64 victory over the
pressive scrimmage with No. 1- South Dakota Coyotes.
ranked Alma to jump from sev- In a non-tournament game.
enth to third place on the list- Minnesota - Duluth downed Superior State 89-72 in the Wisconings.
Alma, undefeated in nine sin city. The Bulldogs pulled
games, held on to a shaky No. away hi the last five minutes of
1 spot for the third straight the half to take a 39-26 halfweek although managing to get time lead. The victory avenged
by Arcadia by only tour points a defeat at Superior's hands the
in a doubleheader finale Wed- previous night.
nesday night. Idle Hayfield remained second.
Preston, with a 105-59 shellacking of Mabel in the finals
of the Mabel tournament,
Jumped one notch to fourth,
while Kenyon also picked up a
place by virtue of a 6962 victory over last year's state runnerup Faribault.
Eleva • Strum, previously
fourth-ranked, ' tumbled out of
the top 10 after taking it on CHICAGO (AP)-Any basketthe chin twice ln the Osseo ball team will (eel the loss of a
Holiday tournament, w h i l e player who averages 22,3 points
Houston, idle during vacation, per game.
vaulted from 10th to seventh But when the scoring ace is
with its 4-1 record.
also the team's best defensive
Bangor fell from third to player and an outstanding resixth.
bounder as well, the loss is
Kassoo - Mantorville, Which doubly felt.
has won Its last three games Such ls the case of the Minneby a total of 11 points, ran its sota Gophers, who wind up their
winning string to seven games nonconference schedule at Loyand rests eighth, while Onalas- ola of Chicago tonight. The Goka Luther is ninth.
phers will be playing their sixth
Wykoff , with a S-l record, game without scoring ace Lou
the
10th
position
on
into
moved
Hudson.
the listings. The WyKats' only
loss has been at the hands of The Gophen woo third place
Preston, while they boast -vic- In the Quaker City Classic at
tories over Harmony, Lanes- Philadelphia Thursday night by
boro and Grand Meadow.
outlasting LaSalle 92-87.
Heading the second 10 are Hudson bat been sidelined
Fairchild and Stewartville.
since Dec. 18 with a broken bone
TOP TEN
in is right wrist. He had averl. Alma
M
aged 22.3 points In leading the
441
1. HayfllM
M
a, Wabaina
Gophers to four rather easy vic7-1
4. Preilon
tories.
7-4
I. Kenyan
>
4-1
4. Banter
Somehow the Gophers have
4-1
7. H4»rt»n
managed to hold up their scor7-1
I. Kenen-Manlorvllle
M
t. onalaifca Luther
ing; despite Hudson's absence in
4-1
II. WykoH
IPBCIAU MMNTION I PelMtilM, -few- their last five games.
artvllla, Ileva-Mrvm, Arfcaneew, Otete,
But the 6-5 Hudson's scoring
Tramptaltw, Wemmlnao, Onalaeaa,
was only a imall part of hla
Dwraaa, Alma Center.

Wabasha
To Third in
Cage Poll

"And Moreau can catch the
football with anybody," McClendon said. "We'll have to throw."
South saw only limited service
at quarterback, playing behind
Jon Brittenum. He did manage
to hit on 14 of 27 passes for 240
yards and two touchdown-;.
Neither coach predicts a high
score but both think the game
will be close.
The kickoff is 1 p.m. CST with
television by CBS.

Basketball
Scores
High Schools

lowing Green Bay's final limbering up session.
If it is true that the oddsmakers have made the Packers a
slim 1V4 - point favorites they
must be counting on the Green
Bay defense. The Packers gave
up only 22 touchdowns in regular season play, 11 on the
ground and 11 in the air. The
Browns yielded 43 IDs, 12 on
runs and 31 on passes.
With these statistics in mind it
is easy to see why Bart Starr's
physical condition is of para-

Alumni Fells
Hawk Varsity
In Swimming

dangerous pass receivers as
well. The ground game is Cleveland's basic attack. When it it
clicking it gives Prank Ptyan
time to find and hit Paul Warfield and Gary Collins, his favorite targets.
The Packers' pair of Taylor
and Paul Hornung floundered
during most of the season, but
began to come on after Lombardi reshuffled his offensive line.
Hirnung scored five touchdowns
against Baltimore Dec. 12, and
has to be the big threat in this
one.
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Larry Olson and John Van
Winkle each churned to a pair
of fii_t places, with Olson's victory in the 100-yard breaststroke enabling the Winona
High Alumni to stop the Winhawk varsity 48-47 in an exhibition dual swimming m e e t
Thursday at the Winona High
pool .
The strong Winhawk varsity
never led in the meet, losing
the medley relay to the alumni,
and falling behind 20-5 at one
point. But the Hawks battled
back with Dennis Sievers taking
firsts in the individual medley
and backstroke to pull within
38-32 with three events to go.
But Van Winkle won the 400yard freestyle to move the score
to 43-36 for the Alumni, and
then Olson came through with
his breasfstroke triump to push
the Alumni margin to eight
points, one more than could be
overcome by the Wlnhawks' victory in the freestyle relay.
Winona High gets back to its
regular schedule Jan. 8 at Robbirisdale Cooper. Both A and B
squads will compete.

LOCAL SCHOOLSLa Crosaa Central n, Winona High U.
I. AmbroM 74, tt. Miry'e 71.
OBSSO HOU-AY DOUSLSHBADaRSacond Round:
Moimovi 40, ¦lova-strvm u.
Otteo 77, Durand 74.
OTHBR OAMBSStfln»-Morn»*tld« 79, U-theetar 47.
Jantivnio si, Kbnborly IJ.
Sheboygan North 5», Oreen Bay Southwott 11.
Othknti 71, Oreer. lay Bett ST.
Oreen Bay Wait ll, Sheboygan South
4».
Miftftowoc 44, Awloten IS.
Pond du Lac ll, Groan Bay PraWe 45.
ALUMNI 41, VARSITY 47
Beloit «4, Madleon Wast 41.
MeUHon LaPelletta 42, Modlion Control
IM-Yard Msdley Relayi Alumni (Jacobean, Hoeft, Tweedy, Stover); l:M.t.
47.
MM-Yard Preeslylei Van Wlnkla (A);
Marinette tt, Neeneh •» (OT).
Kowaltkr (W); Iraan (W); li»4.4.
Colleges
40-Yard Freestyle. Olson (A) ; Braim
T O U R N A M- NTS
(A); Anderson (W); iJt.t.
Chomplontli.pt
lM-Yard Individual Medleyi Slavers
LOS ANOBLBS CLASSIC(W); Hooff (A); Sanders (All T.M.O.
UCLA «4, USC 71.
Diving: Stover (A) ; Wllllemi (W);
Vender-litH, Purdua 71 (third alece). Starlcka (W).
HOLIDAY FESTIVAL100.Yard Butterfly: senders (W); RobProvldanco *1, Boston college U.
inson (W); Tweadv (A)» 1:07.1.
Army 71, lllinol i » (third plica).
100-Yard Preestyle: Braun (Al l AnderPAR WBST CLASSICMit (W); Helse (W); iM_ 4.
orogon Hate tt, Stanford 44.
100-Yard Backstroke. Ilevers (W)i SanUtah State IS, Arlneia State 77 (IMrd ders (A); Saecker (W)> 1:01.1.
plieo).
_^
401-Yerd Prtestytei Van WbtMa (A);
sto Bietny—
Kowelsky CW)/ Hllke (W)l 4:IB.i.
Kentaa 71, Nebraska 41.
100-Yard Breutstrokai Olson (All Oe»BATOR BOWLstad (W)i Hammer (W)l HM.I.
Penn Stale 54, Florida SI.
Winona
440-Yard Preestyle Relay.
Da Paul to, Alabama 54 (contalatlon), (Braun, Plndley, Helsa, Rydmat»)j J:M.J,
AMERICAN LBGION—
Seattla 70, Aritona 74 (OT).
CellfomU tt, Texea 77 (camalatlM).
POINSITTIA CLASSIC—
Clomwn 71, Manhattan 47.
Purman M, Mlultslppl a (cant.!.
QUAKER CITYSt. JOMBh'l 77, Temple 45.
Mlnnoaoli n. La Salle 17 (third
Plica)
SUN CARNIVALTexai Western 14, lowr il.
Arkansas 47, Loyola 57 (eonMlatlon).
BUOAR BOWLMaryland 77, Dayton 71.
LA CROSSE, Wis. — "Winona
Houston St. Auburn 71 (eonMlatlon).
ALL-COLLEOEHigh School's "B" squad basOklohemo City U. *». Vi. Tach tl.
Wichita State M, Rhode Island *3 ketball team coasted to an easy
(third place).
65-28 victory over the Central
RAINBOW CLASIIC''B" squad in a preliminary
Tulsa 70, St. Louis 44.
Michigan State t7, U.S. Army (Hi <;ame at the Mary E. Sawyer
wall) at (third place).
Auditorium here .Thursday
FIRST ROUND RISULTS
night.
TRIANOLB DOUBLIHIADRRN.C. Stele 14, Woct Va. 77.
Bob Lee's club held command
North Carolina tt, Uteh 15.
all the way in routing the Little
«UHN CITYDraka M, Memphis State IS.
Raiders. Winona was on top
Holy Cross 14, Canlstws 71.
throughout, 17-9, 27-12 and 50-20
NON-TOURNAMENT OAMBSDuquasne 14, Cltodal 44.
at the quarter turns.
Cincinnati 117, Wake Forest SI.
For winona, A] Nordsving hit
Trinity 71/ Baylor Tl.
SMU M, Connecticut a.
12 points and Jerry Urness and
Harvard tt. Western Ont. It.
Jim Beeman 11 each.
Wisconsin Colleges
Central 'B' (14)
Winona 'B' US)
fg II pl tp
fi tt pl tp
Mlnnatota-Duluth Iff, Superior 71.
beeman l s I 11 Dawes
1 1 1 4
LA CROSSI TOURNKY—
Miller
1 I 4 4 New
14 4 1
I
, La Crosse Bl.
Lincoln (Mo.) I
Olson
1 4 1 1 Wltdahl I I I I
Jamtstown (N.D.) tt, Dubtfquo
Mrdsvlns 4 4 1 11 Klund
1 1 1 1
(Iowa ) 71 (consolottoi).
Matsle
I I 1 J Oltbert
1* 1 4
LAWRIMCR TOURNBY—
Austin
0 I 0 I Mlcklson 1 1 1 !
Lawranc* St, St. Norbort tt.
4 4 14
Milton 75, Northland IS (conMletlon). Melgersa » 4 4 4 Nailed
Nolmund • l 3 l
MyseHi
l l l l
ST. CLOUD TOURNEY—
I 0 I I
Pattoreon 1 1 1 4 Hatty
Westarn Illinois ao, it. Claud 71.
I
I
I
Russell
1 o • l
Ball Stita 101, St. John's *» (third Kkbusch •
Urness
I 1 1 11 Kennedy 0 0 1 4
place).
1 1 1 1
t o i l iehullt
SI. Thomas 17, Stout 41 (llttti place). Strelow
10 4 4
1 0 0 1 Dahl
Hamline tt, Buena Vista 47 (seventh Blesko
piock
1 1 1 1
place).
'
Totels 14 11 II «
WAYNE TOURNIYTotals
I 111 11
Dakota Wosleyan tl, Wayna Si.
17 II IS 11-45
ttevone Point 114, Meyvllla (N.D.) WINONA "B"
f I a 4-74
74 (double overtime) (cortaolotlon). CBNTRAL "8"

Hawk Sophs
Rip Central

Hudson s Loss Is Felt
By Gopher Defense

mount importance to the Packers. Green Bay's No. 1 quarterback and passing threat suffered bruises on the right side
and back when blocked by Jim
Welch in Sunday's game with
Baltimore. He resumed passing
Wednesday and hag been Improving a little each day.
"I'll play," insists Starr.
. Lombardi continues to adopt the
wait-and-see attitude.
Jim Brown gives the defending team champions a big edge
in running, with the assist of
halfback Ernie Green. Both are

value to Coach John Kundla's Minnesota trailed 44-37 at halfteam. He was also Minnesota's time but tied the game at 48
best defensive player and a rug- on Paul Presthus' basket. The
Gophers took u 53-48 lead before
ged rebounder.
LaSalle charged back into the
In winning three of five games lead with an 11-point outburst.
since Hudson's injury, the Go"I'm really proud of the way
phers have averaged 81.2 points, we came back," Kundla said.
compared to 80.8 in the four "We came out In the second
gamea in which Hudson played. half and really did a Job deBut Minnesota's defensive aver- fensively. "
age was 68.0 through its first All Gopher starters were in
four games, compared to 89.9 double figures. Behind Clark ,
since the senior star was in- who increased his average to
jured, a difference of 21 points. 23.0, Presthus had 18 points,
Archie Clark has shouldered Wes Martins 16, Tom Kondla 13
most of the scoring load. But 'and Dennis Dvoracek.
no one has been able to pick Clark made 13 of 23 field goal
tries. Presthus hit eight of 13.
up the sagging defense.
It was Clark's 31 points, in- The taller Gophers outmuscled
cluding 14 ln the last six min- LaSalle and won the rebound
utes, that carried Minnesota battle 56-34. Dvoracek had 17,
past LaSalle Thursday night. the 5-10 Martins grabbed 15 and
His field goal with 5:35 to go Kondla 12.
tied the score at 73 Bnd three Hubio Marshall led the Exmore goals by Clark gave Min- plorers with 21 points.
Minnesota, ninth-ranked nanesota a 79-75 edge.
When LaSalle pulled to within tionally in The Associated Press
two points at 87-85 with 1:01 re- poll, takes a 7-2 record Into tomaining, Clark sank a pair of night's final pre - conference
pressure free throws. Three tunoup. Loyola has Bn 8-1 mark.
more by reserve Dean Lopata The Gophcrti open Big Ten
put the Gophers out of range. ploy Jan. 8 at Michigan State.
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Browns Plan
Another Title

CLEVELAND, Ohio (A. - The defending
champion Cleveland Browns will try to win
a second straight National Football League
championship when they meet the Green Bay
Packers Sunday at Green Bay, Wis., and they
mean business, even in practice.
Cleveland center John Morrow brought
proof at Thursday's practice session that the
Browns' defensive team is working hard in
preparation for the game.
Morrow was hit when he attempted to
block as the club concentrated on defense,
and he came out of the encounter with bruised
ribs. Dr. Vic Ippollto, the team's physician,
said X-rays showed there was no injury and
that Morrow shouldn't be hampered in the
championship game.
Quarterback Frank Ryan returned to the
practice field and was feeling well enough
to kid about the abdominal paint that kept
him out of action Wednesday.
"I started to feel much better when I

read how well Nino (Quarterback Jim Ninowski ) was throwing," Ryan quipped.
Ryan alternated with Ninowski in the
Sassing as members ol the offense did their
est to give a good picture of the Oreem Bay
offense the Browns' defense will encounter
Sunday.
Green Bay doesn't have the running attack of other title years and has rolled up
only 1,488 yards on the ground, 10th in the
NFL. The league leading Browns have totaled
2,331 yards, with Fullback Jim Brown having
gained 56 yards more rushing than all the
Packer runners.
The Packers appear to have the defensive edge, permitting the league low of 224
points during the season.
The Browns hold their last workout here
this afternoon. They leave for Green Bay tonight and will have a final tuneup drill there
Saturday.

FROM MISSOURI TIGERS

Florida Expects
A Few Surprises

NEW ORLEANS, La. (AP) - ! the Gators' first post-season
Free-wheeling Florida and Mis- game out of their home state.
souri's bard-running Tigers, "And while we're watching
wary of last-minute surprises for the tricks, Missouri probably
that could snarl their defensive will run the ball right down our
plans, wound up preparations throats," Graves added with a
today tor their New Year's Day shudder.
battle in the Sugar Bowl.
Coach Dan Devine of Mis"I'm sure Missouri will have souri, admittedly nervous, also
a few tricks for us that we're approached the 32nd annual
not expecting," Florida Coach football classic with caution,
Ray Graves said on the «ve of although the Tigers are favored

HAWKS

(Continued from Page 10)
down driving shots to pare it
to 43-29,
But Central hurriedly recovered and held a 49-41 edge
at halftlme.
It was in the third quarter
that Winona finally lost it.
The Raiders came out and
rattled off five consecutive
points on a free throw by Nordrum and drives by Todd Ondell and Ron Abraham. And
it got worse. Winona scored
on a jumper by Larson and
Central got three to make it
57-43. Shortly it stood «p-48
and the Raiders comfortably
waited for the buzzer.
Central pushed four of its
five starters into double figures, Nordrum steered in 21,
Hass 19, Abraham 19> and
Randy Hilleshlem 11.
For Winona, Walski connected for 10, Gary Addington
for 18, Plachecki for 15 (nine
before fouling out in the fourth
quarter ) and Hopf for 11.
Next up for Winona is an-

other trip to La Crosse. That
will come Tuesday when the
Hawks invade the north side
for a battle with Logan.
"I think they came in the
wrong order," said Kenney.
"We should have started with
Logan, then Central and then
Red Wing."
Winona returns to Big Nine
action Jan. 7 at Red Wing.

Wlrwne (M)
Central (tt)
f Sf t p t f p
tg ft rr tp
Lirwn
1 i i 7 Ondali
1 1 1 4
Walikl
4 7 4 11 Nordrum M ill
Pldwckl I I III Abraham 4 I 4 ll
Addlltftft 7 4 1 II Hau
4 7 3 1*
Haielfon S S I I HIllltMm I 1 • 11
i l )
l
Ahretit
1 * 0 1 Platen
Most
4 4 1 n Melr
• * • •
Ben:
0 1 1 4 eiMkey • I
• •
Curran
l i l tNdatrcm • • 1 I
Johnian 1 • • 1
Totals 1. IJ 25 M Meier
a • 1 •
Slvartson 1 • 1 J
Murpfiy l t * 4
Heterl<sn • • • «
WINONA
CBNTRAL

RUSSIA WENS

Tetais it iinn
31 11 14 J5-H
11 11 11 l»~W

¦
'

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.
(A — Russia won its second
consecutive international Hockey Tournament championship
Thursday night with a 3-0 victory over Czechoslovakia.

Exclusively on KWNO

by Vm points.
"I've still got this hunch that
Florida will come out running,
although they have a groat
passer in Steve Spurrier," Devine said. "I hope I'm wrong
because we have prepared our
defenses to stop their passing."
Florida relied heavBy on its
aerial attack during the season,
with Spurrier doing the throwing. The sharpshooting junior
hit oa 148 of 287 passes for 1,893
yards and 14 touchdowns this
fall.
"It's no secret that if you stop
Spurrier you stop Florida,"
Graves said. "But Missourialso
has a great quarterback in Gary
Lane."
Lane gained (44 yards passing
and 450 running this fall for
Missouri, which takes a 7-3-1
record into the game.
The quarterbacks —- both of
whom said "I'm ready" before
their final workout — will duel
before an expected crowd of
about 65,000 in Tulane Stadium
which seats 82,500.
The game will be nationally
televised, NBC, starting at 1
p.m., CST, and will be carried
Into New Orleans homes. Local
residents who are fans of nearby Louisiana State also may
choose to watch LSU play Arkansas in the Cotton Bowl,
which is being televised into
New Orleans.
Warm weather may lure a
larger crowd than expected.
The forecast for Saturday calls
for partly cloudy skies and temperatures in the 70s.

^

BASKETBALL L_
"Follow the Bouncing Ball"
At 12-3-Oh Radio For
Complete Basketball
Coverage AH Season
Tuaiday, January 4,
Winona High vs. ta Cross* Logan,
La Cross*, 7:45 p.m.

Thursday, January 6,
St. Mary's vi.
Winona,
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GRIN AND BEAR IT

Mondovi in
Upset Win,
Osseo Also

OSSEO, Wis. - Surprises
reigned supreme Thursday night
as the lasVof the area holiday
basketball doubleheaders sounded its last whistle with Mondovi
and Osseo recording upsets.
Mondovi, a team that had woo
only two games, stunned ElevaStrum 60-53, handing the Cardinals their second straight setback. Eleva-Strum had come
into the tournament with sbc
straight victories, but fell victim
to both Durand and Mondovi.
Osseo also pulled off a coup
of milder proportions, shocking
Durand 77-74.
MONDOVI 60
ELEVA-STRUM 53
Mondovi used a second-half
explosion to overcome a 25-22
H<kff
^l i *wn of M v d g e s l . . J ma m
* l
half time lead and hand Elevaona...txj tanospodallypr osimotj »ooa Strum its second loss in as
corifriiufoor
to mycompe^flri
many nights 60-53.
The Buffalos ran in 38 points
in the final half, with John HesDENNIS THE MENACE
selman hitting lB points to lead
the way. Dale Hoch and Bill
Hehli had 10 each for the balanced Mondovi attack.
Eleva-Strum, now 6-2 for the
year, was paced by Roger Tollefson with 20. Bob Berg hit 11
and Tim Bue 10.

ST. MARY'S

(CooUnoed from Page io)
tournament team alone with
Jim Buffo and Kaiser, the
meet's most valuable player.
"That Buffo's amazing,"
¦aid Wiltgen off his southpaw
• guard who fought off a bout
of mononucleosis, met the
team in St. Ambrose and
scored 27 points in St.
Mary's two games. "He
hadn't touched a ball for 15
days and he comes down
there and plays like that."
Wiltgen also paid compliments to the play of Dennis
Ludden and Jim Murphy, a
pair upon whom St. Mary's
must now count heavily.
But can it be a happy
New Year on Terrace
Heights?
«. Mary 's (JO)
to « pl tp
7 1 I 14
• 4 114
<* 1 1 11
3 14 7
4 1 1 1
• I 1 I
I I 111

Pytleskl
Keenen
Buffo
Hoder
Murphy
Ludden
Seiner

Totals Mil It 71
ST. MARY'S
ST. AMBROSt . . . .

si. Ambrose (74)
f, ft pf |p
71 1 1 14
4 4 114
« t l «
4 1111
7 1 1 is
4 4 11
4 1 1 11

Kaiser
VOuattim
Koplttx
Wood
Furman
Logsdon
Rusk
Tatals

nil 14 74
31 St—7t
ST
JI-74

Anderson Eyes
Packers, Pact
To Be , 600,000

3 Winners
No Longer
That Way
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The old year has just about
been wiped out and so has the
list of major college basketball
teams.
The unblemished list was cut
in half Thursday night with
Dayton, Temple and fourthranked Iowa the latest casualties.
Only three teams, Texas
Western, Bradley and Kentucky,
still have perfect records as the
colleges turn into the new year
and begin concentration on conference play.
Dayton was the stobbornest of
the trio that went down, losing
77-75 to Maryland in the finals
of the Sugar Bowl Tournament
at New Orleans, La., after winning nine straight.
Henry Finkel, Dayton's 6-foot11 center, poured in a record 44
points for the Flyers before fouling out with six seconds to play.
Neil Brayton led Maryland with
19 as four Terps reached double figures.
Eighth - ranked St. Joseph's
burst the Temple bubble with a
97-65 rout that wrapped up the
Quaker City Tournament crown
at Philadelphia.
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MARY WORTH
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May s No-Hitter
Wins for Oasis,
Sunshine Romps
INDOOR SOFTBALL

By Ernie Buihmiller

By Saunders and Ernst

W
1
1
1

NBA

By Ed Dodd

L
1
1
4

Sunshine won the big battle,
and it paid for Oasis to show up
this time as the cluttered ParkRec Indoor Softball race thinned partially in Thursday
night's action at the Winona
High gymnasium.
Sunshine socked Lang's 8-5 in
a traditional rivalry. The victory enabled Sunshine to keep
first place with a 4-1 record.
Oasis remained only one
game back by whipping ' last
place Old Style on Tom May's
no-hitter, 4-0. Peerless Chain remained in a tie for Second by
outslugging Hofbrau 12-7.
Bob Larson was the key to
May's no-hitter. Besides picking
up three of Oasis' seven hits,
he played a spectacular game
afield. Lee Huwald had a pair
of safeties and scored twice for
Oasis.
Tom Kosidowski and John
King ripped home runs for
Lang's, but the effort went for
nought as Sunshine pushed
across three runs ln the seventh
to break a 5-5 tie and garner its
fourth victory in five games.
Jim Buswell ripped a home run
for Sunshine, while Jim Gunn
was credited with the victory.
Gunn also sparkled afield.
A total of nine hits was good
for 19 runs in the league's other
game. Hof-Brau Jumped to a 74
lead, but Don Kukowski sparked an eight-run fourth inning
for Peerless with a grand slam
home run. Hof-Brau managed
only two hits, but wildness on
the part of Jim Sovereign enabled it to push across five runs
ln the first.

Sports Scores
MARK TRAIL

BLIND ADS UNCALLBD l»OR¦-», 14, *!, 24, »1.

NEW YORK (AP)—The stock
market drove toward new highs
early this afternoon in a yearend rally sparked by Bethlehem's steel price boost. Trading
was heavy.
Bethlehem's $5-a-ton price increase for.structural shapes and
piling caught Wall Street by
Surprise. Steel stocks were narrowly mixed at the opening but
as investors acted on the news,
Bethlehem converted a small
loss to a gain exceeding a point.
Other steels were up from 1 to
2 points.

Designations es to e« m our Help
Wanted edvertlslng column* I* made
only (l) to Indicate bona flda occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards are
reasonably neceeeary to the normal
operation of his butlnew, or (I) et
a convenience to our reader* to inform them at 16 which posltloeis the
advertiser believes would be off more
Interest to one sex than the other because of the work Involved. Such
designations do not Indicate or Imply
that eny edvertlser Intend* to practices any unlawful preference, limitation, jpecHJcatlc*.cr dlicrimlnertlon to employment practices.

Card of Thank*
KOELLEROur sincere and grateful thanks are extended to ell our relatives, friends and
neighbors for the message of sympathy
end acts of kindness shown us during
our recent bereavement, the loss of our
balovta father and grandfather. W* especially thank the Rev. Dey* for hie
visits and comforting words, tha Fawcett Funeral Home, the pallbeerert,
those who sent floral \ and memorial
tributes, those who sent food also Dr.
Wilson end Ihe Hillside Rest Home al
Rutrilord for their wonderful cere.
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin Greethuref
Mr. I> Mrs. Leslie Root

The best gains by steels were
trimmed somewhat after a report to the.effect that government economists were displeased by the price increases.
Wall Streeters — mindful of the
recent rollback in aluminum
and copper prices—awaited further reaction but there was no
7
immediate comment from the Parscnal*
White House.
Aerospace defense stocks ralH-A-P-P-Y
lied as the U.S. peace offensive
Y-E-A-R
N-E-W
seemed to be ineffective.
Ray Meyer & The Gang
The Associated Press average
Williams Hotel
of 60 stocks at noon was up 1.3
(P.S. Drive Safely!)
at 358.5 with industrials up 3.2,
rails up 1.0 and utilities up .3. WHETHER ITS stormy or fair, treating
The AP average was above its or warm, you are Informed ahead of
in tha weather forecast. Get the
record closing high of 357.3 time
LATE WEATHER WORD 2* hour* •
day by dialing tht TED MAIER weathreached Dec. 22.
er phone 3333.

The Dow Jones industrial av- ELDERLY LADY wanted to live In my
erage at noon was up 5.35 at home end share expenses. Writ* Mrs.
969.04, topping the latest closing Rosa Nesler, Minneiska, Minn.
peak of 96sp reached Dec. 23. SAVE blgl Do your own rug and upholRenf
Boeing and United Aircraft stery clawing with II.BlueR. Lustre.
O. Con* Co.
electric shampoo*.,
were up about 2 each, Douglas
NOW OPEN-Belmont Liquor Ortve-m,
Aircraft around 1%.
1471 wv. 5th. Tel. 4391 for fart delivery.
Averages were bolstered by
A garment's too good to ga> to wast*,
2-point gains for Du Pont and IFfaulty
zippers cen be replaced. W.
Eastman Kodak.
Betslnger, Tailor, 227 E. 4th.
Up about a point wee Inter- GET MONEY FOR CHRISTMAS? Select
national Telephone, Studebaker, a lawelry gift from the dlspls_^-of loveoriginal necklaces, bracelets and ear
Kennecott, Xerox and Interna- ly
lewels designed and developed^ by
tional Nickel. IBM lost 2.
Frank et RAINBOW JEWELRY, 1M
Prices were irregularly high- W. 4th.
Favorite Atter-MovleStapl
er on the American Stock ExRUTH'S RESTAURANT
change.
124 E. 3rd. Open 24 hours every day,
except Mon.
Corporate brads were mostly
unchanged. U.S. Treasury bonds ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER*—
Man or woman your drinking Croatia
declined.

Kansas City
Gets Garrett
RamsSaddened

W L
lunshlne
4 1 Hoi Brae
Oasis
1 1 Lang's
PeerlessChain l 1 Old Style

NANCY

Allied Ch 49% I B Mac* 497%
Allis Chal 33% Intl harv 46
Amerada 73% Intl Papa- 30%
Am Can 55% Jns & L 71%
AmMtr
8% Jostens
23
AT&T
61 Kencott 122%
AmTb
38% Lorillard 43%
Anconda 81% Minn MM 68%
Arch Dn 37% Minn P&L 30%
Armco Stl 70% Mn Chm 85%
Armour , 42% Mont Dak 39%
Avco Corp 24% Mont Wd 34%
Beth Stl 40% Nt Dairy 85%
Boeing 130 N Am Av 59%
Boise Cas 56% N N Gas 58%
Brunswk 10y< Nor Pac 55'A
CatpiHar 49% No St Pw 35%
Ch MSPP 46% Nw Air 128%
C&NW 120% Nw Banc 45%
Chrysler 54 Penney
65%
CitiesSvc 42% Pepsi
81%
Com Ed 53% Pips Dge 73%
ComSat 41% Phillips
56%
Con Coal 64 Pillsby
40%
Cont Can 63 Polaroid 11814
Cont Oil 71% RCA
47%
Cntl Data Ws Red Owl 21%
Deere
52 Rep Stl
43%
Douglas 74% Rexall
48%
Dow Cm 77V4 Rey Tb 44
du Pont 103 Sears Roe 65%
East Kod 117V4 Shell Oil 63%
FordMtr 54% Sinclair
01%
Gen Elec 118%Socony
97%
Gen Food 82% Sp Rand 22%
Gen Mills 59% St Brands 73%
GenMtr 103 St Oil Cal 79%
Gen Tel 45% St Oil Ind 47%
Gillett 38 St Oil NJ 80%
Goodrich 56% Swift
55
Goodyear 48 Texaco
80%
Gould
30% Texas Ins 174%
Gt No Ry 61% Union Oil 50%
Greyhnd 21% Un Pac
42%
GuLfOil 68% U S Steel 52%
Homestk 44% Wesg El 62%
Honeywell 75 Wlwth
31%

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)- The Hawks, who had dropped
Donny Anderson, Texas Tech's two games on the road last
two-tune All-America backfield week, turned on a devastating
star, will sign a contract with fast break that opened a 20the Green Bay Packers today point halftime bulge. Matt Guokas led St. Joe's with 25 as
for around $600,000, making him Temple's
10-game string ended.
the highest-paid rookie ever in
Texas Western stretched its
professional football, The Asso- string
to 10 games while ending
ciated Press learned Thursday
Iowa's
at eight. The unranked
night.
Miners ran up a 40-19 halftime
Anderson refused to make a lead after blanking the Hawkcommitment but a close friend eyes from the field for the first
and adviser said the 215-pound 10% minutes. The victory,
halfback was leaning toward the paced by Nevil Shed's 17 points,
National Football League team clinched the Sun Carnival Tourover the rival Houston Oilers of nament for host Texas Western. LOS ANGELES (AP) — Mike
Garrett, University of Southern
the American Football League,
earlier reported ready to cough In New York, Providence's California star halfback, apparJimmy Walker scored a record ently will go to Kansas City of
up $800,000.
50 points as the lOth-ranked
Andersons attorney, H. J. Friars downed Boston College the American Football league, it
was disclosed here Thursday.
(Doc) Blanchaxd of Lubbock,
91-86 for the Holiday Festival Announcement of the move
Michigan S t a t e defeated Tex., said the athlete would title.
was made by owner Dan Reeves
Northwestern for the seventh make a decision after today's Oregon State won the Far of the Los Angeles Rams.
Gator
Bowl
game
against
Georstraight year during the 1965
West Classic for the 10th The National Football League
gia Tech.
football season.
straight year at Portland, beat- team president struck a sad
ing Stanford 6246 in the final note as he said:
By AUx K©-zky
after Michigan All-AmericaCaz- "We have learned tonight that
zie Russell had set a three- Mike Garrett will not be with
game record with 91 points. the Rams. We are sorry and we
Russell threw a scare into the wish him well.
seventh • r ank e d Wolverines "It was not possible for us to
when he fell heavily as Michi- sign Garrett and retain our
gan gained fourth place with a sense of proportion. Specifical93-79 victory over Washington ly, I refer to our efforts to be as
State.
fair as possible to all those within the Ram organization."
Garrett was the 20th draft
choice of Kansas City, but the
No. 2 pick ol the Rants.
The Heisman Trophy winner
in his senior year with USC,
Garrett was sail} to be worth 10,000 extra fans a game in Los
1 Angeles.
~

OSSEO 77
DURAND 74
Osseo put six men in double
figures as the Chieftains built
a 23-15 halftime lead and then
withstood a Durand charge that
extended over the last three periods to come up with a 77-74
triumph.
Osseo, now 7-2, was led by
Tim Brotzman with 20 points.
Dave Nelson dumped In 17,
Steve Nelson and Ken Jacobson
14, Lyle Sell 12 and Jerry McNally 10.
Durand, which has now lost
a total of four games to teams
that have an aggregate of five
losses, had Dan Langlois punching in 23. Jerry Bucsholz added
16 and Joe Langlois 10.

,MVM:T^Jl*Wl Kr^r^
r^^U6*W

Steel Price I. Want Ads
! Starf Here
Boost Sparks
Stock Advance NOTICE

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices

THURSDAY'S RHULTS
Bette*. Ill, Saa Preadaca 111.
Detroit 111. tea Anestes tu,
I
I . Levis 110. W-HedtHHHrTll.
TODAY"! OAMBS
Ne garnet ichaduM.
IATUROAY1 OAMBS
Cincinnati et Mew York.
DetroO et Blltlmer*.
Boiteei at tt. tool*.
SUNDAY'S OAMBS
Baltimore et Cincinnati.
New York al Philadelphia.
Bottom al tat Angelee.
Detroit vi. (an Francises at Miami.

N1IL

THURSDAY'S RIIULT1
Ne vamee scheduled.
TODAY"! OAMM
Chicago at Detralt.
IATUROAY'1 OAMBI
New York at Mentreel.
Bostan a| Toronto.
SUNDAY'S OAMBI
Menlrael at Naw Yerk.
Tereaifa af Detroit.
Bethm at CMcage,

Lawrence Is
Lone Badger
Team to Cop

By THE ASSOCIATED PRSSS
Lawrence was the only Wisconsin college to win a holiday
basketball tournament Thursday
night but Stevens Point achieved a double overtime victory at
Wayne, Neb., to salvage a third
place.
Lawrence (3-3) edged St. Norbert 8942 after trailinf at halftime, 43-36, in the Lawrence
Invitational championship. Lawrence took the lead for good
with eight minutes to play. Tom
Steinmetz notched 24 points
with Jim Schultz and Steve
Simon adding 23 each. Galen
Denemer had 20 points for the
Green Knights, now 3-6.

WINONA MARKETS
Winona Egg Market

These quotation* apply at ot
10:30 a.m. today
34
Grade A dumbo)
... .
Grade A (large) .
M
.21
Grade A (medium)
M
Grade A (email) :
Grade B
M
Grade C
«

¦

LIVESTOCK
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. IH-(USDA)
—Cattle .500; calve* 2O0; not enough
of any one clas* to make a fair
test of tha trade. Limited solet of
slaughter cewt weak.
Hogs 1,000; barrows and gilt* opened
SO cents to 11.00 hlghar; later about
steady; sows steady to 30 cant* higher;
other classes about steady/ 1-2 1W-230
lb barrows and gilt* 28.0MU0; mixed
13 190-240 lbs 27-»_I.O0; 240-MO IDs
26.75-27.73; heavier weights scarce; 1-3
3704)0 lb SOWS 24.00-25.00; 2-3 40M00
lb* 23.00-24.00; choice 120-140 lb feader
plgi 24.SO-2S.S0.
Sheep 200, moderately active, all
classes steady; choice and prim* IO-110
lb wooled slaughter lambs 27JO-2B.O0;
good end diolca KM0 Iba 54JO--7J0; utll
Tty and good wooled slaughter awes
4JO-I.0O; cull J.OO-.00; choice and fancy
to-so lb faeder lambs 26.SO-yjSi good
and choice Jiwo lbs 24.50-24.00.
CHICAOO
CHICAGO (Jl —(USDA)— Hogs 3,500;
butcher* 25-50 cents hlghar; 1-3 190-240 lbs
butchers 28.00-21.75; 2-3 240-240 lbs 27-2528.00; 1-3 350-400 lb, SOWS 23.75-24.50; M
450-500 lb* 23X0-23.60.
Cattle 4000) slaughter steers steady to
75 cent alowar; prima 1,150-1475 lb
choice 900-1,375 lbs 24.75-24.25) good
end prima 1,150-1_ J50 lbs 2I.25-M.73;
slaughter steers 25.75-27.00i high choice
22.50-24.25; choice ICO-1,030 lb slaughter
heifers 24.25-2S.S0; mixed good and
choice 23.75-24.23; good 21J0-23_SO; Ulllity
and commercial cows ll.OO-UJOi utility
and commercial bulls 17.00-20.30.
Sheep 2O0; slaughter lambs steady;
deck choice and prima 106 lb* 21.50)
cull to good wooled deughter awes
5.00-10.O0.
_¦

Airlines to .Spend
$3 Billion for Planes
NEW YORK (AP) - More
than $3 billion worth of airliners
have been ordered by U.S, airlines for delivery in 1966, the Air
Transport Associationsays. The
amount is three times that of
1965 and include!! 240 jets.

* numerous problem*. If you need anfl
want help, contact Alcoholics.Anonymous, Pioneer Croup e/o Oanaral Delivery, Winona, Minn.
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELT*
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

GOLTZ PHARMACY
274 «. 3rd

TeL ISO

Auto Servlct. Repairing

IO

Tempo Drive-in
Special

FREE
LUBE JOB

With change of
MAJOR BRAND OILS
We Feature
• CHAMPLBT
• PHILLIPS 46
• TEXACO HAVOLINE
Offer expires Sun., Jan. t
"Charge It"

TEMPO

Miracle Mai!

Hours 9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
Sunday 1-6
__
.
^
(. Irst Fub. Friday,
0*c XT. 1«J)

(lata of Minnesota ) es.
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 15,921
In Re Estate at
Leone Barnholtt, Decadent.
Order tor Heerlng on Pinal Account
end Petition for OlsfrlbMitlon.
The representative of the above namad
estate having filed Its final account and
petHlon for settlement end ollewenee
mtrtof anil tor dlslrltwtlon to the parsons thereunto entitled)
IT IS ORDERED, That tit* hearing
thereof be had on January 14, 1914, af
10:30 o'clock A.M./ before this Court in
the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota) and that
notice hereof be given by publication of
this order In the Winona Oally News
and by mailed notice at provided by
law.
Oated December 15, 1943.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Qeorge M. Robertson Jr.,
Attorney for Petitioner.
(Pint Pub. Prldey, Dec. SI, 194l>

In the third place contest (Pint Pub, Friday, Dee. II, 1*41) .Stete of Minnesota ) st.
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
at Mlnnesots ) t*.
Milton clipped Northland 75-73. State
) In Probate Court
No. 11,192
Ron Grovesman paced Milton County of WinonaNo. M,l«
la Re Mate of
Henry
R.
BoMim, Decadent.
I
I
I
Rt
Relate
ef
to its third victory in five
Ordtr lor Hearing en Petltlete fer AdmtoB*n|amln r. tofrasiefc, Decedent,
games with 24 points. Jim Han- Ordtr
for Hurlno M PetlNa* for Admin- Utrtllon, Limiting Time to File Claims
and fer Hearing Thereon.
rahan had 24 points for North- istration, Limiting Tint* to "He ctilmi
Busen AA. Boehm having filed herein
•nd fer Hoarfna Thereon.
land, now 1-5.
petition
e
for general administration
Htlon E. Safronok having filed heroin
a petition lor general administration stating that aald decedent died Intestate
Stevens Point slugged May- stating
that tald decebent Olid Inteitot* end praying that Suaan M. Boehm ba
ville, 104-94, in their extended- and praying that Helen I. Safranek ba appointed administratrix)
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
administratrix) ,
match at the Wayne tourney. appointed
IT IS ORDERED, Thai tht hairing thereof ba had on January 27, 1M4, at
Dakota Wesleyan won the cham- thereof
ba had on January 31, 1M4, at 11 o'clock A.M., before title Court in
pionship by defeating Wayne 10:30 o'clock A.M., before thli Court In the probate court room In the coairt
th» probata court room In tha court houie In Wlnone, Minnesota; thet tha
98-81. The Pointer's game was house
In Winona, Mlnnatolai that tha tlirti within which cradltort ot aald detied 78-78 at the end of regu- time wlttiln which cradltort of *ald cedent mey file their claims be limited
decedent
may flla thalr clalme ba limited to four month* from the date hereof,
lation time and 86-86 in the first to four months
from tha data hereof. end that tha claims so fllad be heard
overtime. Jerry Lawetzki of the and that ths clilms aa filed ba tiaard on May 4, 1944, at 11 o'clock A.M.,
on
May
-4,
itit,
o'clock A.M., before this Court In the i>robete court
Pointers topped both clubs with before thli Court atIn IO:30
tha probata court room In the court house In Winona,
32 points.
room In the court house In Winona, MlfKtewte, and that noticee- hereof ba
Minnesota, end that notice hereof ba ghr»n by publication of this order in
Lincoln, Mo., won its second given
by publication at thli order In tha Winona Oally Newt
by melted
holiday tournament this week the Winona Dally Newi end by mailed notice at provided by lewand
.
Dated December 2i, IW.
by beating La Crosse 88^1 in notice at provided by lew.
IMS.
E. D. LIBBRA,
the finals of the La Crosse Dated December 2t,
a. o. LIBIRA ,
Probet* Judge.
(Probate Court Saelr
Probata judge.
tournament.
(Probate Court teal)
Milton A. Kludt,
Attorney for Petitioner,
Martin A. Beatty,
Lincoln (9-2) won the Huron, Attorney
La Creecent, Minnesota.
far Petitioner.
S.D., tournament Tuesday. La
Dac ll, lew)
Friday,
<fuMl«attM
Date
Crosse, defending champion, led
TUB FIRST NATIONAL BANK
at halftime 42-33. The visitors
Of WINONA
took over at 8*61 with 20 secTRUST DBFAKTMBNT
onds to go and Charles Smith
WlMM* MiHeJWM-i
COMMON TRUST FUND "A"
poured in five insurance points
AiMNWl f taaadalReport at af
for the final seven point margin.
OctoberIt, IMS
October II, 1*44
October 31, Ml
John Johnson paced La Crosse Investments:
Coet
Market
coil
Market
(5-3) with 24 points.
Government Bondt
S IfATSM
B »»,373.47
t
|
151
Common
Stocks
139.72174
.14-.ll
IMO
.240.3.
tlll.ltfl-i
Jamestown, N.D., defeated '
Dubuque, Iowa, 96-71 for third
S2_3t_0f7.i
l
BM0.S1J.4B
Totat Inveited
1320,240.37
SHMMU
Principal Jash:
VU.Jt
place.
Ml** !
Buster Branon , who scouted
Arkansas for Texas Christian
University, says "this is the
best Arkansas football team
that ever played in the Southwest Conference."

8-30.41S.47
TOTAL PRINCIPAL FUND .
IW041O.il
"s 4!*.J»
Intereet Jb Dividend! Receivable
i ' Tm.li
Valuation et unit altera tor
100.4J
Admission* or Withdrawal*
IM.S2
The Fund wat established and operated In accordance with Regulation V, Sec*
Currency.
U.S.
Treasury
l
I
ot
ttia
Comptroller
at
tlon No.
Departmeeir. The Fund
waa audited by and DM above etetewenf was certified by Werren F. Weigel, PufcHe
Aocountetit, Winona, Mlnnewta.

Plumbing, Roofing

21 Malt—Jobs of lnttr«*t— 27 Articles for Sal*

B7 Special* at the Stare*

74 House* for Sal*

99

J WXI C T*

~

109

KIN-WAY •Metric SBWtR CIBANINO MAMMFD
m Mr, mi tatf firm. BABY CRIB, ae* r»no», conventional CERAMIC BATHROOM Well . and floor O. THIS S .OME hat evirylMng and going POMTIAC—IW0 Catallna Moor, Mrtome.MANModirn
THi PLUMBING BARN
No milking.
sKxritt hou«*. washer, t IfeMlaum*. refrigerator. Tei.
tils, plus Installation. KendelM'Brlen
for ont-y no,MO with (ood terms, t
lle tren.smlii.on, S450. «N W. Sarnie. Used Cara
Srd * High forest (rear)
In. MM
109
Auction Salts
Lumber Co., IIS Franklin St.
*•£•«*i rwW. T«|. ftochttt*
••MM.
rooms end bath. Just a" few short
Tel. M77S.
JSMO-f. Mtrlow BsHtrttn. Rt. 4. Rttthblocks to the West im Street shopping
•sftr.
MEALY-lf«0
MOO,
Ilka
throughn*r
CARL PAHH JR.
HOMELITi CHAIN MW. Super XL den. Stevta, Furnaces, Part*
center.
Will
be
glad
show you Mis ANV REASONABLE offer will buy sny
78 one. ABTS AGENCY, foINC.,
out, with nw IMS mod«l transmitAUCTIONEER. Bond*) and Lk»nt«J,
anatrttor- Reg. »W, now 1171, WILSON
«pr degg-d sewer* and drain*
1» Walnut
one of meat automobiles! IMS Chevro-r«l. U4-7I11.
and
evardriva.
Tat.
Altura
•Ion
7531.
ftuihford,
Minn.
aroRB, Rt. i. Tei. en-2«7.
St. Tel. HHS.
1st. n» or M34. 1 veer ousrante*.
let Bel Air Moor sederi, V-l, stendsrd
SIEOLER HEATERS, oil or fiat, Installtrensmlwloo, color Danube btuai 1H0 CHEVROLET - ItH
s»W
ad,
servicedi
Aladdin
Blue
Flame
44<Mr
ladait. A-l
Dunk bed*. Tel. 2457 after
BaOROOMS-Weat location and availALVIN KOHNER
Rambler Ambassador f-pesiengar wagLOCAL C*>A tMfcs young wtlftffit wf* ARMY STYLE
oorfable Iteafersr elso oil turner oarfe. 3 able
'
..
condition, Tal. S-nn.
I.
at ones, owner leaving town. Let
AUCTIONEER, City and ttata n<ant«
en. til power) If57 Otdimobll* SS 4RANGE OIL BURNER CO., W7 I
. M>
*_!"•• *S *"»** In »eeo«nHiip, pous
ehox*
you
this
new
listing
belnfl
Inquire
at
Lakevlew
Manor
arvl
bend*, lit Llb*rty ». (Corner
door seden.
sition o«ort vwloty «nd pottntitl.
St. Tel. rot. Aydotpn MkttMewski.
TRACKMASTE* OO-CART double bar
offered for the first time. Bxtre Isree
W. Ilh and Liberty) T«i tm.
AatS.. Unit *M. Apt. 17. Til. K7I3. *ELICT tha car you whh to own . . .
Wrltt B-M Qilly Ntws.
construction, balloon tires, <vt h.p.
lot, full basement, birch kitchen. ABTS
w» can cava you monay on lha loanl
racing angina, padded cushions. $145.
AOBNCY. INC.. I» Walnut il. Tel. BUKK — HO LeSetre 4-door, local I
It rhymaa ind It alao makai stmt
¦pedal truck. Sanitary « odorttu Monsiyto Le«n
Hendricks. St. diaries, Minn.
S-4J.).
to Ma tha ortlcara in thi Initallmant JAN. 4-Ttwi. 10:90 l.m. Juit W «f EtU
40 Dwtont
owner car. Bulck¦ Oirege, Arcedla,
O. S. WOXLANO CO.
Tel. «_M724. Cltln City Limits on Hwy. 13 Is Corny
Loin Dapt; of tha MERCHANTS NAWis.
.
.
TeL SU*ia
. RoaMerd. Mhm.
ty Trunk "T", than 1mltst N. on "T",
FOR SAS.
I by owner, S-year-cM. M*dTIONAL BANK for your car loan. You
NEW PORTABLB electric tawing medithtn
1 milt E. Lwrinct S. Marltnt
room fume, ettacfitd garage, school CrliVHOLBT-lWe 4-door, Urtlh 3S3 V*
will
drive
knowing
you
htva tha bolt
IP YOUR New Yaar-e resolution I*
mes ouirenheed tor 25 years, look,
Altxirx-er, owntrt; Jonnien A Murray,
bus turns tt driveway. Meal location,
rata In town and your monthly pay1»J7 overdrive trensmllslen end differ*
fwrtodtled bath, plan around the beauonly i)t and up. Cinderella Shoppea,
Cattwiy Crtdlt Inc., clerk.
•ucllonMr*)
next t» supper dub ind front yen) loins
mtntt will ba "aaiy to llvt with."
ential, Dest offer. 101 Litayette. Tel.
PUIN NOTI-AUTO-PUIINiruil B
tiful, functional fixture* from Kohlar,
214 Mankato Ave. and tt W. 3rd.
golf course. Reeaon for selling change
Drop In todiy . .. It only fakai
uu.
jro.
in
e.
T
«
I
.
MIS
.
*
Crane or American-Standard. Gleamon
In |ob location. Priced et only 113709
f*w mlmrtat,
JAN. *-TUM. i p.m. 1 mill* N.w. el
ing white, exciting colors, the newest Mr*. » ¦.m. to $ pm « tat. * am. to noon BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and en|oy ttie
for quick sell. Tel. Rushford U4-fM PONTIAC—lt6S Cetlllnt l-door Hardtop,
peptn, Wli. en STH 113. Su. Millircn
•tykes. Improve the valu* ol your
comfort of automatic psrional care.
Sears 400 Homart
tor appointment.
S_rMi
new
car
warranty.
miles,
11*0
propertyi Hon SrtiMdcr, fluct!nn»«r,
home, mafce cleaning easier, make It
Keeo full oervke — complete Burner
vinyl
hirdtop,
ell
Moor
1»H
Pontile
Crilpptwa Vallty Fin. Co., dirk.
Furnaces or Boilers
a room you will be proud of. For free
car*. Budget plan end guaranteed price.
Interior, perfect etiape, SMey guarenestimates, to get en expert opinion call
Order today from JOSWICK'S FUEL I
on any artlclo ef voluo . . .
iTth
or
tM
at
S40
t-1175
1.
Tel.
t«e,
Gas or Oil
SIS*
OIL CO. Ml E, Iff). Tel. 33S*.
PLUMBING B HEATING
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE
JAN. 4—Tun. 1i:M e.m. Anllqua tnS
Avi.
HI E. and St.
T«|, 2131
l»urnltur» auction at »t Llbtrty st. Ella
PLUMBING PIXTURES TO SUIT
LoMO. ownar; Alvln Knhnpr , auc_lnn>
Pollra, I'M. loaded, air condiDODGE
Jo7 B. 3rd
ALL
BUDGETS
Tel. J703
eari
Minn. Lind $, Audion S.rv ^
tioning, JSJ engine, very clean. Tel.
Dogt, Pats, Supplies
42
" ¦ ¦ WjLHppe the
'(0 Falcon wagon
$799
clark.
0554.
.on
Fomalt—Jobs of InUrgst—26 POMERANIAN PUPPIES—3H Washing'60 Rambler wagon . . . $599
PLUMBING 4 HEATINO
ton. Tol. 4XSS.
Tel. 27JT
Sears 400 Warm Air
14* E. 3rd St.
'59 Ford wagon
$599
BABYSITTER WANTEO — by Jan. 6th,
Heating System*
ICE SKATE EXCHANGE
43
4:30 to 3:30, also New Yier's Eve. Hems, CaHU, Stock
'59 Edsel 4-door
$499
KoHsr
Bleycla
Shop
Inojulre 1404 W. 5th.
Tel. 5465
Prices cut drastically on
HOLSrtlN BULLS - torvlceMe aoa, 400 Mankato Ave.
For further information
BEAUTY OPERATOR—wanted for modwith records. Curtis Parsons. St. Charthese
can for year end
TROPIC
AIRE
HUMIDIFIER
and fre_e estimates
ern beauty salon. Write E-32 Dally
Its, AAlnn. Tel. 932-4371.
Reg. %».», special S3?.95
clearance.
The sale of the lifetime BC
New*.
MARK SCHNEIDER SALES
Tel. M371
EXCELLENT DAIRY cows. Gutmwy.
— Wi Advartlta Our price*
cumulation of goods is a
St.,
!»w
»»
m
Good.
^^
Ayrshire and Holsttlnl. prlcad reasenserious matter . You want
¦ble. Call Gene Karasch WttoKs 2254.
Ask for Andy or Dan
THE Puller Brush Co. he* openings tor
your sale conducted in an
two l*dle* to represent Puller eo» HOLSTEIN FEEDER steers, 5 and i
601 Main Si
Tel. 2849
efficient manner. Thorp
metles and cleaning product* in the
Angus heifer, possibly near 1100 lbs.
Wliwn* aree. is hours wwk» flexible
AUIvin Aekley, Whitehall. Wis. Tel, f»Sales Company , through
schedule, 12.20 per hour. For Interview
3H3.
41 Years in Winona
their many representatives,
writ* Jerry Johnson. Rt. j . Rochester,
Minn.
is readv at all times to disLincoln-Mercury-Falcon
CHESTER WHITE and Lendraee cress
57 E. 3rd.
gilts. 250 lbs. Werner engel, Fountain
cuss with you the complete
Comet-Fairlane
City,
Wis.
Tel.
8487-3798.
Malt—Jobs of Inferos!— 27
handling of your sale.
Open Mon., Fri. Eve.
Typewriters
77
HOLSTEIN BULLS-of Mrvlceable age, ~
2 SNOW PLOW SPECIALS
WRITTEN APPLICATIONS for (he posland
Saturday
afternoons
from 500-lb. plus buttertat herd averGoodall » ti.p. - $38. unt for $22S
tlon of full time Steward will be acage. Russell Persons, St. Charles,
WET AND DRV processed copy paper,
Jacobsen 3 h.p.—$219 unit for JUS
cepted by the Boerd of Directors of
( Formerly Minn Sales Co.)
Minn. Tel. 932-4865.
legal and letter size available. We can
While They Lastl
BUICK - OLDSMOBIXE
the Wlnone Athletic Club.
supply copy paper for almost any copy
Mobile Homes, Trail«rs 111 12» Miracle Mill Off. Bldg.
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
225
W.
3rd
machine. See us for the latest In 3 AA
2nd I. Johnson
Tel. 5455
MAM WANTED tor general farm worK,
Rochester, Minn.
cop/ papers. WINONA TrPEWRITER
Including milking. Writ* E-34 Dally
1M4 CHICKASHA, Cro\t , AAedalllon. Many
Off. Phone - AT 2-7463
SERVICE , 161 E. 3rd, Tel. S-330O,
REflNISH
WITHOUT
REMOVING.
CreNew*.
used
8'
and
10'
wides.
Tommy's
Trailer
ata modern wood finishes without reRES. PHONES
l l b . . . . $5.55
S - le«. 1 miles S; ol Galesville on _ 3. Wi
mevhifl old finish with Old Mastari TVPEWRITERS end adding machines
YOU NO MAN to work mornings, Von.
tr-idt lor eny'hinol
Merle
Moehnke AT 9-3_39
for
sale
or
rent.
Reasonable
rates,
Liquid
Wood.
thru Frl., 7-11:30, in sausige making
free delivery. See us for all your ofClark
Vessey AT fl-8790
dept. steady employment, 501 E. 3rd.
Animal Health Center
SEE
OUR
Una
lelactlon
ol h«v/ and
fice supplies, desks, files or office
Downtown 8. Miracle Mall
usad moblla homat. all slzas . Bank
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 3222.
M. Center St.
EXPERIENCED Service Station attendfinancing. 7-year plan. COULEE MO.
~
ant. Inquire Sugar Loaf 66.
ftll. E HOME SALES, Hwy. 14-tl E„
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies 44 Building Materials
Wanted to Buy
81
Winona. Tel. 4376.
61
BRIGHT, INTELLIGENT young man
with GoGo attitude wanted to eell mo- MAOICFLO J_KMESWAY automatic poulSEE Us For Best Prices
HWY. 41 Mbhlfa Horaa Salai, «ast of
torcycles es shop manpger In Rad Wing,
try feeder. Cheap. Stanley Bond, Foun- CURVED COUNTER TOPS ready made
Scrap Iron, Mots I, Wool, Raw Fure
Shangri-La Motal. Wa likva 13 wldai
for easy Installation. Kendall O'Brien
Minn., ROBB BROS/ MOTORCYCLES.
tain City. Tel. 86I73W4.
M S. W IRON & METAL CO.
on hand, also naw \1i6 modal 8 wldat.
Lumber
Co.,
115
Franklin
St.
Call In person at 573 E. 4th, Winona.
Ml W. 3nd St.
Tei. 3004
Tal. t-3626.
ORDER CHICKS NOWl early order dltMEED EXPERIENCED young driver for
courit, Ghostlay Pearls - White Rocks, Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63 WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
delivery to nearby rural areas. This Is
20-week pullets available Jan. 2nd,
RENT OR SALE-TralUra and Camp1965 .CADILLAC
CO. pays highest prices for scrap
well 'paid year-round lob. Prepare
Mar. 20th, Mar. 17. Rewtkamp's Poul- YOU BET WE carry a wide variety of
ari. Laahy's, Buffalo City, Wit. Tal.
Iron, metals, end raw fur.
4-door, blue
DeVille
11 :30 A.M. Sharp
Sedan
resume giving experience and age.
try Farm and Hatchery. Lewiston, high grade coals. Commander, 3 sites,
Cochrane 348-3532 or 34M67H.
222 W. 2nd
Tel. _0«7
Writ* E-31 Dally News.
Minn. Tel. 5761.
with blue interior , full powClosed Saturdays
furnace/ stove and range. Petroleum
Coket Pocahontas; Berwlnd Briquets. ~
er , air conditioned.
ACCOUNTANTS-part-tlme, at once, who DEKALB 20-week pullets. Raised accordLa Crosse Mobile Homes
Located 10 miles W. of InH(GHEST PRICES PAID
Relss 50-50 Briquets) Stott Petroleum
are thoroughly qualified to prepare
ing to Dekalb's, prescribed pullet rearfor
scrap
iron,
metals,
rage,
Briquets)
hide*,
Winter
King
Esg.
S
varieties
New & Used
Form 1040." AAust be experienced In all
ing program. Our own new pullet growdependence, or 5 miles S. of
raw furs and wool I
of stoker coals. JOSWICK'S FUEL &
1964 CADILLAC
phases of Individual Income lax reing buildings, one age birds In a build.
OIL CO., 901 E. 8th. "Where you flet
turns. Apply 7 to * p.m. weekdays. Hi
Ing. Available year around. SPELTZ
4-door hardtop, green finthe Lookout Store.
more
et
lower
cost.
"
Walnut St.
CHICK
HATCHERY.
Rollingstone.
INCORPORATED
ish with green and white
m mile S. of City limits on
Minn. Tel. 8689-231).
4SO
W.
3rd
Tel.
SS47
4 nice spacious rooms and
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
MARRIED MAN for year around farm
interior.
Hwy 14.
64
25 Dairy Cattle, Machinery,
work. Alan Garness, Harmony,
Winn. BUY ARBOR ACRE QUEENS, excellent
bath in east location. Roof
¦
Lyle
Norskog . Hollis Norskog
Rooms
Without
Meals
86
Tel. S84J774.
for egg she. Interior quality and pro- USED FURNITURE—2-pc. living room
and siding only 6 years old.
Feed, Dairy Equip., sheep,
duction. 20 weeks pullets available all
4lmpala
suite, 135) chest of drawers, (9; *A size
'64 CHEVROLET
Tel. La Crosse 4-«554
New automatic space heatyear around. For quality ask for Arbor
bed, complete, $40; full size coll ROOMS FOR MEN, with or without
,
automatic
6,
sedan,
door
1
work horse... . ..
Acre Queen pullets. Winona Chick
housekeeping privileges. No day sleepspring, Sti full tire head board and
er, large hot water heater
YOUNS MAN with car can earn B1.S0Hatchsry, 56 E. 2nd, Wlnone. Tel. M14.
Auction Sales
steering, power
ers. Tel. 4859.
power
frame, SIS; t pc. walnut dining room
included
In
price.
May
be
B2.30 per hour. Writ* MVarrem D. Lee,
suite. S25. BORZYSK0WSKI FURNInr_______ 6S
"
S11 Lossy Blvd. So., Le Crosse, Wll. Wanted—Livestock
Lawrence Marsolek, Owner
46 TURE, 302 Mankato Ave. Open even- ROOMS FOR MEN—nlca rooms with purchased on contract for
MINNESOTA
'62 FORD Galaxie 500 4cooking privileges end lounoe arse. S50ings,
deed
with
small
down
payFrancis
Werlein, Auctioneer
$30 per month. Tel. M964.
engine,
390
hardtop,
door
HORSES WANTED - We can pay more
ment, balance like rent, for
Securities Service Corp, Clerk
Evirett j . Kohnar
than anyone else. We pick up. Walter Good Things to Eat
65 ROOMS FOR RENT - 6y ths day or less than $6,000.
p o w e r brakes, power
Msrg, Blads River Poll*. Wis. Tel.
15! Walnut. Tel. t-3710, aftar houri 7ti4
week, rsduced winter rates. Crescent
steering.
7-F-14.
Motel, La Crescent, Minn.
FOR SOMETHING different and special
8
with
4-door,
'63 FORD
RESIDENCE PHONES:
on New Years get one of the lo-lb.
--*>-W _^^
M IX" «IJ » lf j I ' al—¦¦_.! U »__l HlM I'>_-_e>^K t--t**W
--**»-l
FOR YOUR BEST h«0 market eofllaef
Polish canned hams, Imported direct Apartments, Flats
stick.
90
Casey Marcks, St, Charles. Minn. Tel.
11 fnftlttMliftrtMllftn%rKnfiTTfrt-_H
lT-iTTTffTilTrl-iT^-HTHll_M
from Poland, et BAMBENEK'S, 9th Si
E. . J. Hartert . . . 3973
R with
4-door,
'63
FORD
?32-4120.
Mankato.
4523
Mary
Lauer
.
.
.
FIVE-ROOM lower ept., all modern, cerstick.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
peted living room end 'dining room, gaPIRST OF THE YEAR SPECIALS on
'60 CHEVROLET lmpala 2Bill Ziebell . . . 4854
A real good auction market tor your
rage. Tel. 8-1791.
Burbank Russets and good cooking and
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
door hardtop , 6 with
POTATO
•atlng apples. WINONA
wsefc. hogs bought every day. Trucks
CENTER 27<^Dsluxe 3-room apt., parMARKET, IIS Market.
stick.
available. Sale Thur*. Tal. 2667.
tially furnished, with private bain, heat
i Just west of Eau Claire city limits on Hwy. 12 to County |
'62 CORVAIR Monza 900 2and hot water furnished. HOC. Adults.
BUY FOOD vfholesale on easy monthly
I
Trunk "T," then 2 miles north on "T," then 1 mile east I
By appointment only. Tsl. 4790.
Capitol Food Provision Co., 3930
door, 4-speed.
Farm Implements
48 „ terms.
or 9 miles west of Chippewa Falls on Hwy. 29 to County i
M\ St., Winona. Write or call 7354.
1
sedan,
*«L PONTIAC 4-door
601 Main St.
Tel. 284S
SIXTH E. 753VH-room apt., with private
"
"T," then 2 miles south on "T," then 1 mile east. |
I
Trunk
bath, available Immediately, adults.
SMALL ENGINE
WHITE POTATOES for sate. Tel. 8-3877.
8, automatic, power steer1
Watch
for Gateway auction arrows.
Tel. <790.
SERVICE & REPAIR
1
ing, power brakes.
Fast — Economical
Musical
Marchandisa
70
Lota
for
Sale
1
0
0
4•60 PONTIAC Catalina
ROBS BROS. (TORI
Apartment*, Furnished 91
Tel. SUIT
574 B. 4th
door, 8, automatic.
Lunch will be served.
BUIL.DIMG LOTS for sale, across from
|
Sale time 10:30
j|
makes
all
PROMPT SERVICE on
Sundown Motel, some fa ce Hwy., some
FIVE ROOMS, private bath, cooklnfl fa|
25 other fine used can
of bulk tanks.
I
45 REGISTERED PUREBRED
lake, best fishing In state. Charles
cilities. Students preferred, Tel. S-1683.
Ed's Refrigeration 8. Dairy Supplies
733 W. Ml..
Blesanz. Tel. 5024.
|
to choose from.
(74 HEAD) GUERNSEY COWS
I
Tel. 8532
S55 E. 4th
R-CHIME-8,625 lb, Milk, 8.7%, 493 B.F. 305 DA.,
| |
1
FURNISHED 1 room light housekeeping
Wanted—Rail Estate
102
apl. 452 Main.
•
|due Feb. 22. R-BEAUTY-« ,09fl lb. Milk, 5.0%, 406 B.F. |

ELECTRIC KOTO BOOTEE
CALL, SYL KUKOWSKT

H>I ^-M>U or Femel>

jjj

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

HEATI NG SALE

lOANSYLKf

Save $20 - $50

Quick Money...

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN

Save J 5%

SANITARY

Women - Part-Time

Year-End
Closeouts

New Year
Brings Glad Tidings
To You
And Your Family

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

SEARS

PAINT DEPOT

W ddcrttl

AUCTION?

WALZ

THORP SALES CO.

Start the
New Year Right
Buy A Used Car
From Jerry

Bob Selover
and Staff

[ ± BOB ~]

HAVING AN

We'll be thinking of all
our wonderful friendi
when 1966 is rung in
by the clock of time.
Thank Yoii All!

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
AND
A HAPPY NEW
YEAR

Water Soluble
A & D Powder Concentrate

TED MAIER DRUGS

HAPPY
NEW YEAR!

|

AUCTION

SPECIAL

Tues., Jan. 4

T REALTOR

q0 cu.TeR- Tti.2M9

Sam Weisman & Sons

ROLLOHOME

Buy Like Rent

Part Time

Land & Auction Sales

Steady
Employment

__

for
Factory Positions — Also
1 Qualified Draftsman.
Liberal ' benefits
Profit Sharing

Contact Personnel
Office
Crenlo, Inc.

Hardt's Music Store

Water Wormer
For Pigs

1600 4th Ave. N.W .
Rochester, Minn.

$5.95 gal.

Permanent position open as

TED MAIER DRUGS

Tapo Recorder Center

McCulloch

Features
EXCLUSIVELY

Animal Health Center
Downtown S> Miracle Mall

MANAGER

of Propane, Plumbing
& Heating Depts.

CHAIN SAWS
New 140 10 lbs.
Chain Sharpening

This full-time position ls in
small town offering ideal
living conditions . It is with
a growing organization offering a wage and salary
scale competitive with any
in the business. Aside from
ideal working conditions you
will be associated with a
business affiliate with a
large organization offering
many advancement opportunities.
If you have what it takes
to manage this department
write a letter of application
and include a reference or
two to Maurice Quale, Manager

SPECIAL DEAL
ELECTRIC HEATER
70 GAL.

HOG WATERER

Also 40% Off
on 1 Hudson Hog Waterer

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
Breezy Acres
Hwys. 14 and 61 E.

Hay, Grain, Faed

SO

WANTED GOOD HAY - Gene Karasch,
near Wilson Store. Tel. Wltoka 2254.

Rushford, Minn.

HAY FOR 8ALE-l»t crop, 135 bales.
Tel. MS* after 4iJ0.

Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

100% VIRGIN NYLON PILE

Room Size Rug—Built-in Foam Rubber Back

NOW $25.88

WELCOME MATS
NOW 99c Each
17x30 Reg. $1.80
VINYL SU RFACE LINOLEUM
CHOICE OF PATTERNS
NOW $1.29 Rn. Ft.
12' Reg. $1.52
NOW $ .99 Rn. Ft.
9' Reg. $1.14
STYLE HOUSE GOOD VINYL INLAID

SALE $1.09 Rn. Ft.

GOOD VINYL INLAID EMBOSSED PATTERNS

Reg. $2.09

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

From as low as

Now renting or leasing
choice heated office space
and suites. All sizes. Elevator service. Most convenient location in Winona!
CALL RENTAL AGENTS
AT 2551 OR SEE

&u P

— Plus —

GORDON

Complete Line of
Accessories including

Hal Leonard Music
64 E. 2nd

Tel. 8-2921

Radios, Television

71

Home, for Rant

SALE $1.49 Rn. Ft.

HAPPY
NEW YEAR
The year -will
goon be new, but
our wish la the same:
That we may continue
to serve you as we have
ln the past... to the
best of our ability.
Have a Happy, Healthy
and a Prosperous
New Year

GAIL-ROSS
APPLIANCE

217 E. 3rd

Tol . 4210

STA.RTO-JET will start your ear In secor»ds every day, For more information
or dealership call Diamond K Enterprise!. St. Chirlei 932-4308.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

10?

INTERESTED In motorcycles? See our
Shop Manager ad under Classification
17 In today 's paper.
ROBB BROS.
Motorcycle Shop, 573 E. 4th.

Und Cara

V^ Exchange Bldg.
*v*in<ma

Of Your Favorite
Artists.

Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

TRUCK BOOIES-trallera, built, repelred and painted. Hoist sales end services. Berg 's. 1?M W . 4th . Tal. 4933.

«M

STEREO TAPES

<W(non« 's Only Reef Eifafe Buvetr)
Tal. 6388 or 7093
P.O. Box 34)

Trucks, Tract's Trailers 108

OS

109

CH«VR0LET—lt» I-door Blseayna wllh
big V-8 englnt, automatic Turboallde
transmission, whits sldawall tires. 6ene
E libsII, 3 mllei W, of Hirt
CH8VR0LET - I960 Blscivne 4-door,
blue, radio , deafer, tlandart t Iraromlsilon, runs pirlect. Quick sals,
only 1.00. Tal, 5640.

IN RUSHFORD - Modern 3-bedroom
home, immediate posseiilon. For sale OLCSWOBILE - Vlil "81". will lake
older cer In Inde, 761 E. Ilh.
or rent. Tel. La Crosse 764-5103.

COCHRANE, Wis.—Good home In Choice
neighborhood. Odsll Llndrud. Tel. 341TELEVISION 8ERV1CE
3.1).
expert service on all makes
57 WBandHAVE
Article* for Sal*
models. Very reasonable rates
THREE-BEDROOM
modern home, J'/i
Come In or call WINONA FIRE 8
baths, completely carpeted, partially
BOUNCE POOL labia, 1 year old. same
POWER CO.. 54 6 tnd. Tel. M.S.
furnished, owner leaving for winter
as new, U0 . Tel. 2241 mornings and
season, possibly longer, relerences re
alter 7 evenings.
Sewing Machines
73 quired. Tal. 7871 aftar t p.m,
OBRT'S a gey girl . . . ready for a
whirl after clsanlng carpets with Blue WE HAVe cabinets for most models of Bus. Property for Sale
97
sewing machines. Sewing kits , electric
Lustre. Rent electric snampcoer, tl.
scissors, etc. WINONA SEWINO CO.,
H. Choeta i Co.
DOWNTOWN
BUILDING
leased
es
laun
SSI Huff. Tel. W4B.
dromsf and werehouia as Investment
PERSONAL PORTABLE TVs, r' -11" and a service business location. BOB
12" - 16" or it" salt ae low ae Wf.fi. Specials at the Stores
74 SELOVER REALTOR. Tel. iStt.
Ill ELECTRIC, 185 I
. 3rd.

, STYLE HOUSE
^
^ 1^

Reg. *1.64

Tape Recorders

$39.95

TWO-BEDROOM HOME In low price
class. Will pay cash. See Hank Olson,
MO E. 7th. Tel. 2017.
OFFICES IN Morgan Bldg., single, double or up to suite ol A. See Steve AAorWILL
PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
gan at Morgan's Jewelry.
POR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

EXCHANGE BUILDING

SONY and AMPEX

Feiten Impl. Co.
Winona
113 Washington

TRI-COUNTY COOP
OIL ASSOCIATION

HAL-LEONARD

Business Places for Rant 92

Farms, Land for Sale

98

FARMS
FARM!!
FARMS
We buy, we sell, w« trade.
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Oitao, Wll.
Res 695-3157
Tel Office W7-3M.

Houses (or Sal*

GET YOUR KICKS
IN '66
'65 CHEVROLET
Impalas

i TO CHOOSE FROM
a-door herdtops end 4-doori. AH can
¦re under feclory warranty ,

'65 FORDS

2 TO CHOOSE PROM
-1 LTD 4-door hardtop.
1 GALAXIE JOO '-door.
Still under factory w«rr«nly .

'65 PLYMOUTHS

1 BOLViDBUe II 4-door sadm.
1 BKLVCDBRS II >-door herdtop .

Over 40 ofher selacl used ceri.

99

E. WALL-TO-WALL carpeting recently
Installed In Ihe living room end 3 bedrooms. It la Immaculate. Beautiful
location among ell new homes. V» per
month, after down payment. Brand new
lliflno. ABTS AGENCY , INC., 15» Walnut St. Tel. 8-43.5.
EIGHTH E„ modern 3-bedroom house,
$5)30, part terms. 5-room cottage, R
Oth, modern except heat, 14150. E. 4th,
small house, full basement, S2S00. 4room house, 12600. rent terms. C.
•HANK. SJJ .
¦ 3rd.

Attention Vetorans

NO DOWN payment, Immediate occupancy. Ml W. fih, 4 badrooms, 1<* toarhi,
full baseman!, oil hast, spacious garage, Will arrange long farm loen with
paymonta Ilka rent.

Nyst rom Motors
tnd ind WasMnglon
Open Frl, Nlghls

Marv wishes you

a HAPPY and
PROSPEROUS
N EW YEAR
If it's too prosperous ,
come on down and buy a

good USED CAR

Frank West Agency

See you next year

Telephone Your Want Ads

'
Vftf VwlL

17) Lafayette
Tel. S240 or 4400 alter houre.

to The Winona Daily News

USED CARS

Dial 8321 for an Ad Taker.

210 W. 2nd St.

JERRY'S
AUTO SALES

Tel. 9760
165 E. 2nd
Open from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.

THESE CARS

RECONDITIONED
And Carry a
1-YEAR WARRANTY
1964 CHEVROLET 4-door,
tu-tone finish , radio, heater,
6 cylinder engine , automatic
transmission, 5 new whitewall tires. Specially priced.

-$1695 —

1961 CHEVROLET Be! Air
4-door , V-8 motor , automatic
transmission, w h i t e w a l l
tires, solid white finish ,
above average condition.

— $1095 —

1962 PONTIAC Catallna 4door, power steering, power
brakes , automatic transmission, radio, heater , solid
sflverleaf green finish,

-$1695 —

1 863 CHEVROLET Bel Air
+-door, V-8 motor, automatic
transmission, rad i o , heater,
w e r steering, power
Eo
rakes , solid caravan gold
finish with matching Interior , whitewall tires.

— $1595 —

1059 PONTIAC Catalina 4door hardtop, tu-tone gray
and white finish , radio,
heater , automatic transmission.

— $795 —

1961 PONTIAC Star Chief
4-door, solid white finish
with maroon vinyl interior ,
p o w e r steering, power
brakes radio and heater.

-$1495 -

1960 PONTIAC Catallna 4do«\ radio, heater , whitewall tires, tu-tone green finish with matching interior ,
automatic transmission.

— $995 —

1989 0LDSM0B1LE Super *B
2-door hardtop, radi o, heater, automatic transmisalo-n,
steering;, power
power
brakes, solid aqua finish.

— —
$995

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. K-2711
Open Mon . k Fri. Evening ;.

_____

1

TUESDAY , JAN. 4

§

We Service and Stock
Needles for all
RECORD PLAYERS

______

i 305 DA., just fresh as a 6 year old—473 B.F., 305 D.A.
I R-LUCY—9,335 lb. Milk, 5.1% , 466 B.F. 305 DA. , fall
I freshener, last complete lactation . R-TINY-9,152 lb.
I Milk , 4.5%, 411 B.F., 327 DA., fall freshener, last comi plete lactaUon. - R-WINNIE—9,640 lb. Milk , 4.9%, 468 B.F.
I 338 DA., due March 15. R-NELL1E-B-3 ,190 lb. Milk,
i 5.2%, 166 B.F., 86 DA., fall freshener as a 6 year old 500
1 B.F., 305 DA. R-SHERRY—1,094 lb. Milk, 5.8% , 63 B.F.
1 27 DA., fall freshener. R—BEE-2,321 lb. Milk , 4.7%,
f i 10 B.F. 79 DA., fall freshener. R-MOLLY-« ,155 lb. Milk,
* _ 5.5% 445 B.F. 269 DA. Incomplete, due March 10 as a
'
|4 year old 535 B.F.—305 DA.
_
R-LlLLY-3, 134 lb. Milk , 4.9% , 152 B.F. 80 DA., fall
1
>l freshener as a 5 year old 462 B.F.—305 DA . R-JO—3,242
k lb. Milk , 4.9% , 158 B.F. 98 DA., fall freshener as a 3
I year old , 498 B.F.—305 DA. R-CARMEL-1,682 lb. Milk,
I 5.2%, 88 B.F. 58 DA „ fall freshener. R-BETTS-9,031
l| lbs. Milk , 3.7% , 517 B.F., 302 DA., spring freshener. Rt LIN-8,739 lb. Milk , 5.3%, 463 B.F. 286 DA. Incomplete,
% due Jan. 20, as a 4 year old 579 B.F.-301 DA. R-PEGGY
I —7,943 lb. Milk , 5.0%, 395 B.F. 250 DA. Incomplete, due
I March 12 R-GOLDY-8,913 lb. Milk , 4.8% , 428 B.F. 305
$ DA., due Feb. 15, as a 3 year old 477 B.F.—321 DA . RMAIDEN—7 ,927 lb. Milk , 5.8% , 459 B.F, 320 DA, spring
R-SPOT-8,150 lb. Milk , 5.3%, 434 B.J', 304 DA . Spring
freshener. R-SANDY- ,,713 lb. Milk , 5.0% , 339 B.F.
271 DA. Incomplete, due March 4. R-MARYGOLD—7,658
lb. Milk , 5.8% , 426 B.F . 319 DA . Springer. R-SUKY6,752 !b. Milk, 4.9%, 334 B.F. 305 DA., fall freshener, 1st
lactation-Heifer. R-B..B.-1.B79 lb. Milk , 6.2% , 117 B.F.
72 DA., fall freshener.
R-PAM~fl ,094 lb, Milk , 5.1% , 411 B.F. 328 DA„
fall freshener, 1st lactation as a heifer. R—MINNIE—
I 3,377 lb. Milk , 4.8% , 162 B.F, 91 DA,, fall freshtowr, as
% a 2 year old 421 B.F. 308 DA. R—TIDY-7,371 lb. Milk ,
K 5.5%, 403 B.F. 305 DA., fall freshener , as a 1st calf heifer.
S R-LUCIA-2,200 lb. Milk , 5,7% , 126 B.F. 68 DA., fall
f resheners , as a 2 year old 401 B.F. 318 DA. R-MAGGIE
—2 ,426 lb. Milk , 5.4% , 132 B.F. 75 DA,, half freshener, as
a 2 year old 510 B.F. 319 DA. R-SPECKS-2,230 lb. Milk ,
5.9%, 131 B.F. 64 DA,, fall freshener, as a 2 year old 401
B.F . R-BESS-8 ,437 lb. Milk , 8.0% , 504 B.F. 305 DA., due
Feb. 16, as a 2 year old . R-CORA-.69 lb. Milk , 4.5%,
39 B.F. 27 DA., Just fresh , 2nd calf heifer. R-Belle—6,279
lb, Milk , 5.7%, 356 B.F. 314 DA. , just fresh, aa a 1st
m cal f heif er . *R-MOPPETTE-5 ,652 lb. Milk, 5.1"% , 291
|B.F. 305 DA. Springer, 1st calf heifer. R-CATINA—5,432
I lb. Milk , 5.5%, 298 B.F. 291 DA. Springer, 1st calf heifer,
|R~MISS-« ,546 lb. Milk , 5.8%, 358 B.F. 289 DA. Springer,
1 1st calf heifer. R—COLLIE-7 .60O lb. Milk , 4.7% , 380 B.F.
I 295 DA. Springer, 1st calf heifer.
Rr-M ITE-6,552 lb, Milk , 4.0% , 263 B.F. 313 DA., due
|
|March 17, 1st calf heifer. -R-JO-J0-7 ,001 lb. Milk . 4,6% ,
1 323 B.F. 283 DA . Incomplete, spring freshener, lat calf
i heifer. R—RUTH—3 ,061 lb. Milk , 4.9% , 149 B.F. 123 DA .,
1 due Sept. 1 . 1st calf heifer. R-LETI-2,032 lb. Milk , 4.8% ,
|97 B.F. 95 DA., fall freshener, 1st calf heifer. R-TAMI—
|i 2,870 lb. Milk , 4 . 6% , 123 B.F. 83 DA., fall freshener , 1st.
|calf heifer. R-TILLIE-4 ,778 lb. Milk , 5.2%, 248 B.F. 230
I DA., due Feb. 1st calf heifer. R—LAURA LEE-1 ,337 lb.
W. Milk , 4.7'%, 72 B.F. 4ft DA., fall freshener, 1st calf heifer.
A IWANE-2, I!M Ih. Milk , 5 .2% . 115 B.F. 74 DA , fall freshoner, 1st calf heifer. R-DA rtLI-NE-Mfifi 11). Milk , 5.4% ,
i
A 1 (H) B.F. 62 DA., fall freshener , 1st calf heife r . R—BABY
1* -1,003 lb. Milk , 4.fi% , 4.6 B.F. 34 DA., just, fresh , 1st calf
I heifer. The above 1st calf heifers are out of A.B.S. _nnd the
#j Soiling Herd Sire .and Top Dams such as: Lin cow ; Benuty
cow; Jo cow ; Molly cow ; Chime cow , etc. who have
J^j
records listed above.
|J fi GRADE HOLSTEIN - 6 GRADE GUERNSEY COWS
REG. PUREBRED GUERNSEY BULL
D
S
TERMS; Under $15.00 cash , over that amount Vi
f? down , balnnce In 6 cqunl monthly payments, :»% added.
:'
LAWANDER -~ REGISTERED GUERNSEYS
LAWRKNCK & MARLENE ALEXANDER - OWNERS
I
- - See Us Before You Sign ! !
I For A Top Dollar Auction
fy
Clerked hy ('.al owRy Credit Inc.
.lohn.«ion ^f Murray, Auctioncrr..
$
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DICK TRACY
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By R«y CN«.

lUHAWYIlt

By Chaattr Gould

_

¦* ¦

-

¦

-

-¦

•

¦

By Mort Wallwr

BEETLE BAILEY
BLONDIE

.

9y Chic Young

TIGER
THE FLINTSTONES

By Hanna-Barbera

STEVE CANYON

By Milton Canniff

By Bud Blak»

LI'L ABNER

By Al Capp

Ice cream is just ice cream
...unless ifs

pRicoiD

Vanilla Cherries
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he? Here's hoping he brings
you good fortune while he's
with us! And here's hoping
we have the opportunity
of serving you again in
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We will clos* at 9 p.m. N»w Ycar't Eva and raop«n
«t 11 a.m. New Yaar's Day.

#_9Mt&tt!lty'0*k<-Dt!r). AMA.

1

1
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That means unique flavor* like our Vanilla Cherries Ice Cream.
Which wf make with juicy Montmorency cherrie-s.
Only the deep r<>d ones-. And we use generous portions of
them, too, When we say Vanilla Cherries Ire Cream, we
mean halt cherry and half vanilla. Kind of makes you think
Of . . . good <hcrry pie a la mode!
,

Next time you shop, remember thai ours is one of the*
selerf ctSlnes authorized to carry the Quality Chekd label.
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OPEN YIAR 'ROUND ON HIGHWAY 61 JUST 2 BlOCfCf WEST OF JUNCTION 14
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